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Summary 

Recent advances in innovative energy storage devices such as supercapacitors have 

made battery-supercapacitor hybrid energy storage systems technically attractive. 

However the field of hybrid energy storage system control is relatively new, involving 

the major challenge of developing control techniques optimised for improved battery-

life or other performance metrics.   

This thesis presents the design and analysis of an actively controlled hybrid energy 

storage system. Detailed information is given regarding the system implementation and 

dynamic controls developed as a part of the research. Novel use of the sliding-mode or 

hysteretic current-controlled DC/DC converter is shown to provide a versatile and 

robust power electronic building block for the power-control hardware implementation. 

Current state of the art in the field has converged around a frequency-domain approach 

to the overall power sharing strategy within hybrid energy storage systems employing 

batteries and high-power, low-energy density storage such as supercapacitors, with 

benefits in terms of reduced battery current maxima and an (un-quantified) increase in 

battery life having been reported.  

This research extends previous studies by considering the frequency-domain approach 

in further detail and providing quantitative simulation results confirming how an 

estimated increase in battery cycle-life of ~18% can be achieved. A systematic 

simulation framework used for the development and assessment of novel hybrid energy 

storage system control strategies is described and demonstrated in the context of a 

remote wind power application. The hardware design of all systems considered is 

described in detail and demonstrated by experiment. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

One of the key design challenges for power systems operating primarily from renewable 

energy sources is that the generated power profile is unlikely to match the load 

requirement. For this reason, much attention is focused on development of novel energy 

storage systems for future renewable power applications. Recent technological advances 

have made the employment of high power density (>4kW/kg), low energy density 

storage (<10Wh/kg) devices such as supercapacitors, advanced flywheel systems and 

superconducting-magnetic energy-storage more technologically feasible [2]. Their 

combined use with more traditional energy storage systems such as electro-chemical 

batteries (which are more suited to longer term storage, lower power/higher energy 

density applications) permits the key benefits of each to be employed. However, to 

ensure their optimal utilisation requires the development of novel control strategies and 

analyses. This thesis describes the development and assessment of an optimised hybrid 

supercapacitor/battery energy storage system for small-scale wind-energy applications 

by both simulation and experiment. 

1.1 Motivation 

This work falls under the Supergen Energy Storage Consortium initiative in Sustainable 

Power Generation and Supply [3]. The key motivation for this study is that distributed 

wind power systems and, in particular small-scale remote-area wind power systems, can 

provide a technically feasible option for future remote energy requirements. Concerns 

about the environment, sustainability and increasing energy prices have created a 

requirement to explore alternative, more sustainable means of energy generation such as 

wind power. Policy drivers promoting energy efficiency such as the Kyoto protocol and 
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more recent EU directives towards the reduction of CO2 emissions by 20% and 

increased renewable electricity generation to 20% [4] have resulted in a policy 

framework in many industrialised countries for the development of sustainable 

generation. To help meet this requirement for increased renewable generation and 

reduced CO2 emissions, in spite of an increasing world population, requires focused 

research and development to be applied in various disciplines including renewable 

energy systems.  

It is anticipated that the majority of the required increase in renewable energy 

generation will be achieved by distributed generation units [5]. These can range in 

power from several kW to MW and are generally installed in the vicinity of the load 

they supply. In addition to meeting directives on climate change and energy production, 

the development of distributed, renewable remote-area power systems can be of 

immediate benefit to communities living isolated from national power networks by 

providing increased electrification, reducing generation costs and increasing 

sustainability.   

If renewable energy sources such as wind and solar are to be utilised effectively, a need 

arises to store the energy produced, as load variations are not in their nature likely to 

coincide with available renewable supply energy variations. This is particularly 

apparent in systems operating in isolated, remote areas where no grid connection is 

available to provide power during times of low renewable energy. Communities in such 

areas have typically relied on diesel generators and more recent technological advances 

have made renewable energy or diesel-renewable hybrid systems increasingly popular. 

Recent studies have shown that the integration of energy storage into a distributed 

wind/diesel system can significantly reduce cost of operation and increase overall 
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system efficiency with a reduction of 38% of total costs and 53% reduction in diesel 

consumption having been reported [6]. The most popular energy-storage technology for 

renewable energy applications is currently the electro-chemical battery [7] for reasons 

including cost, availability and performance attributes, with the lead-acid type 

remaining the most popular choice [8]. Batteries and, in particular, the lead-acid type, 

often constitute a large proportion of the total cost associated with an off-grid renewable 

energy project through multiple battery replacements over the project life [9-11] due to 

their limited lifespan, of the order of 10
3
 charging cycles [12]. In contrast, 

supercapacitors also known as ‘electrochemical double-layer capacitors’ (EDLC), 

“electro-chemical capacitors” or ‘ultra-capacitors’, store energy in the form of 

electrostatic charge and can offer considerably increased cycle-life (10
6
 cycles) and 

power density but have a lower energy density [13]. Consequently, the motivation for 

this study has been to investigate the use of supercapacitor technology to mitigate some 

of the weaknesses of battery energy storage systems such as limited life, principally 

when operated in wind-power systems. Other hybrid energy storage combinations are 

possible such as with fuel cells or compressed air systems as the long-term energy 

storage device with flywheels or superconducting magnetic energy storage as the short-

term device [14]. However, for reasons including cost, technical maturity and due to the 

real problem of limited battery life, this study has focussed on the use of supercapacitors 

with batteries in a hybrid energy storage system. 

1.2  Research Overview 

This study considers the hybridisation of battery and supercapacitor energy storage 

technologies. A combined usage of energy storage systems in a complementary 

configuration allows the effective use of short-term devices such as supercapacitors to 

deliver short-term peaks in power whilst maximising the lifetime of the long-term 
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energy storage device. One of the key challenges faced in the long-term operation of 

renewable-based distributed power systems has been mitigating reduced battery lifetime 

which impacts project life-cycle costs [9], [11]. For this reason, a principal problem 

considered in this study is the optimisation of a battery-supercapacitor composite energy 

storage system primarily for improved battery lifetime although other associated 

benefits are discussed. This has been achieved by first developing a suitable simulation 

environment able to realistically describe the complex and irregular power profile 

experienced by the battery in a remote area power system. Then the implementation of a 

power-electronic controlled hybrid energy storage device in hardware was considered. 

The power electronic converter in the hybrid energy storage system is rated at up to 50A 

and 600V. A test environment capable of functional real-time testing, used for ensuring 

the technical feasibility of the proposed solution, was also developed. Long-term 

simulation of the system performance (simulation intervals of one week to one year), 

combined with a battery cycle-life aging model, has enabled the benefits of the 

proposed hybridisation of the energy storage systems to be demonstrated in terms of 

predicted battery life. The novel simulation/hardware platforms created have also 

allowed new control strategies to be developed and evaluated. 

1.3 Energy Storage Systems 

With the proportion of electricity generated by inherently intermittent sources such as 

wind, wave and solar growing, the requirement to store energy is also increasing [15]. 

With a rising world population and increased use of electrical supply becoming the 

norm in areas of the world where previously it may not have been, this requirement for 

energy storage is likely to also increase. Some of the key benefits that energy storage 

systems can introduce to users are as follows: 
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 Increased use of intermittent renewable sources.  

 Increased reliability and quality of supply. 

 Improved security of supply.  

 Cost reductions by shifting load to cheaper electricity tariffs or increased use of 

renewable generation.  

However, disadvantages could also include increased initial costs and increased system 

complexity.  

Recently, the world population living without national grid power has been estimated at 

over 2 billion and growing [16]. A significant growth is expected in the market for off-

grid energy supply for which energy storage is often essential. Some of the main energy 

storage technologies currently available for use in distributed renewable energy systems 

are supercapacitors, fuel-cells, batteries, superconducting magnetic energy storage 

(SMES) and flywheel energy storage [7]. These can be roughly categorised into short-

term high specific power-density devices such as flywheels, superconducting magnetic 

energy storage systems and supercapacitors and longer-term, lower specific power 

density devices such as batteries, fuel cells and hydrogen storage systems. There exists a 

certain synergy between these devices since their attributes are complementary. For 

example, most short-term, high-power devices also typically exhibit high cycle-life and 

efficiency whereas the long-term, high-energy devices are generally less efficient or 

suffer from reduced cycle-life in comparison. For this reason, a hybridised energy 

storage system is technically an attractive option when high-power/low-energy devices 

are hybridised with low-power/high-energy devices.  
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1.3.1 Batteries 

A battery is a device that converts chemical energy directly to electrical energy. The 

history of the battery is a long one with the first secondary (rechargeable) lead-acid 

battery invented by the French physicist Gaston Planté in 1859 [17]. To this day no 

other cell chemistry has been able to offer a more cost effective solution suited to 

stationary applications. For example, recently lead-acid battery costs of 150$/kWh have 

been reported in comparison to 400-800$/kWh for nickel-cadmium (Ni-Cad) and 

300$/kWh for lithium-ion based cells [18]. In a recent survey by the International 

Renewable Energy Agency, the deep-cycle lead acid cell was described as being the “de 

facto workhorse for commercial and industrial use” [19] and, as such, is currently the 

form of battery most frequently found in power applications. Shortcomings associated 

with the lead acid battery include a short life-span (typically <1000 cycles to failure 

[20]) and consequently it has been reported to be the most limiting factor in isolated 

power generation effectiveness [21]. For this reason, this research has focussed on the 

hybridisation of the lead acid battery with supercapacitor energy storage devices to 

improve upon its inherent limitations. Battery chemistries such as advanced lithium-

based designs show good promise for future renewable applications but are currently 

limited in their application due to cost or technical maturity [2]. The basic principles of 

the techniques developed in this thesis can also be applied to the future hybridisation of 

other short-term, high power storage devices with future battery designs. 
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1.3.2 Supercapacitors 

Supercapacitors are based on the double-layer capacitance concept, first described by 

German physicist Hermann von Helmholtz, in 1853 [22]. The first patent based on the 

double-layer capacitance structure was taken out by General Electric Company in 1957 

[23] as a by-product of their fuel-cell research. Later, in 1966 researchers at Standard 

Oil Company, Cleveland, Ohio (SOHIO) developed a multi-farad device. In 1978, 

Nippon Electric Company (NEC) developed the first commercially-successful high 

capacitance device under the name ”supercapacitor”, for use in providing (low-power) 

backup power for computer memory systems [24]. Meanwhile, between 1975 and 1980, 

Brian Conway, an electro-chemist at the University of Ottawa, carried out extensive 

fundamental work on low-power electrochemical capacitors detailed in his work 

“Electrochemical supercapacitors: Scientific fundamentals and technological 

applications” [25]. However, the first high-power electro-chemical capacitors were 

developed for use in a variety of military applications by Pinnacle Research Institute 

(PRI) in the USA under the name “ultracapacitors” between 1982 and 1989 [26]. This 

then sparked interest in high-power electro-chemical capacitor systems for the electric 

vehicle market and, by 1990, high power electro-chemical capacitors were used for 

load-levelling in the drive-train of electric vehicles with improvements of ~10% in 

efficiency and ~10% in range increase having been reported [27]. 

1.4 Hybrid Energy Storage Systems (HESS) 

Fig. 1.1 illustrates the relative power, energy ratings, efficiency and cycle-life 

characteristics of various battery cell chemistries and short-term energy storage 

technologies such as supercapacitors and flywheels. 
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Fig. 1.1 Battery, capacitor and flywheel energy storage system attributes [28], [29] (a) Typical 

energy density vs. power density (b) Typical efficiency vs. cycle-life. 

Combining two or more energy storage systems permits the beneficial attributes from 

each device to be utilised. For example, short-term, high power density energy storage 

technologies such as flywheel and supercapacitor energy storage systems are often 

hybridised with longer term, lower power density systems such as fuel cells [30], 

batteries [31], and compressed air energy storage [32]. Fig. 1.2 shows how a 

supercapacitor-battery HESS may be configured.  
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Fig. 1.2 (a) Passive parallel connection (b) and (c) active series connections (d) connection via 

common bus (e) active parallel connections: with battery facing load and (f) supercapacitor 

facing load. 

Perhaps the simplest configuration is to connect the supercapacitor and battery 

(passively) in parallel with no active electronic interface. Research into the parallel-

passive configuration has showed that the peak battery current can be reduced in 

applications such as automotive-traction [33], [34], automotive starting [35], [36] and 

wind-power [37]. However, the battery voltage range also dictates the supercapacitor 

usable voltage range in the passive-parallel connection and therefore limits its depth of 

discharge considerably. In [38], [39] the authors have provided comparison data of 

active and passive configurations of a relatively low energy lithium-ion cell (1.4Ah 

Sony 18650 series, commonly used in portable applications) and two 100F 

supercapacitors in series. The results show the active hybrid system has significant 

advantages over the passive configuration including increased power delivery 
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capabilities and suggest that battery life could also be extended. In [40] the authors 

conclude that for vehicular applications: “Optimal use of the supercapacitor requires a 

power controller” and that “the best control strategy is not fully developed due to 

challenging control issues” highlighting the need for further work in the area. The active 

series configuration is not well documented and the benefits of this strategy remain yet 

to be proven. The connection via a DC bus is also an active parallel connection, 

particularly of use in systems that require a DC bus interface to multiple sources and 

loads such as DC microgrids. In general, the current literature has shown that an active-

parallel configuration has the potential to provide significantly greater performance 

benefits than passive or series connections for electric vehicle applications as 

demonstrated by Miller and Sartorelli [41] and renewable energy applications [14] as 

discussed by Etxeberria. For this reason, the study presented in this thesis has 

considered an active parallel configuration. 

The two main application fields for battery/supercapacitor hybrid energy storage 

systems have been renewable energy and transportation. Extensive research studies in 

the field of electric vehicles and hybrid electric vehicles have reported the benefits of a 

hybrid energy storage system consisting of supercapacitor and battery energy storage 

systems in terms of a proposed increase in battery life due to decreased peak battery 

current [42], a quantified increase in battery cycle-life [43] or separate exclusive 

optimisations in terms of efficiency [44] or increased battery life [44]. A variety of 

control strategies have been proposed for the control of hybrid energy storage within 

vehicular based applications with most falling into the category of heuristic rule-based 

algorithms [45], [46] or frequency-domain filtering approaches [43], [47] although more 

complex alternatives such as neural network based schemes have also been reported 

[45]. Even though vehicle drive-cycle patterns can be considered to be irregular, there 
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exists a certain coupling between traction and braking events in that a major 

acceleration event is likely to be followed by some form of deceleration event which 

may well be followed by an acceleration, and so on. In this respect, traction and braking 

duty cycles differ from renewable energy profiles which can be significantly more 

erratic. Consequently the implementation of a hybrid energy storage system and power 

sharing controller optimised for traction applications is not necessarily optimal for a 

renewable energy power profile.  

In renewable energy related studies, many systems have employed a power filtering or 

“linear filtering” [14] based control technique as a means of distributing the power 

between the storage devices. The low frequency power is assigned to the long-term 

storage device, and the rest is absorbed/supplied by the short-term storage. For example, 

Wei, Joos and Belanger [48], [49] have proposed a hybrid energy storage system to 

filter the power output of a grid-connected wind turbine. Two high pass filters with 

different corner frequencies are used to control the power sharing between the two 

sources with the supercapacitor providing the high frequency content. The authors 

present “hardware in the loop” results in which the battery state-of-charge fluctuations 

are reduced by “about 5 – 9%” in the hybrid system, resulting in a “potentially 

prolonged lifespan” compared with the battery-only reference system [49] with similar 

results reported in [48]. The implementation of the system circuit-level design is not 

reported in detail and a system level description is given in both studies [48], [49]. 

Haihua et al [28] present an energy management system for a modular supercapacitor-

battery composite energy storage for renewable energy applications based on a low-pass 

power-filtering approach to power sharing, but do not consider battery life estimation. 

The system is based around a DC bus connection employing an 800Vdc bus and a series 
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of interleaved dual active bridge power electronic converters are used to interface to the 

low voltage supercapacitor (~45Vdc) from an 800Vdc bus. 

Van Voorden et al. [50] have also proposed a low-pass filter derived approach to divert 

the high frequency content to/from the supercapacitor in a wind-energy application, 

with benefits of the hybridised system described in terms of reduced battery current 

fluctuations and reduced impact on battery life. The optimisation in terms of an energy 

management simulation and implementation description is at a system level. 

In [51] Liu et al. present a grid connected wind-power system with hybrid energy 

storage. The battery power is determined by a moving average filter based control (i.e. a 

form of low-pass filter control) with the remaining (high frequency) content diverted 

to/from the supercapacitor. Reported benefits are described qualitatively in terms of 

smoothed battery current, enhanced efficiency and reduced battery stress (due to 

reduced battery current peaks). The implementation is based on a half bridge converter 

interface of the energy storage devices to a common DC bus. Its operation is 

demonstrated by simulation although the design process is not described. 

Jia et al. [52-54] have described a practical-system which acts to filter the battery power 

for stand-alone renewable power applications. Since battery voltages typically remain 

relatively constant over the discharge range (1.75 – 2V/cell for lead acid cells [55]) the 

effect is similar to a battery power filtering technique. Hardware results are provided 

confirming the feasibility of the approach and the benefits are described qualitatively in 

terms of prolonged service life. The power electronic interface design is described in 

detail and is based on a half bridge DC/DC converter with the battery on the low-side 

and the supercapacitor on the high-side. The control system is based on controlling the 

battery current by use of a PI control of the converter duty ratio. 
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In a recent report [56], Qing et al. have proposed a hybrid energy storage system for 

renewable energy applications based on the power filtering approach with an additional 

heuristic rule based control to provide a charge strategy. The results [56] indicate that 

by diverting a significant proportion of the high frequency battery power profile to/from 

a supercapacitor, a significant improvement in battery cycle life can be expected. The 

authors report [56] that the supercapacitor/battery hybrid energy storage system’s 

battery life is expected to be 4.82 times longer than the equivalent battery-only system. 

The authors suggest a cascaded buck and boost converter arrangement for the 

implementation, but do not describe the design in detail.  

Abbey, Li and Joos have employed a battery-supercapacitor hybrid in a wind-diesel 

application also based around a modified filter-based approach to improve battery 

lifetime although no battery life estimation is performed [57]. In addition the 

optimisation and simulations are carried out at system level and the design of the 

converter interfaces is not documented.  

Ribeiro, Cardoso, and Boccaletti [58] have described a pv-wind hybrid system with 

battery and supercapacitor energy storage for remote telecommunication power 

applications. This study has also suggested a power filtering control approach to power 

sharing between the two energy storage devices with the intended purpose of increasing 

battery life. Battery life estimation is not considered and the converter interface design 

is not described.  

The current state of the art in the area of battery/supercapacitor hybridisation for wind-

energy applications has converged around a frequency-domain based control of the 

power sharing between battery and supercapacitor energy storage. The underlying 

approach involves the control of the battery power by use of a power electronic 
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converter to divert the high-frequency fluctuations to/from the supercapacitor. However 

a review of the results presented shows little or no data available quantifying the 

increase in battery life that can be achieved using this technique in wind-energy 

applications. This indicates the need to extend previous studies by providing quantified 

results based on a wind-power profile. The work presented within this thesis contributes 

to current knowledge by describing the benefits of a battery/supercapacitor hybrid 

energy storage system operating under a wind-power profile both experimentally and by 

simulation. In addition, this work also provides a novel, systematic methodology for use 

in the assessment of the effectiveness of battery/hybrid energy storage systems 

operating under a wind-power profile.  

Many studies have been carried out based on a system-level optimisation of power 

flows, leaving the real-time, low-level control of the power electronic converter largely 

unconsidered [48-50], [56-58]. The problem of control of power to/from energy storage 

devices such as supercapacitors presents a challenge in the field of DC/DC conversion 

due to the requirement for bidirectional current and operation over a wide range of 

operating conditions such as (supercapacitor) voltage range requirements. Since power 

electronic converter control strategies for the application of interfacing supercapacitor 

and battery energy storage systems are not well reported, this highlights the need for 

further consideration. The work presented in this thesis considers the problem of the 

real-time control of the current to/from the supercapacitor energy and battery. A novel 

hardware implementation of a hybrid energy storage system and its control systems are 

described in detail and its performance is demonstrated by experiment. With a focus of 

research effort in the implementation aspects of hybrid energy storage devices, the 

technical feasibility of future studies can be assured. In this way a consensus can be 
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reached regarding the optimal design of the power electronic interfaces and associated 

controls for future hybrid energy storage systems.  

1.5 Objectives 

The scope of this project is to investigate the hybridisation of battery and supercapacitor 

energy storage systems for remote area wind-power generation with focus on the 

following objectives: 

1. The development of an electro-mechanical simulation platform on which the 

benefits of the hybrid energy storage system can be assessed. Previous studies 

have shown a lack of a comprehensive simulation strategy that encompasses the 

generation of high definition simulation power profiles with consideration for 

the effects of seasonal variations, turbulent variations and system sizing 

constraints. To be able to analyse the performance of the systems under 

consideration over periods longer than would be practical by experiment and 

long enough to be able to estimate battery cycle-life (from weeks to years), a key 

objective has been to develop a simulation platform capable of modelling their 

performance with sufficient fidelity (with one second sampling intervals). 

2. An assessment of the quantitative benefits of the hybridisation of battery and 

supercapacitor energy storage systems operating under a realistic wind-energy 

resource profile. Since a review of previous work has shown little quantitative 

data relating the benefits of a hybridised energy storage system to a tangible 

increase in battery life, one of the key objectives has been to assess the 

performance of supercapacitor/battery hybrid systems in terms of battery life and 

to provide a method for doing so.  
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3. The majority of previous studies have concluded that a suitable power 

distribution strategy between short-term and long-term energy storage systems 

for wind-energy applications should be based on a frequency-domain, power-

filtering strategy with the objective of improved battery life. So for this reason, 

one of the objectives of the study has been to also consider this strategy in 

further detail with the purpose of quantitatively validating the benefits of an 

increase in battery life suggested qualitatively in previous studies.  

4. Since many of the previous studies in this area have suggested theoretical 

systems without giving detailed consideration to the implementation approach, 

the focus of this study has also included the design of a practical hardware 

system implementation. In addition, this has had the benefit of ensuring the 

practical feasibility of the algorithms and systems considered.    

5. To develop a hardware platform on which the performance of the system can be 

assessed. Since a practical wind-turbine was not available for testing the systems 

developed, one of the objectives has been to develop a hardware test-bed for 

experimental validation purposes.  

6. To consider the application of supercapacitor technology in a battery-

supercapacitor hybrid system under novel control schemes. As part of the on-

going research effort in this area, one of the objectives of this project has been to 

consider the benefits of novel alternative control techniques for the application 

of supercapacitor technology in a battery-supercapacitor hybrid energy storage 

system and to report the findings.  

1.6 Context 

The context of the system considered is that of remote area renewable power systems 

also known as stand-alone or isolated renewable power systems although many of the 
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techniques described are directly relevant in other wind-power application contexts. 

Remote area renewable power systems are a form of distributed generation in which 

there is no connection to a national power grid often due to being logistically difficult or 

prohibitively expensive. In such areas, where fuel transportation costs and logistics can 

be costly, renewable energy is emerging as an attractive power solution. Consequently 

typical remote area power systems can consist of renewable generation sources such as 

PV generators, wind-energy conversion systems and diesel generators, some form of 

energy storage and a load. The power rating of such systems ranges from micro-systems 

of a few hundred watts to large scale isolated community supplies with >>100kW 

power ratings. Typical loads can often be rural-domestic loads and farms in grid-

isolated communities [59-66] and telecommunication loads [67-70]. A top-level 

schematic of a remote area power system as defined by the IEEE [71] is shown in Fig. 

1.3 below.  

 

Figure 1.3 (a) Conceptual block diagram of a remote power system 
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Figure 1.3 (b) Conceptual block diagram of proposed remote power system 

Most renewable energy systems of this nature currently utilise lead-acid batteries [10] in 

spite of advances in the development of other cell chemistries, mainly due to their high 

availability and relatively low initial costs. High penetrations of renewable generation at 

real remote area power systems have been shown to reduce operation costs significantly 

compared with diesel-only alternatives, although battery-life has also been highlighted 

as a major challenge [72]. For this reason, the system implementation developed in this 

study has considered a lead-acid battery/supercapacitor hybrid energy storage system in 

the context of a remote area power system with either a high penetration of wind-

generation or entirely wind-generation and no PV generation. However, the analysis 

presented can also be applied to grid-connected distributed generation scenarios aiming 

for a high level of renewable penetration such as home generation, low carbon building 

projects or microgrid-based systems. In addition, the general form of the modelling 

procedures developed can be applied in the future assessment of the other systems with 

only small modification to the methods presented.  
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1.7 Thesis Outline  

Chapter 2 describes the modelling strategy used to develop a model of the wind as a 

resource that encompasses both long-term wind variations and short-term turbulent 

variations. Since long-term, low resolution (typically 1800s sampling interval data) 

wind speed data are readily available this chapter focuses on the simulation of the short-

term or turbulent wind speed component.  

Chapter 3 describes the modelling procedure used to simulate the sub-system 

components in the remote area power system including wind-generator, maximum 

power point tracking algorithm, generator-side and load-side power electronic 

conversion and the load itself. Models are developed from existing models or 

fundamental equations and optimised in the Simulink modelling environment for long-

term simulation intervals.  

Chapter 4 provides a theoretical background on batteries and supercapacitors and 

describes the modelling methodologies used to represent them. A battery model 

Simulink implementation, based on a commonly employed existing model is presented, 

some of its limitations are considered and an extension to this model is then suggested. 

The nature of the lead-acid cell impedance model is discussed for use in battery voltage 

control system design in later chapters.  

Chapter 5 describes the method of battery life-time modelling employed in this study. 

The method is based on models developed by Manwell and McGowan who 

implemented them in the simulation package Hybrid2 [73]. A discussion of the 

limitations of the model and potential improvements is provided. 
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Chapter 6 describes the development of the DC/DC power electronic converters used in 

the active power sharing between the two energy storage devices within this study. 

Practical considerations relating to the design of the converter are then described, as is a 

Simulink model to evaluate its performance and efficiency map. 

Chapter 7 presents the algorithms developed to determine a realistic configuration of 

wind power generation and energy storage system sizing subject to technical and 

techno-economic constraints. 

Chapter 8 presents simulation and hardware results demonstrating a low-pass filter-

based battery current control algorithm. A novel approach which employs the hysteretic 

current-controlled bidirectional DC/DC converter in a current filtering capacity to divert 

the high frequency current component to the supercapacitor is described. New results 

confirming the benefits of the battery power filtering approach in terms of an increase in 

expected battery-life are presented. 

Chapter 9 presents a novel energy storage control strategy based on the use of 

supercapacitors to provide battery-voltage support. The theoretical derivation of the 

closed loop control system design, an analysis of its stability and control bandwidth 

limitations are given. Case study simulation results are used to show the potential 

benefits in terms of increased energy capture and estimated battery life. Hardware 

results are used to confirm the feasibility of the control strategy.  

Chapter 10 provides the conclusion to this dissertation with a summary of the 

contributions and suggestions regarding future investigations. 
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1.7.1 Thesis Contributions  

The main contributions from this thesis can be summarised as follows:  

1. New results are presented which state the increase in battery cycle-life obtained 

by the use of a supercapacitor energy storage system in an active-hybridisation 

with batteries for battery-power smoothing in wind-energy applications. This 

extends previous studies which indicated the potential benefits of this control 

strategy but did not provide numerical results. 

2. As part of the on-going research effort into the hybridisation of battery and 

supercapacitor energy storage systems, this study has described the novel use of 

an actively controlled supercapacitor under a battery-voltage based control 

scheme. The resulting hybrid energy storage system is capable of being charged 

at full-rated power across the entire state-of-charge range. This is unlike a 

conventional battery which typically requires some form of charge rate 

limitation at high states of charge. A detailed description of the control system 

design is given. A prototype hardware system has been developed and its 

operation confirmed by experiment. The potential benefits of the system 

operating in a remote wind-power application are shown to include increased 

energy capture (~29% increase when compared to typical alternative systems) 

and potentially increased cycle-life.  

3. A detailed simulation strategy has been developed, enabling the benefits of 

battery-hybrid energy storage systems to be investigated. This has been achieved 

through the development of a high-fidelity model for the wind power as a 

resource coupled with a dynamic wind-energy conversion system optimised for 

long-term simulation intervals, a methodology for energy storage system sizing 

and a battery cycle-life aging model. The resulting simulation and analysis 
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methodology is used to present new simulation results describing the increase in 

battery cycle-life obtained through the use of an additional supercapacitor 

energy storage system, under different control strategies.  

4. The novel use of a hysteretic-current controlled DC/DC converter to act as an 

interface between supercapacitor and battery energy storage systems has been 

reported and shown to have good dynamic current tracking performance. 

Detailed information has been given regarding the practical implementation of 

the converter operating under this control scheme enabling future research to 

build on this work. The strategy of using the hysteretic-current controlled 

converter as an active current filter system has been shown to significantly 

reduce battery charge cycling and the magnitude of battery current peaks by 

experiment. In addition, a system based on this converter design has been used 

to implement a novel hardware test-bed capable of delivering arbitrary current-

profiles to the hybrid energy storage system under test.  

1.7.2 Resulting Publications 

Journal Papers: 

A. Gee, F.V.P. Robinson, and R.W. Dunn, "Analysis of Battery lifetime Extension in an 

Off-Grid Wind-Energy System using Supercapacitors," IEEE Transactions on Energy 

Conversion. 

Conference Papers: 

A.M. Gee and R.W. Dunn, "Novel battery/supercapacitor hybrid energy storage control 

strategy for battery life extension in isolated wind-energy conversion systems," in 

Universities Power Engineering Conference (UPEC), 2010 45th International, Cardiff, 

Wales, 2010, pp. 1-6. 
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A. Gee, F.V.P. Robinson, and R.W. Dunn, "Sliding-mode control, dynamic assessment 

and practical implementation of a bidirectional buck/boost DC-to-DC converter," in 

Power Electronics and Applications (EPE 2011), Proceedings of the 2011-14th 

European Conference on, Birmingham, UK, 2011, pp. 1-10. 

A. Gee and R.W. Dunn, "Design and analysis of a sliding-mode power electronic 

controlled battery/supercapacitor hybrid energy storage system for remote wind power," 

in Universities' Power Engineering Conference (UPEC), Proceedings of 2011 46th 

International, Soest, Germany, 2011, pp. 1-6. 
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Chapter 2: Wind Resource Modelling 

 

2.1 Introduction 

Fluctuations in the power generated by a wind turbine generator are primarily due to 

fluctuations in wind speed. To be able to effectively assess the performance of the 

energy storage systems developed in the context of a wind energy system, it was 

necessary to develop an accurate description of wind speed variations. This chapter 

describes the modelling procedure used to generate wind speed profiles used in later 

simulations. It is shown that wind speed variations consist of both short-term variations, 

typically less than a few minutes in duration, and long-term fluctuations which can vary 

over the course of a year more. A hybrid approach is described using real half-hourly 

meteorological measured data to represent the long-term or seasonal components and 

statistical frequency-domain techniques to model the higher frequency dynamic wind speed 

variations.  

2.2 The Wind Resource 

Winds are movements of air masses in the earth’s atmosphere caused by solar radiation 

heating of the earth. Warmer, and therefore lighter, air rises from warmer regions of the 

earth’s surface and moves towards the cooler poles in the higher layers of the 

atmosphere. At the same time, the lower layers are replaced by a return flow of air from 

cooler regions. The atmospheric region closest to the ground extending to a height of 

100m is known as the ‘surface layer’.  One representation of the nature of surface layer 

winds is that given by Isaac Van der Hoven’s spectrum shown in Fig 2.1 [74]. 
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Fig. 2.1. Van der Hoven Spectrum [74]. 

Van der Hoven’s spectral representation of the nature of wind speed variations shows 

two prominent peaks. This indicates that he observed two distinct frequency bands over 

which wind speed variations occurred more frequently in the range measured. Short-

term variations of the wind speed with durations less than 10 minutes form the 

turbulence component and the micro-meteorological range [75]. Wind speed variations 

on the low frequency side of the spectrum form the macro-meteorological range [75] 

and a ‘spectral gap’ separating the short-term variations from slower variations can be 

seen. To characterize the lower frequency component of the wind speed spectrum, 

readily available real (averaged) meteorological wind-speed data taken at 1800s 

sampling intervals from a local weather station in Filton, Bristol were used (see Fig. 

2.2) [76]. 
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Fig. 2.2 Measured wind speeds 

The measured mean wind speed can be seen to exhibit a significant variation over the 

year with the months 1-5 and 10–12 showing noticeably higher readings than the 

spring/summer months 5–10. The winds speeds shown in Fig. 2.2 are taken from an 

anemometer at 10m above sea level. As the installation height of the wind turbine has an 

effect on the energy available from the system, the 1800s mean wind-speed was corrected 

by a power law factor given below in Eq. (2.1) [75] with respect to the 10m wind speed 

reading as follows: 

 
 )/h(v)h(v wtwthub 1010  (m/s) (2.1) 

where vhub(hwt) is the effective wind speed (m/s) at hub height hwt (m), v10 is the 10m 

wind speed reading (m/s), α = the Hellman Exponent. 

α is known as the Hellman Exponent which is dependent the shape of the terrain of the 

local area, and the stability of the air. In [75] (p. 20) Burton states that α = 0.14 is 

suitable value for the Hellman exponent for relatively flat non coastal countryside.  

2.3 Turbulence 

‘Turbulence’ refers to rapid fluctuations in wind speed, typically arising over less than 

10 minutes in duration [75] corresponding to the high frequency spectral peak in Fig. 
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2.1. Since there exist two distinct regions in the wind power spectrum of Fig. 2.1 

separated by a spectral gap, a useful modelling assumption is to consider the wind speed 

as being made up of a slowly varying wind speed component and a short-term 

turbulence component. The slowly-varying component is determined by seasonal, 

synoptic and diurnal effects, with variations in the time-scale of one hour to several 

months and can be described by readily-available meteorological wind speed data (such 

as wind speed measurements taken at an 1800s sampling interval). Turbulence is a 

complex non-linear phenomenon which, like many weather phenomena, cannot be well 

defined by differential equations due to the large number of variables involved 

including pressure, temperature and humidity among others. Instead, the process can be 

thought of as stochastic [75] and it is generally a more useful modelling technique to 

develop statistical frequency-domain descriptions of the turbulent component of the 

wind speed spectrum. 

2.3.1 Fixed Point Turbulence Model 

Based on the assumption that turbulence is a stochastic process, the turbulent 

component of wind speed can be described by a spectral model of variations in the 

frequency-domain. Two frequency-domain representations that describe the turbulent 

wind component are the von Karman and Kaimal models which are defined in Eq.s 2.2 

and 2.3 [75]. From the Kaimal or von Karman spectra, it can be seen that turbulent wind 

variations are proportional to the mean wind-speed value, whereas from the van der 

Hoven spectrum [74] this is not immediately apparent.  

Von Karman 

[75]: 
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Kaimal [75]: 
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where vmean = mean wind speed (m/s), f = frequency (Hz), Svv(f) = power spectral 

density (m/s)
2
/Hz, It = turbulence intensity factor (dimensionless). σw = wind speed 

standard deviation (m/s), L1t and L2t are turbulence length scales (m), see below Eq. 

(2.5). 

Both of the above spectra have been recommended for use in the simulation of 

atmospheric turbulence [75]. The relative merits of the Kaimal spectrum are that it 

closely resembles empirical data whereas the von Karman spectrum is supported by 

analytical results. However, both are recognised as appropriate turbulent spectral 

models [75]. In Langreder’s work [77], a Simulink implementation of the Kaimal 

spectral model is given. A similar form of implementation has been used in this thesis to 

describe the von Karman spectrum.  

It is a turbulence intensity factor relative to the wind turbine location and is defined in 

terms of the variance and mean of the wind speed as follows: 
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(2.4) 

Typically the turbulence intensity has a value between 0 and 0.5 [78]. The effect of the 

turbulence variations is shown in Fig. 2.3 where it can be seen that they are greater at 

higher mean wind speeds.  
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Fig. 2.3 Turbulent wind speed variations 

The turbulence length scale, Lt, and the turbulence intensity may be obtained by direct 

measurement or simulated according to various standards. For example, the Danish 

national standard DS 742 (2007) [75], [79] defines turbulence intensity and turbulent 

length scales as follows: 
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where zt = height in meters above ground where the wind speed is computed and zwt0 is 

the surface roughness length in meters of the terrain at the site in question. 

The Danish national standard DS 742 (2007) [75], [79] does not make reference to the 

Von Karman spectrum but Burton [75] (p. 23) states that equivalent length scale L2t 

=L1t / 2.329 can be used.  

Table 2.1 shows some typical surface roughness values for different types of terrain.  

TABLE 2.1: ROUGHNESS SCALES FOR DIFFERENT TYPES OF TERRAIN [75] 

Terrain Roughness Length: zwt0  (m) 

Cities, forests 0.7 

Suburbs, woodland 0.3 

Villages, countryside with trees and hedges 0.1 
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Open farmland, some trees or buildings 0.03 

Flat, grassland 0.01 

Flat desert or sea 0.001 

 

The method used to develop the turbulence model has been previously well-reported 

[77], [79-82]. To obtain a signal with the same spectral properties as the models 

described by Eqs. (2.1) and (2.3), previous work [77], [79-82] has shown that a white 

noise signal can be filtered such that the signal at the output of the filter has the required 

statistical properties. A ‘shaping filter’ transfer-function of the following form can be 

used [79], [80]: 
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where Kf and Tf  are computed according to Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8) ω = frequency (radians). 

The non-integer order of the denominator presents some numerical difficulties when 

implementing the filter in this form directly in Simulink since it is not possible to 

directly implement fractional order transfer functions. For this reason, rational order 

approximations to the non-integer order spectra were developed, based on the procedure 

described in [79], [80] and shown in Fig. 2.4. A rational filter of this form can achieve a 

close approximation to the filter of Eq. (2.6). This can be used to generate the 

turbulence component with significantly less computational effort which is particularly 

useful in real-time turbulence emulation. 
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Fig. 2.4 Wind speed modelling top-level block diagram 

The computations performed in each of the blocks in Fig. 2.4 are as follows. For each 

measured value of the mean wind speed, vmean , the shaping filter coefficient, Tf and Kf 

are computed: 

 )(/)( 1 tvLtT meantf   (2.7) 

where L1t is the turbulence length scale (m). 

It can be shown [79], [80] that a gain Kf can be computed to obtain a unity variance at 

the filter output as follows: 

 
 

where Ts is the sampling period (s) and β is the beta function [79], [80].  

(2.8) 

A second order shaping filter of the following form has been shown [79], [80] to give a 

good approximation to both of the spectral models of Eqs. 2.2 and 2.3: 

 
 

where the constants are: m1 = 0.4 and m2 = 0.25 [79], [80]. 
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The signal at the filter output has been scaled by the factor It.vmean [79], [80] to adjust 

the variance to that of the site in question. 

To validate the shaping filter turbulence component model, the rational order and 

fractional-order von Karman turbulence models bode-magnitude responses were 

generated using the Matlab Control System Toolbox [83] with the results shown in Fig. 

2.5.   

 

Fig. 2.5 Bode magnitude plot of von Karman fractional order shaping (dashed line) filters and 

rational order approximation (solid line). vmean = 10m/s 

The results show that the second order shaping filter output magnitude plot achieves a 

close approximation to the non-integer order filter magnitude response. The Simulink 

implementation of the von Karman turbulence generator is shown in Fig. 2.6. Since the 

shaping filter transfer-function coefficients from Eq. 2.7 and 2.8 are not static, the 

Simulink implementation involved the block diagram decomposition of the shaping 

filter transfer-function into separate integrator and gain blocks as shown in Fig. 2.6. 

This allows the filter coefficients to change dynamically during simulation time. The 

result is an implementation of a von Karman turbulence spectrum generator in the 

Simulink modelling environment.  
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Fig. 2.6. Simulink implementation of von Karman fixed point turbulence model 

The above model can generate turbulent fluctuations in real-time and consequently is a 

useful tool for the Simulation of turbulent wind speed for real-time hardware testing 

purposes.  

2.3.2 Spatial turbulence model 

The swept area of a wind turbine’s blades can embrace a range of heights and 

turbulence-zones [79]. It has been shown that the power spectrum of the turbulent 

component of the wind acting on a wind turbine blade can be affected by its motion 

passing through different turbulence zones [77]. The fixed point turbulence model 

described in section 2.3.1 was extended to investigate the effect of rotational movement 

through the swept area on the effective turbulent wind speed acting on the wind turbine 

blades. The case study systems described in Chapter 7-9 are in a class of wind turbines 

with relatively small diameter radii (~5m or less). It is shown that, while the effect of 

the rotational movement of the blades through turbulent zones has an effect on wind 

turbines with larger radii (>>10m), the effect is negligible for smaller scale wind 

turbines (with <10m radius).  
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The method used to evaluate the effect of rotational movement through turbulence 

zones was based on that described by Langreder [77] and Sorensen [84] which involves 

a description of the turbulent wind field acting on the rotor in terms of a sum of 

harmonics of its angular velocity, ωwt. Langreder [77] defines ‘admittance functions’ 

used to relate the fixed point turbulence component to that experienced by the rotating 

blade as it passes through the wind field. The admittance function is described as: “A 

weighting function to transform the fixed point spectrum into a rotational spectrum of 

the turbulence.” [77]. Second order approximations can be used to represent the 

admittance functions of the 0
th

 and 3
rd

 harmonics of the wind turbine rotational velocity 

in transfer-function form as follows: 
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where d1=R/vmean and R = wind turbine blade radius. 

It has been shown [84] that only the harmonic terms, with coefficients which are 

multiples of 3, contribute to the effective wind speed experienced by a three-bladed 

wind turbine rotor. This is due to the symmetry of the rotor structure, which causes the 

contributions of even orders to cancel-out. Most modern wind turbines are three bladed 

so only harmonic terms with multiples of three were considered. Here, as per 

Langreder’s original work [77], only the third harmonic component is included as the 

sixth harmonic and above components are assumed to be filtered out by the structure of 

the wind turbine as has been discussed by Sørensen et al. [84]. 
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Since the admittance functions have dynamically-changing coefficients, to implement 

them in Simulink, block diagram reduction was used to reduce these into integrator and 

gain-block form as before. The third harmonic term has complex Fourier coefficients 

and is represented in trigonometric form so the output of the third harmonic admittance 

function is multiplied by the sine and cosine terms of the rotational angular velocity 

[77]. The overall Simulink implementation of the rotationally sampled wind field was 

based on the von Karman fixed point turbulent model using the technique developed by 

Langreder [77] and is shown in Fig. 2.7. 

 

Fig. 2.7 Rotational-sampling turbulence model 

To evaluate the effect of rotational sampling on the output turbulent wind-power 

spectral density, the Simulink spectrum-scope block [85] was connected as shown in  

Fig. 2.7. The output power spectrum for three different blade radii and with no 

rotational sampling is plotted in figs. 2.8 (a) – (d).  

In Fig 2.8 (a), the effect of the rotational sampling is seen as a peak in the power 

spectrum at the third multiple of the rotational frequency of the machine. This 
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corresponds to a shift of energy to the third harmonic and, in reality, multiples of the 

third harmonic of the rotational frequency. Comparison of the wind-speed power spectra 

in Fig. 2.8 (a) – (d) shows that the effect of rotational sampling is significant in the case 

of the 60m wind turbine radius whereas-for wind turbines with radius <<10m it is 

negligible.  

 

Fig. 2.8 Effective wind-speed model output power spectra (a) 60m blade-radius (b) 10m blade-

radius (c) 3m blade-radius (d) no rotational sampling. Mean wind speed = 15m/s, Shaft velocity 

= 20rpm. 

2.4 Discussion and Summary 

The modelling technique presented in this chapter provides a means by which the 

dynamic nature of the wind can be described using a hybrid approach based on real life 

long term seasonal variations and a simulated turbulence spectrum model. The Simulink 

implementation of the model is computationally fast and allows the generation of a 
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dynamically varying wind field during simulation or in real-time; for use in hardware 

emulation of a wind turbine generator. Investigation into the correlation between the 

wind turbine radius and rotationally-sampled wind-power spectrum for different blade-

radii has provided results confirming that the effect of rotational sampling is much 

greater in the case of wind turbines with larger (>10m) blade radii. This indicates that, 

for the class of wind turbine considered in this study, which are of relatively small blade 

radius (<10m), the effect of rotational sampling can be neglected from the turbulent 

wind-speed model. This is supported in relevant literature [79] (p. 46). Since the class of 

wind-turbines considered later in Chapters 7–9 fall into the category of low-power wind 

turbines with blade radius <10m, the fixed-point wind-speed, with no rotational 

sampling model has been employed in the rest of this study. 
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Chapter 3: Wind Energy Conversion System Modelling 

 

3.1 Introduction 

Interest in wind energy has grown considerably in recent years. This has been driven by 

mitigation of C02 emissions and sustainable energy generation targets in the UK and 

European Union. One of the biggest challenges in generating power from the wind 

arises due to its highly unpredictable nature, which has been shown in the previous 

chapter to be well represented by a stochastic process in the short-term. To assess the 

benefits of energy storage in the context of a wind power system, it was necessary to 

accurately describe the nature of the power output from a wind energy conversion 

system. This chapter describes the procedure used to model a representative system 

capable of generating electrical power from the wind. The simulation strategy is 

intended to capture dynamic variations primarily due to wind energy variations with 

electromagnetic transients and power electronic switching intervals not described. Sub-

system level models for the aerodynamic power generated, the mechanical drive-train, 

and a generalised generator model are presented.  The control of the simulated generator 

power output is by means of a power electronic converter based on a maximum power 

point tracking algorithm, also described in the model. As the consideration of the 

research was directed primarily towards a domestic off-grid load, an accurate domestic 

load profile (based on real load measurement data) is presented although the method of 

analysis presented later and some of the benefits of the proposed system are also valid 

for other typical off-grid loads.  
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3.2 Wind energy conversion system modelling process 

 

 

Fig. 3.1 Wind energy conversion system modelling process. 

A typical wind energy conversion system as shown in Fig. 3.1 consists of the following 

subsystems: 

 The aerodynamic subsystem, describing the aerodynamic power generated by 

the wind turbine blades.  

 The drive-train, which transmits mechanical power from the wind turbine blades 

to the electrical generator.  

 The electromagnetic subsystem, constituting the electric generator and 

associated systems.  

 The electric subsystem, including power-electronic circuit elements for the 

conversion of electric power. 

This section describes the modelling procedure used to describe these sub-systems and 

how they interact dynamically with each other to produce an electric power profile 

output dependent on input wind speed. The model includes the effects of inertias within 

the system, frictional damping, power regulation and maximum power point tracking 
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strategies. The effects of electro-magnetic transients or switching intervals were not 

explicitly included in the simulation to enable long term simulations of the order of one 

month or more to be manageably undertaken with reduced computational effort. The 

primary simulation objective was to capture power variations due to high frequency 

wind and load variations which are typically several orders of magnitude lower than 

power electronic switching intervals. To include such switching intervals in a Simulink 

model would have had the effect of increasing simulation time significantly and causing 

an unnecessary computational requirement. 

3.2.1 Aerodynamic subsystem 

The maximum theoretical efficiency which can be achieved by a wind turbine rotor can 

be shown to occur when the ratio of the wind-speed upstream of the wind turbine to the 

downstream wind speed is 1/3 [86]. In this condition, the ratio of power extracted from 

the moving mass of air and the total power contained in the moving mass of air is 16/27 

or 0.59 which is known as Betz’s limit [87]. In reality, wind turbine efficiency can only 

approach this value with typical values ranging from 0.3 to 0.5 [88], [89]. The power 

coefficient Cp(λ) is a generally accepted way of describing the actual power extraction 

efficiency [75], [90], where λ denotes the ratio between the blade tip speed and the 

incident wind speed:  

 
windwt v/R  

vwind = wind speed (m/s), R = blade radius (m), ωwt = shaft rotational 

velocity (rad/s) 

(3.1) 

The simulated power coefficient is dependent on the wind speed and shaft rotational 

velocity as shown in Fig. 3.1.  
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Fig. 3.2 Wind turbine output power vs. wind speed and shaft rotational velocity (Simulated 

results based on Eqs. 3.2 and 3.4). 

To model this relationship, the coefficient of power Cp(λ) as a function of the tip speed 

ratio, λ, was generated by curve fitting to manufacturer’s data described by Heier [90] 

as follows: 

 6
54321
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ppp e)cccc(c)(C


  

where the results of curve fitting are [90]: c1=5176, c2 = 116/ λi, c3 = 0.4, 

c4 = 0, c5 = 5, c6 = 21 /λi, θp = pitch angle about its axis with respect to the 

hub (degrees) and x = 2 is a dimensionless modelling parameter.  

and λi  is a function of the tip speed ratio given by [90]: 
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(3.3) 

Some wind turbines employ a variable-pitch system which enables power control by 

varying the wind-turbine blade pitch angle θp. However, many small scale wind turbine 
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generators adopt a simpler fixed-pitch system [79]. This model considers the fixed pitch 

case in which θp = 0°.  

The aerodynamic power output of the wind turbine (Pwt) for a given wind speed can 

then be determined from the following equation: 

 
)(CvRP pwindwt 

32

2

1

 

where ρ = density of air (kg/m), R = wind turbine radius (m), vwind = 

wind speed (m/s)
 

(3.4) 

3.2.2 Power regulation 

Various strategies exist to limit power at high wind speeds such as pitch regulation, 

where the blade angle is varied to maintain the wind turbine output power or stall 

regulation where the design of the rotor blade inherently minimizes power output at 

higher speeds [79]. This is done to maintain the output of the wind turbine generator 

within a safe operating region and thereby prevent a potentially dangerous over-speed 

condition. For these reasons, to realistically describe power available from a typical 

wind turbine, it is necessary to model the method by which power is regulated at high 

wind speed to avoid drastically overestimating the power available.  

As the study is primarily concerned with smaller scale wind turbine systems (<10m), a 

method often used in smaller scale designs known as ‘yaw control’ or ‘furling’ was 

considered [79]. This method reduces the power output of the wind turbine at high wind 

speeds by turning the rotor axis away from the incident wind angle as shown in Fig. 3.3.  
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Fig. 3.3 Furling power regulation. 

It has been proposed [91], [92] that an effective wind speed model during the furled 

condition can be derived by taking the product of the incident wind speed and the cosine 

of the angle between the shaft and wind direction, θfurl in Fig. 3.3. The relationship 

between the furl angle, θfurl, and incident wind speed can be determined by curve fitting 

[92]. A representative plot of output power vs. wind speed showing the effect of this 

furling mechanism model is shown in Fig. 3.4 (a).  

 

Fig. 3.4 (a) Furling power regulation model outputs. model (vcut_in = 3.5 m/s, vrated = 15m/s, 

vcut_out = 19 m/s) 

 

Since the model of Fig. 3.4 (a) has not been validated and to enable faster simulation 
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times, the simplified power regulation model shown in Fig. 3.4 (b) has been used in 

later simulations (Chapters 7 – 9). This conservatively approximates the power output 

of the wind turbine during power regulation by limiting the effective wind speed [93] to 

vrated. The ‘cut-in’ wind speed is the wind speed below which the wind energy 

conversion system does not produce power. The ‘cut-out’ wind speed is the wind speed 

above which the wind energy conversion system does not produce power. To 

characterize this effect, the effective wind speed was set to zero if the incident was 

below the cut-in wind speed (typically ~3.5m/s) or above the cut-out wind speed 

(~20m/s). The effective wind speed can then be determined as follows: 
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(3.6) 

where vrated, vcut_out and vcut_in are the rated, cut-out and cut-in wind speeds often found 

on wind-turbine manufacturer’s datasheets. 

 

(b) Simplified power regulation model (vcut_in = 3.5 m/s, vrated = 15m/s, vcut_out = 19 m/s) 
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3.2.3 Drive-train model 

In general terms, the drive-train consists of the inertias associated with the system 

(including the turbine, rotor and generator inertia), a gear box (if present), and 

compliance and friction terms. The wind turbine shaft rotational velocity can be 

determined by resolving the resultant torque acting on the drive shaft (see Eq. 3.7). 

Various models were considered to describe the drive shaft mechanical sub-system. 

However, as the consideration turned to a relatively small diameter wind turbine of less 

than 10m radius, the following two-mass model with frictional damping of Eq. 3.7 was 

used to represent the dominant dynamics of the drive shaft with shaft stiffness 

neglected. The ‘lumped’ parameter total inertia (J) and damping (D) coefficients were 

used to represent the total combined inertia and damping in the wind turbine and 

generator. The angular velocity can be found by resolving the resultant torque acting on 

the shaft described by the following equation: 

 
wtemwt

wt DTT
dt

d
J 


     (Nm) 

(3.7) 

   

 The instantaneous wind torque is Twt. The opposing electro-magnetic torque from the 

generator side is Tem and is determined from the electrical load applied to the 

generator. The above equations were implemented for the case of a wind turbine 

generator with a gear box in Simulink as shown in Fig. 3.5. However the wind-turbine 

models considered did not employ a gear box so the gear ratio was simply set to 1. 
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Fig. 3.5 Simulink model of rigid drive shaft with gearbox where Twt = instantaneous wind 

torque (Nm), Jwt = wind turbine inertia (kgm
2
), Tem = generator side electro-magnetic 

torque (Nm), Jem = generator side inertia (kgm
2
), K = gearbox ratio. 

3.2.4 Generator model 

A popular choice of generator topology for stand-alone or off-grid wind energy systems 

is a permanent magnet synchronous generator [94]. This generator has the advantage of 

self-excitation meaning no electrical power is required for the generator to output 

power, coupled with relatively high efficiency and low maintenance requirements. The 

output is in the form of a variable AC voltage proportional to shaft speed. The 

modelling procedure will be described for the permanent magnet synchronous machine 

but the subsequent analysis can also apply to other generator configurations.  

In the case of a permanent magnet synchronous generator, the equivalent circuit model 

of the permanent magnet machine shown in Fig 3.6 can be used.  
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Fig. 3.6 Permanent magnet DC machine equivalent circuit where La = armature inductance (H), 

Ia = armature current (A), Ra = armature resistance (ohms), Vt = generator voltage (V), where 

kvgen = generator voltage constant (V/rad/s), ω = generator electrical frequency (rad/s) 

The governing equations for the DC machine of Fig. 3.6 are: 

 
aTgenem IkT      (Nm) (3.8) 

where kTgen = generator torque constant (Nm/A), Ia = armature current (A). 

 
aa

a
aat IR

dt

dI
LEV       (V) 

(3.9) 

where La = armature inductance (H), Ra = armature resistance (ohms), Vt = generator voltage 

(V), Ia = armature current (A). 

Initially, the above generator model was used to determine the voltage output of the 

generator when necessary. However, as the study turned towards the optimisation of the 

energy storage system over long periods of time it was necessary to make the modelling 

assumption that the output power of the generator (found from the product Vt x Ia) could 

be implicitly derived from the torque acting on its shaft using Eq 3.7. 

3.2.5 Electric Subsystem 

The intended output of the wind turbine electrical sub-system model is the steady state 

electrical output of the wind turbine generator and power electronic converter connected 

at the generator output. A power electronic converter is frequently connected at the 
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generator output terminals so that its output power can be electronically controlled 

according to an appropriate algorithm. To express the output power of the power 

electronic converter, it was necessary to consider the control regime under which it 

operates. It can be seen from Fig. 3.2 that for each incident wind speed, there exists a 

point at which the aerodynamic wind power is at a maximum. Algorithms known as 

“maximum power point tracking algorithms” are used to maintain the output power of 

the wind turbine in the near vicinity of this point as the wind speed varies. One class of 

algorithms known as ‘perturb and observe’ uses perturbation of a control variable and 

observes the difference in output power [79]. The position relative to the optimum 

power point curve is then calculated by evaluating the corresponding rate of change in 

output power due to the perturbation signal. Another strategy relies on a remote wind 

speed measurement, a rotor speed measurement and presumes knowledge of the 

optimum tip speed ratio λopt. Eq (3.1) is then used to control the shaft velocity such that 

the tip speed ratio is at or near the optimum, λopt [79]. A drawback of this system is that 

a real-time wind speed measurement is required and that the wind speed information 

measured remotely is not necessarily the same as the wind field experienced by the 

wind turbine’s blades. An alternative method [79], [87] which does not an require 

additional wind speed measurement was the method implemented for use in the 

following simulations. This method assumes prior knowledge of the optimal tip-speed 

ratio λopt and that a real-time shaft velocity measurement is available. At the optimal 

point Eq. (3.1) becomes: 

 
optwtwind /Rv       (m/s) (3.10) 

Substituting (3.10) in (3.4), yields the optimal power reference as a function of shaft 

velocity: 
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To maintain operation at the maximum power point, the output power of the wind 

turbine generator should equal the optimum power, Popt. This is achieved by controlling 

the electronic converter power output to control the corresponding electromagnetic 

torque as follows: 

 
wtem

wt

wt

opt
DT

dt

d
J

P






     (Nm) 

(3.12) 

Assuming the efficiency of the power electronic converter and wind turbine generator 

can be represented by Egen, the output power of the converter can be expressed as: 

 
genoptout EPP     (W) (3.13) 

The overall top level simulation diagram of the wind energy conversion system can then 

be drawn as shown in Fig. 3.7 below: 

 

Fig 3.7 Top level simulation diagram of the wind energy conversion system. 

Recent studies [95] indicate that a suitable figure for the electrical efficiency of a small 

generator can be >80% if the rotor speed can be maintained less at than ~350rpm. The 

parameter Egen was used to scale the output efficiency of the wind turbine and power 

electronic converter in the system model to give a nominal value of 80% at rated speed. 
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Fig. 3.8 shows the modelling outputs from the Simulink implementation of the system 

in Fig. 3.7. 

 

Fig 3.8 Wind energy conversion system modelling results. Wind turbine radius = 3.5m 

As later analyses are performed over timescales including seasonal variations at 

relatively high sampling rates of the order of <1s, to improve simulation times, the 

assumption was made that the power electronic converter is able to control the flow of 

power to the load and energy storage according to the maximum power point tracking 

algorithms at all times that the wind speed, vwind > vcut_in. This assumption allowed a 

certain level of decoupling between the above wind energy conversion system 

simulation and the remaining energy storage dynamic control simulation. This reduced 
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computational effort by allowing the output of the wind energy conversion system to be 

calculated for different parameter sets as a batch-process separate from the remaining 

energy storage control simulation. The main disadvantage of this approach is that times 

during which maximum power point tracking controller is not able to maintain the 

system on or near the maximum power point are omitted from the simulation. Such 

times include extreme wind events. However the general trend of the variations in wind 

turbine output power is still captured using this technique which was the main 

modelling objective.  

3.3 Load model 

In remote off-grid power systems, one of the main causes of variability in the power 

profile experienced by the battery is due to turbulent wind-speed variations. However, 

since the battery is subjected to the difference in power between the load and available 

wind power, load variations also contribute to the resultant power profile. A realistic 

domestic load profile was initially chosen as a load pattern representative of an off-grid 

system. However, other load profiles may also be relevant such as telecoms loads, 

remote municipal building loads such as schools and hospitals or water pumping loads. 

It is expected that the system proposed can provide similar benefits in such applications 

as well but a domestic load profile was created as described below.  

3.3.1 Load Measurements 

The power drawn from a local domestic load was logged at a sampling rate of 1Hz over 

the course of one week. This coincides with the wind turbine model which also had an 

output sampling rate of 1Hz. To prevent having to measure the mains voltage, the 

assumption was made that it was constant course of the measurement period, for safety 

reasons. A hall-effect current transducer was then used to measure the load current non-
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intrusively. The measured alternating current signal was converted to DC using a 

precision rectifier, scaled to an appropriate level and logged using a National 

Instruments USB-6009 A/D converter and laptop for data gathering. The logging period 

was one week. The real power was determined from the product of the constant 230Vac 

voltage and measured current. The resulting power profile representing a week of 

recorded load data is shown in Fig. 3.9.  

 

Fig 3.9 Measured 1 week domestic load profile 

From the measured load profile, daily variations (with period 86400s) can be seen 

corresponding to daily domestic load patterns (e.g. lights and cooking in the evening). 

Also, large power spikes attributable to motor inrush currents such as a fridge 

compressor motor starting in a semi-regular pattern can be seen. The base load in this 

profile was due to computers operating continuously and represents significant energy 

consumption.  

Since the availability of wind energy is not guaranteed, a rural off-grid system reliant 

solely on wind energy is expected to have a load pattern with lower energy and power 

requirements than that of Fig. 3.9. A review of reported off-grid loads shows that TV 

and lighting feature high on the list [59], [65] with importance being placed on 

refrigeration loads to keep vaccines and medicines [64].  For this reason, the large 
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power peaks and continuous base load may not be representative of a small off-grid 

remote/rural application. To generate a load which more closely resembled the expected 

nature of a small off-grid load, a 24 hour period of low-usage measurements was taken 

with the base load due to computers running intentionally disconnected. The resulting 

load profile consists primarily of lighting and refrigeration loads as shown in Fig. 3.10.  

 

Fig 3.10 One-day reduced usage domestic load profile 

3.4 Discussion and Summary 

This section has described a generalised simulation model for a fixed-pitch wind energy 

conversion system typical of remote or off-grid wind-power applications [87]. The 

model is intended to represent dynamic variations in wind generator output power 

primarily due to turbulent wind variations subject to the dynamic effects of the wind 

turbine, shaft and generator inertia. The modelling assumption has been made that the 

output power of the wind turbine can be regulated according to the maximum power 

point tracking algorithm at all times. This assumption has allowed the output of the 

wind energy conversion system to be effectively decoupled from the remaining dynamic 

simulations. Later analyses are performed over timescales including seasonal variations 

of one year or more. Including the wind energy conversion system dynamic model in 

the wind-turbulence simulation model would have caused the simulation to be 
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excessively slow. Decoupling the simulation tasks in this way has allowed simulations 

over intervals of greater than 1 year at sampling resolutions of ~1 second. It is not 

expected to have a significantly detrimental impact on the later assessment of the 

control strategies considered.     
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Chapter 4: Energy Storage Systems   

 

4.1 Introduction 

Typically, the energy storage element in many conventional off-grid renewable energy 

systems is the secondary battery [8], [11]. Currently, the main commercially available 

cell chemistries are Lead-Acid, Nickel Cadmium (NiCad), Nickel Metal Hydride 

(NiMH), Lithium-Ion [10]. The attention of the research presented in this chapter is 

focused on modelling the lead acid battery, since this remains a popular choice for the 

class of wind energy conversion systems under consideration [8], [11], [71] (despite 

recent advances in the alternative cell chemistries). To model the lead acid battery, the 

well-established dynamic model developed by Ceraolo [1] was implemented in 

Simulink. It was found that, while this battery model was able to predict the magnitude 

of voltage variations at different stages of charge, the dynamic nature of these voltage 

variations was not well described. To be able to develop a battery voltage control 

system as described later in Chapter 9, Section 9.3.1 it was necessary to extend this 

battery model with a novel modification based on experimental findings. This allowed 

the nature of short term dynamic variations in voltage to be more accurately modelled.  

To enable later simulations of a battery/supercapacitor hybrid energy storage 

configuration, it was also necessary to develop a supercapacitor model. A non-linear 

supercapacitor-capacitance model is presented based on experimental findings which 

are supported by results reported from relevant studies [96]. 
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4.2 The Lead Acid Battery  

Batteries store energy in electro-chemical form and chemical inter-conversions of the 

active materials within the cell take place during charge and discharge. In general terms, 

the lead acid cell consists of a lead oxide (Pb02) cathode and a pure-lead (Pb) anode 

immersed in aqueous sulphuric acid (H2SO4 + H2O). The equation describing the 

overall reaction during charge or discharge is:  

 
PbO2 Pb 2H2SO4↔ 2PbSO4      

(4.1) 

Here Pb and PbO2 act as reactants and lead sulphate (PbSO4) is produced by the 

discharge reaction at both electrodes. When a load is connected between the electrode 

terminals, electrons are consumed at the cathode and flow through the circuit to the 

anode, allowing the chemical reaction Eq. (4.1) to proceed from left to right. At the 

cathode, a reaction which absorbs free hydrogen ions occurs, and the lead dioxide 

(cathode) PbO2 combines with the free hydrogen ions to form water (H2O). At the same 

time the free Pb combines with SO4 ions to create lead sulphate crystals (PbSO4). At the 

pure-lead anode Pb atoms are converted to Pb2+ ions which combine with the SO4 ions 

in the electrolyte to form more lead sulphate crystals. During charge, the electrons travel 

in the opposite direction and the lead sulphate crystals are returned to metallic lead at 

the anode and lead oxide at the cathode. The concentration of the aqueous sulphuric 

acid is a measure of the state-of-charge of the battery [97].  

4.2.1 Lead-Acid Battery Dynamic Model 

Battery open circuit voltage, Voc, can be described by the Nernst relation [97] which has 

the following form:  
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  (V) 

(4.2) 

where [97]: 

 Vo = potential of the electrode’s process (V),   

 Rg = gas constant, 8.314  

 T  = temperature (
o
K)  

 ne = number of electrons involved in electrode process  

 F  = Faraday’s charge constant, 96,487 (Coulomb/mole),  

 Q = Coulomb/mole  

From Eq. (4.2) it can be seen that the battery open circuit voltage Voc is a function of the 

reaction quotient, Q, which a measure of the concentration of ‘electrochemical species’ 

involved in the reaction [97]. During dynamic conditions however, the terminal voltage 

deviates from this idealised relation for various reasons including: ohmic volt drops in 

the conduction paths through the cell, activation polarisation differences due to the 

electrochemical reaction at the electrode surface, and concentration polarisation due to 

concentration differences at the electrode surface [97]. In addition, when an electrode is 

immersed in an electrolyte, there exists a layer of charge at the boundary between the 

electrode and the electrolyte known as the “electrical double layer capacitance” [97] 

which also affects the complex impedance of the cell. A complex fundamentally-based 

battery model would describe these potential differences in detail. However, due to the 

complexity and extreme non-linearity of the processes involved, simplified models 

based on the underlying fundamental processes can be applied that adequately describe 

the voltage response of the lead acid battery.  
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Some of the battery models initially considered were analytical and offer an intuitive 

insight into the behaviour of the cell, for example, Manwell and McGowan [98] in their 

kinetic battery model. After implementing this model it was found that the dynamic 

variations of battery voltage were not represented with sufficient accuracy over 

timescales of ~1s as would be required in later simulations. Instead, the approach 

adopted was to describe battery behaviour using equivalent electrical networks. One of 

the simplest of such models is the Thevenin equivalent circuit model [99] in which the 

battery voltage and impedance branch parameters remain constant for all states of 

charge. This model can lack accuracy as, in reality, lead acid battery parameter values 

can vary as a function of state of charge. While this modelling technique and other 

similarly derived models [100], [101] considered describe the slow variation of the 

battery voltage with respect to state-of-charge quite well, laboratory tests showed that 

these models did not describe short term dynamic variations or variations in battery 

parameters with good accuracy. Instead, a non-linear dynamic battery model was 

implemented based on the rate-dependent third order model described by Ceraolo [1]. 

This was selected as it can describe the dynamic variations in equivalent circuit 

parameters over the operating range and includes inefficiencies due to parasitic 

reactions [1]. In addition, the parameter identification procedure and implementation 

issues are also well documented by Barsali and Ceraolo [102] as well as measured cell 

parameters [1], [102]. 
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Fig. 4.1 Dynamic lead-acid battery model [1]. Em = open-circuit voltage (V), C1 = main branch 

capacitance (F), R0 = terminal resistance (Ω) [see Eq.(4.7)], R1 = main branch resistance 1 (Ω) 

[see Eq. (4.8)], R2 = main branch resistance 2 (Ω) [see Eq. (4.9)]. 

The equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 4.1 represents one cell of a battery. The output 

voltage was scaled by the number of cells in the battery bank under the assumption that 

each cell in the string behaves identically. The value of each equivalent circuit element 

is a non-linear variable dependent on empirically determined constants as described in 

[1]. The governing equations of the lead-acid battery model are given below as Eqs. 

(4.3)  to (4.12) [1]. 

The available capacity is a function of battery current and electrolyte temperature as 

follows [1]: 

 

 (Ah) 

where [1] Kc, k and ε are empirical constants defined in,  θf is the 

electrolyte freezing temperature (°C), θ is the electrolyte temperature 

(°C), C0 is the nominal capacity of the battery, I* is the battery nominal 

current (A).  

(4.3) 

First, state-of-charge (SOC) and depth of charge (DOC) are defined as follows: 
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 (C) 

(4.4) 

 
 

(4.5) 

where Iavg is the low pass filtered battery current (Ceraolo suggests a first order low pass 

filter is used during run time to determine this current [1]). The capacities C(0, θ) and 

C(Iavg, θ) are calculated using Eq. 4.3 and I = 0 and I = Iavg respectively. Qe is the time-

integral of current and used to determine the state of charge as defined by Eq. (4.4). 

Depth-of-charge varies subtly from state-of-charge in that it is a measure of the battery 

charge, adjusted to reflect the average discharge current, Iavg.  

The main branch source voltage, Em, is dependent on temperature, θ, and the logarithm 

of state-of-charge (SOC): 

    (V) (4.6) 

where Em0 is the nominal cell voltage (V) and KE is an empirically derived term [1]. 

The resistive terms vary as follows: 

  (Ω) (4.7) 

      (Ω) (4.8) 

 
  (Ω) 

(4.9) 

where A0, A21, A22, R10 R20, R22 are modelling constants as defined by Ceraolo in [1] and 

I* is the nominal battery current (A). 
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Peukert’s equation [103] gives the relationship between discharging rate and effective 

capacity and can be rearranged in order to calculate the available capacity Cn1 at a 

different discharge rate In1 [103] as follows: 

 
 (Ah) 

(4.10) 

where Cn is the known cell capacity (Ah) at discharge current In (A) and Cn1 is the 

unknown cell capacity (Ah) at discharge current In1 (A) 

Some criticisms of this relation Eq. (4.10) are that it predicts unfeasibly large capacities 

Cn1 for low discharge currents In1 and that the effects of temperature are not included 

[103]. An alternative relation which overcomes these issues, based on experimental 

results is implemented in the Ceraolo dynamic battery model [1]: 

Losses due to parasitic reactions such as gassing occur during charging and are 

modelled by the current Ip as follows: 

 
 (A) 

(4.11) 

where Ap and Gpo are empirically derived constant for a given battery, Vp0 is a parameter 

relating to the gassing model described in [1] and Vp is as in Fig. 4.1. 

The above equations (4.3) – (4.12) were implemented in the Simulink modelling 

environment as shown in Fig 4.2 below. Losses due to self-discharge are not modelled 

in the model developed by Ceraolo [1]. The major input to the model is the current (I) 

and the main outputs are the battery voltage (Vbat) and state-of-charge (SOC).  
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Fig. 4.2 Simulink implementation of dynamic battery model 

Using the parameter identification method outlined in [102], the simulated battery 

voltage response to a 15A constant-current discharge can be seen in Fig. 4.3 to closely 

match the measured battery response. In addition, the step-response of the battery 

voltage can be seen at the beginning and end of the test as the constant current is 

connected and disconnected. The nature of the voltage step response at the end of the 

discharge test is significantly different from that at the end of the discharge test in that 

the time constant and magnitude is different. The modelled response can be seen to 

track the change in the nature of the response at the two different states of charge well. 
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Fig. 4.3 Measured and simulated battery 15A discharge profile (Start of discharge: ~200s. End 

of discharge: 1.7 x 10
3
s). 

4.2.2 Improvements to the Dynamic Lead Acid Battery Model 

Closer inspection of the initial voltage step as shown in Fig. 4.4 reveals that the Ceraolo 

model does not capture the dynamic characteristics of the short term voltage variation. 

Fig. 4.4 Measured and simulated initial voltage step response to a 15A current step applied at ~ 

T = 250s. 

For later use in battery voltage control system design, the dynamic battery model was 

modified as follows to accommodate the short-term dynamic variations evident from 

Fig. 4.4: 
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Fig. 4.5 (a) Modified dynamic battery model (b) Complex impedance term Z00(s) 

where Z00(s) is a complex pole/zero  

 

 (Ω) 

(4.13) 

To estimate Z00(s), step current tests were applied to the battery at and the battery 

voltage waveform was recorded. The Matlab System Identification Toolbox was then 

used to identify the locations of the complex pole and zero formed by the impedance 

Z0(s). Since from Eq. (4.7) R1 = R10.ln(DOC), the contribution of dynamic variations 

due to the branch formed by the parallel combination of C1, R1 becomes very small at 

high charge states, so the effect of this branch can be neglected at high states of charge 

during relatively short time periods. 
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Fig. 4.6 Measured and simulated initial voltage step. 

The voltage step response can be seen to reflect the measured response more accurately 

than the original model. The extracted parameter values for the battery impedance Z0(s) 

are as shown in Table 4.1.:  

TABLE 4.1 IMPEDANCE PARAMETERS FOR CSB GPL1250 75AH VRLA [104].  

Parameter Description Value 

Rint Series resistance term 0.0168 Ω 

RZ Parallel resistance term 0.0302 Ω 

CZ Parallel capacitance term 488.41 F 
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Defining Z00(s) as the value of Z0 at a full state of charge, the complex impedance 

Z0(SOC) was scaled as a function of state-of-charge by modification of (4.6) as follows:  

 (4.12) 

The resistor R0 in the original model has now been replaced by the complex impedance 

Z0 as shown in the Simulink implementation below in Fig. 4.7. 

 

Fig. 4.7 Modified Ceraolo battery model (modification shown in grey). 

This represents a novel extension of the third order battery model formulation described 

in [1]. Unfortunately to validate the model across all state-of-charge was beyond the 

scope of this project but initial tests indicated that a dynamic impedance of this nature 

could improve the short-term (<100s) dynamic modelling accuracy of the Ceraolo 

battery model.  
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To maintain a full-charge in a lead-acid battery, it is necessary to raise the cell potential 

above the fully charged cell open-circuit potential [97]. A battery raised to a potential 

higher than its fully charged cell open-circuit potential to mitigate the effects of self-

discharge and to ensure a full charge, is often referred to as being “float charged” [105]. 

A distinct change in the nature of the impedance of the battery was observed during 

these conditions. This effect has also been reported in previous studies [106], [107]. 

Step current tests were used as before to reveal how the impedance characteristic 

changes as the cell reaches float charge polarisation in the region marked ‘A’ in Fig. 6-5 

(b).   

 

Fig. 4.8 (a) Measured battery voltage step response at float charge level. +1A at T = 0s. -1A 

current step input at T = 75s (b) Experimental set-up. 

The response in this region can be approximated by a resistor representing the internal 

resistance of the battery in series with a parallel RC branch [107] as shown in Fig. 4.8 

(b). To extract the time-response of the battery voltage to an arbitrary current waveform, 

a bidirectional current programmed DC/DC converter (please see Section 6.2 for further 

details regarding this converter) was used as shown in Fig. 4.8 (b). As before, by 

examination of the voltage response to a step current input, an estimation of the nature 
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of the impedance was obtained using the Matlab System Identification Toolbox [108] 

with results shown in Table. 4.2. 

TABLE 4.2: BATTERY FLOAT IMPEDANCE PARAMETERS FOR CSB GPL1250 75AH VRLA 

[104] 

Parameter Description Value 

Rnl Parallel resistance term 9.08 Ω 

Rint Series resistance term 0.01 Ω 

Cfloat Float capacitance 2.25 F 

Vfloat Float voltage 14.12 V 

 

Having determined Rint, Rnl and Cfloat, the battery float charge impedance can then be 

written in zero/pole/gain form: 

 

 (Ω) 

(4.14) 

The measured and simulated voltage response to a +1 A to -1 A current pulse signal in 

the operating region of interest is shown in Fig. 4.9 below.  
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Fig. 4.9 Measured and simulated battery voltage response: +1A/-1A current steps at float charge 

level. 

A complete dynamic model would take into account the significant changes in the 

effective impedance of the cell at high states of charge including voltage and state-of-

charge parameter dependencies. However, the characteristics of the impedance change 

during the transition from less than fully charged to the float charged condition remain 

undefined. An accurate battery model would describe this transition smoothly. This is 

beyond the scope of this study but is highlighted as a potential area for future research 

effort.  

4.3 Supercapacitor Energy Storage Systems 

Unlike batteries which store charge electro-chemically, capacitors store energy as an 

electro-static charge within the electric field between two electrodes separated by a 

dielectric. Supercapacitors, [also known as “ultra-capacitors”, “electrochemical 

capacitors” or “electric double layer capacitors (EDLC)”] also store energy in the form 

of an electro-static charge. Supercapacitor electrodes are made of a porous micro-

structure (typically carbon) and immersed in an electrolyte. An electrically insulating 

separator is inserted between the two electrodes which allows ions to pass. When a 

voltage is applied to the electrodes, ions in the electrolyte solution move toward the 

electrodes and form a layer next to the electrode surface where charge accumulates on 
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the solid surface, attracted by the opposing charge of the electrode. An “electric double 

layer capacitance” is formed; one layer being in the electrolyte and the other being just 

below the surface of the electrode.  

 

Fig. 4.10 Supercapacitor during a discharged (a) and charged condition (b).  

Electrostatic charge is stored in the double layer with an effective distance between the 

two charge layers of the order of 1 nm [109]. The capacitance is inversely proportional 

to the distance between the layers and proportional to the permittivity of the dielectric 

and the area of the layers. Since the charge separation distance is very small and since 

the porous electrodes effective surface area is very high, very high capacitances can be 

achieved, with orders of magnitude two or three times higher than with conventional 

capacitors being typical. However, due to the extremely small charge separation 

distance, a single supercapacitor cell can operate only at considerably lower maximum 

rated voltages than its conventional counterpart (with cell voltages of 2.5-3V/cell being 

typical [110]), which is why supercapacitor modules comprised strings of series cells 

are frequently employed. 
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4.4 Supercapacitor Modelling 

For the supercapacitor, various electric models have been proposed describing the 

behaviour of electric double layer capacitance with various levels of complexity and of 

approximation [96], [111], [112]. This section illustrates the models considered during 

this research and describes the methods used to develop them. 

4.4.1 Test Procedure 

A number of experimental tests were carried out to measure the behaviour of the 

supercapacitor module under conditions of constant current charge and discharge. A 

current controlled DC/DC converter (to be described in detail later in Chapter 6) 

developed as part of this study, was used to deliver current profiles to the supercapacitor 

module under test which consisted of 22 x 1800F (Maxwell BoostCap) devices made 

available for this research. It was found that the apparent capacitance of the 

supercapacitor varied with voltage in agreement with the findings reported in [96], 

[112]. The method used to determine this non-linear capacitance variation is as follows. 

First, the supercapacitor is either fully discharged or fully charged with a constant 

current while the terminal voltage is logged as shown in Fig. 4.11, which plots the time-

current product vs. voltage. 

 
Fig 4.11 Voltage vs. current-time product. 
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The function relating voltage to the time-current integral can be used to determine the 

capacitance as follows. After the initial step due to any purely series resistive elements, 

the voltage response due to a the variable capacitance Cnl(v) can be written: 

 
 

(4.15) 

where Vsc and isc are the supercapacitor voltage and current.  

A quadratic of the following form was used to fit the measured data: 

  (4.16) 

The y-axis of Fig. 4.10 represents the time-current product and since the current is 

constant this also represents the current time integral. The c coefficient in Eq. (4.16) 

represents the initial condition at time t = 0 and can be neglected for the purpose of 

system identification. Eq. (4.15) can then be re-written: 

  (C) (4.17) 

Here C0 represents a linear, constant capacitance term and the product kvv represents the 

voltage dependent variation in capacitance. This model is based on separately obtained 

results [96], [112]. The non-linear effective capacitance term can be found by 

differentiating Eq. (4.17): 
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  (F) (4.19) 

The equivalent series resistance was determined from the step change in voltage when a 

constant-current load is removed or added as shown in Fig 4.12 (b) and can be 

compared with manufacturer’s data when available [113]. The simulated and measured 

voltage profiles for a 10A charge/discharge test are shown below in Fig. 4.12 (a) and 

can be seen to represent the supercapacitor voltage variation behaviour well. 

Fig 4.12 (a) Measured voltage response responses to a I=+10A charge from T=2100s to 6400s 

then I=-10A from 11000s to 16000s (b) Close-up of resistive volt drop. 

The supercapacitor voltage can then be described by the following equation [96], [112]: 

 
 (V) 

where Rs = series resistance (Ω), Rleak = leakage resistance (Ω) 

(4.20) 
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4.4.2 Non-Linear Supercapacitor Model 

 

The assumption has been made in later simulations that the apparent variation in 

capacitance described in Section 4.4.1 is the same during charge and discharge. The 

Simulink implementation of the above equations for modelling the behaviour of the 

supercapacitor voltage is as follows: 

 

Fig. 4.13 Non-linear Simulink model of supercapacitor 

In some cases, a simplified version of the above model can be acceptable as described in 

[114], [115], where the capacitance term is modeled as an equivalent constant 

capacitance term extracted from datasheet parameters or determined by measurement.  

4.5 Discussion and Summary 

The characteristics of the energy storage devices considered in this study have been 

described. The Simulink implementation of a dynamic model of the lead acid battery 

based on previous comprehensive research [1] has been described and the limitations of 

this model in terms of short-term dynamic performance have been demonstrated. A 

novel contribution from this chapter is a modification to the dynamic battery model 

considered which represents the complex dynamic impedance characteristic with a 

better accuracy. Experimental results have shown that this impedance exhibits a 
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dramatic change as the battery enters float-charge conditions. It can be concluded from 

this, that the design of battery voltage control systems should consider the dynamic 

properties of the battery impedance. Also the sudden change in impedance at float level 

should be considered if the battery voltage control system is required to maintain the 

battery voltage in this region of voltage and state of charge, as is often the case in 

charging applications.  

The experimental results have confirmed that the proposed non-linear capacitance 

models of Zubieta and Rafik [96], [112] provide a good representation of the apparent 

quadratic nature of the voltage dependent capacitance. The procedure for determining 

the non-linear capacitance term has been demonstrated and simulation results have 

shown the representation of the supercapacitor voltage variation. 
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Chapter 5: Battery Lifetime Modelling 

 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents a means by which battery life can be estimated based on a given 

usage pattern. Battery-life is one of the key metrics used in later assessments of the 

benefits of the supercapacitor/battery hybrid energy storage system. For this reason, it 

was necessary to consider a means of incorporating battery life prediction into the 

simulation model. The method is based on the models developed by the University of 

Massachusetts (UMASS) as they were successfully deployed as part of the battery 

model used in the commercially available simulation package Hybrid2 [73]. 

Unlike the semi-regular power profile that an energy storage device may undergo in an 

electric train or tram where a charge event due regenerative braking is usually 

eventually followed by a discharge event due to acceleration, the battery power profile 

in a wind power system is highly complex and irregular. The reason for this is primarily 

due to the irregular nature of the wind as a power source since it has been shown that 

the in the timescale of < 1 hour to 1 second the variations in the wind’s speed can be 

well modelled as a stochastic process. So, to extract the number of irregular, 

overlapping charge and discharge cycles from a complex pattern of data, a modified 

version of the technique known as ‘rain-flow counting’, also used in metal fatigue 

estimation has been used, based on the work first presented by Downing and Socie 

[116]. In addition, a battery lifetime model has been developed based on battery 

manufacturer’s datasheet information to provide an estimation of battery life using the 

outputs of the rain-flow cycle counting algorithm. This battery life estimation technique 

has been successfully employed in other research areas such as automotive electric 
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vehicle studies [43], locomotive applications [117] battery-only based renewable energy 

applications [118], [119], utility scale applications [120] and presented as part of a 

generic modelling framework for battery economic analysis [121].  

5.2 Battery Life 

Since the battery is often one of the weakest components in an off grid wind-generation 

system in terms of service life [8], [11], any benefit in terms of increased service life 

can be advantageous for cost and reliability reasons. Various studies [48-50], [56-58]  

have discussed the extension of battery life by the use of an actively controlled 

supercapacitor based system for wind energy applications without providing quantified 

proof. Since batteries are complicated non-linear devices whose age is a function of 

many parameters, accurate prediction of battery lifetime is a highly non-linear task. This 

task is complicated further by the complex nature of the wind charge pattern which can 

be seen from the results shown in Chapter 2 to have highly variable short-term and 

long-term components. 

All secondary/rechargeable batteries degrade over time. The period that the battery 

remains serviceable before the capacity degrades to a predefined minimum (typically 

80%) is known as the battery life. Battery end-of-life is defined as the condition in 

which the battery energy storage capacity has fallen to a predefined level. Battery cycle-

life is defined as the number of cycles that the battery can provide before the end of life 

condition is met. The finite life of a battery is affected by environmental conditions such 

as temperature and the electrical operation of the battery in any particular application. 

The degradation of battery life can be due to a calendar-life ageing component or a 

cycling related ageing component and, in reality, is a combination of the two [97]. 

Battery calendar-life ageing is heavily dependent on cell chemistry, battery type and 
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temperature [97]. Cycle-life ageing is related to the amp hour throughput of the battery 

in that each charge/discharge cycle results in some degradation of the battery life. The 

amount by which battery life is reduced during each cycle is linked to a variety of stress 

factors, some of which have been highlighted for batteries operating in renewable 

energy systems in recent field studies as follows [11]: 

 Charge factor: The ratio of amp hours charged to amp hours discharged. 

 Ah throughput 

 Highest discharge rate 

 Time between full charges 

 Time at low SOC 

 Partial cycling 

A complete battery lifetime model would aim to include these stress factors and 

calculate the battery cycle life accordingly. However, at present such a battery life 

model is not readily available. Instead, some of the simplified battery life estimation 

models that were considered, based on the key aging mechanisms are described in the 

next section.  

5.2.1 Battery Lifetime Models  

Three existing battery lifetime models were considered as a part of this project as 

discussed by Bindner [9]. The first, known as “the FhG model” [9] combines a 

performance degradation model and an ageing lifetime model. In this way, the battery 

performance deteriorates as the battery life is consumed. The voltage part of the model 

is based on the Shepherd equation (also as discussed in [122]) and modelling parameters 

such as internal resistance and capacity are altered during simulation time to reflect 
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performance degradation. This model is intended to closely describe the actual aging 

mechanisms experienced by the battery such as corrosion of the electrode during 

simulation time. The model varies significantly from the others considered due to its 

complexity and the need for input parameters and empirical test data [9]. In addition, 

this model is distinct from the other two models in that it combines a performance and 

lifetime deterioration model during run-time. 

The next type of model to be considered was an Ah-throughput based model which can 

be implemented by simply determining the charge in or out of the battery. Typically, the 

total energy that the battery provides during a simulation interval is recorded and the 

assumption is made that there is a fixed amount of energy that the battery can provide 

before it requires replacement, regardless of the depth of discharge of individual cycles. 

This can be determined from manufacturers’ datasheet information by reading the total 

battery lifetime throughput for a given depth of discharge as indicated in Fig. 5.1. The 

end-of-life is assumed to be reached when the total energy-throughput reaches the total 

energy that the battery can provide [9]. The concept of the ‘life-fraction’ consumed 

during an interval can be introduced by considering the energy delivered by the battery 

during that interval divided by the total energy that the battery can provide.  

The total energy throughput and cycles to failure are plotted for a typical lead acid 

battery in Fig. 5.1 below [20].  
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Fig. 5.1 total lifetime throughput and cycles to failure plotted for a typical lead acid battery [20]. 

Cycle-counting models are based on the assumption that the charge cycle amplitude 

determines the fraction of lifetime that is consumed based on a cycles to failure vs. 

depth of discharge as shown in Fig. 5.1. It can be seen that the reduction in battery 

lifetime can be different depending on the cycle depths of discharge. Therefore, the 

lifetime aging should be calculated by summation of the contribution of individual 

cycles charge/discharge cycles at their corresponding depths of discharge. This is the 

basis of the ‘cycle-counting’ based approach to battery lifetime estimation which was  

the technique employed in this study, and is explained in further detail below in section 

5.2.2.  

Binder has reported the results of tests with real-life batteries showing that the FhG 

model, when deployed with real renewable energy system data, has significantly 

overestimated battery lifetime [9]. Whereas the much simpler ah-throughput and cycle 

counting algorithms have been shown to give a closer estimation of battery lifetime [9] 

using the same test data. For this reason, and since a stand-alone battery lifetime 
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prediction method (as opposed to a run-time life model) was required, the FhG model 

[9] was not considered further.  

It was found that one of the key advantages of a supercapacitor/battery hybrid energy 

storage system was achieved by the use of the supercapacitor’s inherently higher cycle-

life capacity to decrease the number of cycles experienced by the battery, to improve 

battery life. Since it provides a direct measure of the number of cycles experienced by 

the battery, the cycle-counting method of battery lifetime estimation was implemented 

to evaluate the potential benefits of the supercapacitor energy storage system in this 

study. In the case of a simple ah-throughput based model this information would not be 

directly apparent.  

5.2.2 Rain-Flow Cycle-Counting 

A rain-flow cycle counting algorithm was used to extract the number of cycles that the 

battery experienced at various depths of discharge as has previously been successfully 

employed in battery lifetime estimation applications such as in the renewable energy 

system simulation package Hybrid2 [73] and as part of Manwell and McGowan’s 

Kinetic Battery Model [123].  

Referring to Fig. 5.2, it can be seen how cycles and half-cycles are counted using the 

rain-flow counting technique. Corresponding half-cycles are combined to get full-

cycles. Half-cycles and full-cycles within larger amplitude cycles are counted separately 

as smaller amplitude cycles. This method can be used to extract the number of cycles 

from within a complex series of charge and discharge cycles of irregular amplitudes.   
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Fig. 5.2 Conceptual rain-flow cycle-counting algorithm outputs.  

The implementation of the rain-flow cycle counting algorithm was done in Matlab since 

this is a powerful matrix and array manipulation tool and the algorithm takes an array of 

state-of-charge variations as the major input [116]. The state-of-charge variation data 

were pre-processed so that local maxima and minima were found by searching for 

adjacent data points with opposing gradient polarity. The local maxima and minima or 

“peaks and valleys” [116] are shown as black circles in Fig. 5.2.  

The maxima and minima data were stored as an array, which was re-arranged to begin 

with the largest peak and the rainfall counting procedure was implemented according to 

the method originally described by Socie and Downing [116]. The range of each cycle 

counted was stored in a vector. These values were then used to determine their 

cumulative effect on battery life as described in the next section.  
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5.2.3 Battery Lifetime Estimation 

Defining depth of discharge as the minimum state of charge (for SOC, see Eq 4.3) 

reached during a discharge cycle, Fig. 5.3 shows a typical plot of cycles-to-failure 

against depth of discharge for a typical lead-acid battery [124]. 

Fig. 5.3. Battery life curve from [124]. 

 

Fig. 5.4. Battery life curve from [124] plotted on a logarithmic scales.  

Typically manufacturers’ datasheets [124] do not contain information regarding the 

effect of factional discharge cycles with range less than 0.1, so it was necessary to 

extend the battery life curve of Fig. 5.4 so that their effect on battery lifetime could be 

evaluated. 
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It was found that the effect of turbulent wind variations with a temporal range of 

seconds to minutes causes a significant number of low-range battery cycles with 

amplitude < 0.1. Re-plotting the battery life data of Fig. 5.3 on logarithmic scales 

indicates the logarithmic nature of the underlying process involved. 

Ruddell et al. [125] in their report on the effect of micro-cycles (short-range cycles) 

have stated it is a reasonable assumption that the energy throughput caused by short-

range cycles can be added to the remaining battery energy throughput for the purpose of 

lifetime estimation. Based on this assumption, to account for additional throughput due 

to short-range cycles, the existing manufacturer’s data was extrapolated as a straight 

line on a log/log scale as shown in Fig. 5.5 by using the final gradient of the curve at the 

last manufacturer’s data point (10
-1

) to extend to cycles with range <10
-3

.  

Fig. 5.5 Battery life curve with data from [124] from plotted on a logarithmic scale. 

This is equivalent to assuming that cycles with depth of discharge of 10
-2

 and 10
-3 

have 

proportionally the same detrimental effect on battery life as cycles in the range 10
-1

. The 

result of curve fitting to the extrapolated data is a logarithmic polynomial of the form: 
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(5.1) 

The cumulative effect of the cycles counted using the rain-flow counting procedure can 

be determined as follows. If the number of cycles-to-failure for a given depth of 

discharge d is Cd, the amount by which the battery has aged in one full cycle of range d 

is then 1/Cd i.e. after Cd  cycles of depth d the battery life is consumed. If the output of 

the rain-flow cycle counting algorithm is a vector of i different cycle ranges, the total 

battery degradation W, can be determined as follows [9]: 
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1
ii

ii diC
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(5.2) 

If the simulation lasts Ndays days, the expected battery lifetime, Lbat, can then be 

estimated as follows: 

 

W

N
L

days
bat   (days) 

(5.3) 

5.3 Discussion and Summary 

Since battery life can be one of the key metrics in assessing the benefits of a hybridised 

battery/supercapacitor energy storage system, it is important to be able to estimate it. 

Battery lifetime is a function of many non-linear variables and highly dependent on the 

application and usage pattern. This chapter has described a method used to obtain a 

simple battery cycle-life estimate based on state-of-charge variation data and readily 
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available battery manufacturers’ data. The method used is based on analyses 

successfully implemented in previous similar studies which would indicate its validity 

[118], [119], [120]. However, this method would not be suitable to estimate a stand-by 

battery life or systems designed for extremely shallow and infrequent charge cycles 

(such as certain UPS systems, for example) since battery life in such systems could be 

limited by aging mechanisms not related to cycle-life. While this model does not 

specifically take into account some of the stress factors highlighted above such as 

discharge rate (see section 5.2), it remains a valid measure of the cyclic energy 

throughput that a battery experiences. Since the effect of the real-life stress factors 

described is to decrease battery life further than under laboratory condition testing, it is 

expected to provide an optimistic estimate of battery life in some instances. However, 

the battery lifetime model based on cycle-counting shows promise and in its current 

form can be considered as a viable means of counting the amp hour throughput to 

various depths of discharge which can then be used to estimate the fraction of battery 

life lost over a simulation period. For this reason this method has been employed in later 

analyses with the caveat that battery life estimations may not include a variety of known 

stress factors and calendar aging factors. This highlights the need for novel techniques 

to be developed based on manufacturer-validated test data. A good starting point for this 

would be if battery manufacturers were to provide battery life curves which were ‘de-

rated’ against other stress factors such as discharge rate, for example. These could take 

the form of the battery life curve of Fig. 5.3 but would include also include the 

detrimental effect of other stress factors such as discharge rate. This would then allow a 

weighted-cycle counting algorithm to include their effects.  
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Chapter 6: DC/DC Converter Development 

 

6.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the development of a current-controlled DC/DC converter used 

to empirically validate the energy storage control algorithms developed in this study. 

The role of the converter was primarily to control the flow of power to and from the 

supercapacitor although the system developed did find other uses within this study. It 

employs a hysteretic current control strategy and is shown to be capable of fast, 

bidirectional current tracking. The converter operating under this strategy has been used 

as a building block for the implementation of control algorithms described later, in 

Chapters 8 and 9. This chapter discusses the design of the converter, presents both 

experimental results to demonstrate its operation and a simulation model to describe its 

performance.  

A review of previous work has revealed a predominantly system-level approach to the 

control of power in a hybrid energy storage device for wind power applications, leaving 

their implementation largely unreported. For this reason one of the objectives of this 

study has been to consider the implementation aspects of the hybrid energy storage 

system’s charge-discharge circuits in greater detail. In this way the focus of research can 

reach a consensus regarding the implementation options available and their relative 

merits to validate systems practically.     
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6.2 Converter design 

The configuration of the DC/DC converter within the hybrid energy storage system is 

illustrated in Fig. 6.1. 

 

Fig. 6.1 Schematic of battery-supercapacitor hybrid energy-storage system.  

Since the voltage of storage devices such as batteries and supercapacitors is often 

dictated by specific limitations such as state of charge, a fast and effective means of 

power control at a given voltage can be achieved by controlling the current to/from the 

energy storage device at a given voltage. For this reason, the converter used in this 

study was required to have fast current control and two-quadrant operation i.e. with 

positive input and output voltages, bipolar current control was required. After some 

initial research revealed that a suitable off-the-shelf unit with the required specification 

was not readily available, it became necessary to design and build the converter using 

discrete components. The control strategy used is an adapted hysteretic current control 

scheme as used in motor control applications [126], active power filtering [127], 

switched-mode audio amplifiers [128] and actuator control [129] applications.  
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6.2.1 Converter topology 

The converter was based on a half-bridge topology which can be reconfigured to 

accommodate different energy storage device configurations. The synchronous buck 

converter and inverting buck/boost converter as shown in Fig. 6.2 were considered.  

 

Fig. 6.2 Proposed converter configurations with operating voltage ranges of: (a) Synchronous 

buck for Vsc > Vbat (b) Synchronous buck for Vsc < Vbat (c) buck\boost Vsc  Vbat or Vbat  Vsc 

6.2.2 Hysteretic Current Control 

Hysteretic current-mode control is a form of limit-cycling nonlinear feedback control 

[130]. This control scheme can be used to maintain tight regulation of the inductor 

current in DC/DC converters [131]. The reason this mode of control was chosen is that 

gives guaranteed stability and robust performance despite variation and uncertainty in 

system parameters and operating conditions [132]. Alternative schemes based on a fixed 

frequency PWM current-mode control suffer from sub-harmonic oscillation instability 

[132], [133] at duty ratios above 50% [134]. This requires the added complexity of 

slope-compensation to resolve [135].  
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Variable frequency, hysteretic current-mode control was chosen over the conventional 

PWM current-mode approach as it is inherently stable for all duty ratios [136]. This is 

advantageous in supercapacitor-interface applications due to the potentially large 

supercapacitor voltage swing with state of charge which could cause extreme voltage 

conversion ratios and therefore duty ratio requirements. In addition to stability and 

robustness, the hysteretic current control has the advantage of inherent, active cycle-by-

cycle current-regulation, and can therefore be made resilient to input and output short 

circuit faults.  

Jan et al. [54] have proposed a similar system to that described in this section for use in 

diverting high-frequency battery current fluctuations to/from a supercapacitor, with 

other similar systems reported in [52], [53]. The system described is based around the 

use of a fixed frequency PWM duty ratio control of the converter current which is 

unstable for duty ratios > 50% [134]. The system presented in this section extends these 

studies [52-54] by providing an alternative implementation, which has the operational 

advantage of inherent stability at duty ratios > 50%  [136].  

The basis of the control strategy is described below for the two main configurations in 

Fig. 6.2 (a) and (c), although a similar control can be developed for the configuration in 

Fig. 6.2 (b). 

6.2.3 Synchronous Buck Converter 

The converter of Fig. 6.2 (a) can be drawn in greater detail as shown in Fig 6.3: 
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Fig. 6.3 DC/DC converter and control circuit.  

 

Assuming ideal components in the converter of Fig. 6.3, and the necessary requirement 

for successful operation of the buck converter that Vsc is greater than Vbat is upheld, the 

equation describing inductor current variation is given by Eq. 6.1, where u is the 

switching logic control signal. 

 
   (V) 

(6.1) 

The control mode can be thought of as a bang-bang regulation of the inductor current 

although the principles of sliding-mode control theory have been applied to describe it 

[137]. A detailed discussion regarding sliding mode control can be found in [138] and 

further discussion regarding the application in DC/DC converter designs in [139]. The 

objective of the controller in this case is to maintain the converter output current by 

regulating the inductor-current IL, such that it tracks the command reference current I*. 

A control objective function  σ = 0 can be defined as follows [137]: 

     (A) (6.2) 

batsc
L VuV

dt

dI
L 

0*  IIL
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To meet the control objective, a switching strategy for the half-bridge devices control 

signal u (see Fig. 6.3) was chosen to satisfy Eq. 6.3 such that σ and its time-derivative 

have opposite signs. This ensures the system will converge to the state σ = 0 [137] and 

consequently the output current converges to the current reference, I*: 

 
 

(6.3) 

A switching control law which satisfies Eq. (6.3) is described by the relation (6.4), 

where h is half the width of a small constant hysteresis band lying symmetrically about 

the set-point value. 

 
 

(6.4) 

For later power conversion efficiency estimation, the approximate average switching 

frequency fsw for a given set of operating conditions can be determined from the 

inductor rise and fall times (T1 and T2) in each switch position from Eq. (6.1) as follows:  

 

   (Hz) 

(6.5) 

The above analysis can be directly applied to the converter of 6.2 (b) by swapping Vsc 

and Vbat and so won’t be repeated.  

6.2.4 Inverting Buck/Boost Converter 

A similar control strategy can be applied to the inductor-current in the inverting 

buck/boost converter as follows. 
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Fig. 6.4 DC/DC converter and control circuit 

Assuming ideal components, the governing equation for the inductor current is: 

 
 

(6.6) 

The same switching function as Eq. (6.2) can be used for the inverting buck/boost 

converter as was used with the synchronous buck/boost converter: 

  (6.7) 

To ensure the system will converge to the state σ = 0 [137], the condition defined by 

Eq. (6.3) must be true as before. The same switching control law as Eq. (6.4) can also be 

chosen to satisfy Eq. (6.3) in the case of the inverting buck/boost converter as follows: 

 
 

(6.8) 

However in this instance, if Vsc and Vbat are non-zero Eq. (6.3) is met irrespective of 

their relative magnitudes. The constraints placed on Vsc and Vbat are therefore less 

stringent: Vsc > 0 and  Vbat > 0. 
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The above control strategies have been described previously when used by 

Venkatarmanan [137] but only in the case of uni-directional converters employing only 

one power electronic switch. The work presented above in sections 6.2.3 - 6.2.4 has 

confirmed that the same current control applies more generally in the case of 

bidirectional current control using synchronous buck and inverting buck/boost 

converters employing two power electronic switches.  

6.2.5 Practical Considerations 

Since the majority of the experimental results discussed later in chapters 8 and 9 are 

derived from tests involving the buck configuration of Fig. 6.2 (a), practical 

considerations regarding the implementation of this converter configuration are 

discussed below. These tend to be very briefly commented on, if at all, in published 

accounts of power-converter implementation in this context. However, an understanding 

of such design detail was found to be important to the successful experimental 

validation of the power converters. A number of problems which are difficult to predict 

arise, which tend to confound experimental work and require some ingenuity to identify 

and address. 

6.2.6 Gate Driving Circuits  

The above circuits of Fig. 6.2 were implemented with IGBT (see Fig. 6.6) and then 

MOSFET power electronic switches. In both cases, typical gate driving voltages for 

these devices were 10 V to 15 V higher than the source voltage (Vgs). The hardware 

implementation of the converter for this application required a floating gate drive 

voltage; one that is not referenced to the ground return. Initially, a “bootstrap capacitor” 

was used, which was charged from the low-voltage rail during the high-side switch-off 

period and used to supply the high-side drive voltage. In this application, during start-up 
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of the buck converter, if the voltage of the energy storage device connected at the low 

side of the converter is higher than the gate-drive IC low voltage rail, this prevents the 

bootstrap capacitor from charging. To overcome this problem, a separate, floating gate-

drive power-supply was implemented, using an isolated, low power DC/DC converter 

for both high and low side switches.  

6.2.7 Output Filter 

 

Eq. (6.5) can be used to determine the output filter inductor for a given current ripple 

requirement. The current ripple is determined by the hysteresis width, 2h, and the 

required inductance value can be found from the required system switching frequency 

range. The controller in this case was designed to operate at relatively low switching 

frequency (<20kHz) to improve efficiency, by reduction of switching losses. The output 

filter capacitor was designed to minimise output voltage ripple for a given load transient 

slew-rate using the procedure given in [140]. 

6.2.8 Inductor Current Slew-Rate Limit 

 

To achieve a high bandwidth, it is necessary to achieve a high current slew-rate. The 

theoretical basis for this has been derived in Appendix 1. This shows that the achievable 

bandwidth of a control system in which a rate-of-change limited element exists, is 

proportional to the rate limit and inversely proportional to the magnitude of the signal. 

From Eq. (6.1) it can be seen that the inductor current slew-rate is proportional to the 

magnitude of the inductor driving voltage and inversely proportional to the inductance. 

So, to maximize inductor current slew-rate (in the synchronous buck configuration) and 

therefore control-bandwidth, it is desirable to maintain the supercapacitor at a level 

sufficiently higher than that of the battery to sustain sufficient inductor driving voltage 
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(Vsc – Vbat) and it is also desirable to select a suitably low inductance, L. It should be 

noted that the effect of maintaining the supercapacitor voltage above that of the battery 

is to limit the usable capacity of the supercapacitor to an extent. This is considered in 

further detail in Section 8.2.4.  

6.2.9 Current Measurement 

To implement the hysteretic current control in Section 6.2.3 it is necessary to measure 

the power-converter inductor current. This can be achieved at low-cost by inserting a 

low-value resistor in series with the inductance and amplifying the voltage drop across 

it. The disadvantage of this method is the power dissipation in the resistor which leads 

to a reduction in efficiency, and the un-isolated connection of the electronic-controller 

stage to the power stage provides an efficient coupling path for high-frequency 

switching noise which is especially disruptive to the operation of hysteretic current-

control scheme. For this reason, a Hall-effect current transducer with sufficient 

bandwidth was used instead to measure the inductor current waveform non-intrusively. 

6.2.10 Gate Drive Isolation 

To provide protection for the control circuit from potentially damaging high voltage and 

current and further minimize switching noise coupling, the main control PCB was 

galvanically isolated from the gate drive and power circuits by use of opto-couplers to 

transmit the gate drive logic signals.  

6.2.11 Snubber Network 

Snubber networks are circuit networks whose function it is to protect the power 

electronic switches from unwanted energy spikes, typically caused by the active 

switching of current-carrying stray circuit inductances. Snubber networks can be of an 
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active or passive design. In this study, the passive approach was used which typically 

relies on a combination of resistors, capacitors and inductors to provide an alternate path 

for unwanted switching energy.  

 

Fig. 6.5 Converter schematic with snubber components 

In Fig. 6.5, two “RC snubbers” shown as CR1 and CR2 were used across each power 

electronic switch and designed according to the guidelines in [141] to control voltage 

overshoot and ringing that occurs when stray inductance is reset when a switch opens or 

a diode reverse recovers. This reduces power semiconductor avalanching and the 

amplitude and frequency of EMI emission which would otherwise interfere with 

electronic controller operation. The additional low-ESR capacitor Csnubber was connected 

directly across both power electronic switches in close proximity to their terminals as in 

[142] to help mitigate any voltage transients occurring across both switches by 

providing a low impedance path which the electrolytic capacitor Cin may not. 

6.2.12 Converter Implementation 

The final component values of the principle synchronous buck converter elements used 

in this study are described in Appendix 3. The implementation of the DC/DC converter 

enclosure, control PCB and hybrid energy storage system are shown below in Fig. 6.6.  
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Fig. 6.6 Hybrid energy storage system 

The internal arrangement of the DC/DC converter power electronic switches and 

electro-magnetic storage element was based around a bus-bar arrangement intended to 

minimise stray inductances as shown below in Fig. 6.7. 

 

Fig. 6.7 Internal arrangement of DC/DC converter (snubber circuit elements removed). 
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6.3 Current Control Scheme Validation 

To illustrate the performance of the converter in terms of current tracking, a bipolar 

250Hz/10A square wave current reference signal was used (using a signal generator). 

The inductor current (blue trace) and current reference signal (yellow trace) were 

recorded on a digital storage oscilloscope as shown in Fig. 6.8.  

 

Fig. 6.8 Hysteretic current control of DC/DC converter. Yellow trace current command 

reference signal. Blue trace: DC/DC converter output current waveform (100mV/A) 

The converter is transferring current from one energy storage device to another which in 

this are the battery and supercapacitor (see Appendix 3). The converter can be seen to 

operate with bidirectional current capability, tracking the 250Hz square wave with a 

good degree of accuracy. The inductor current waveform and output current were 

recorded over a shorter time-base as shown in Fig. 6.9.  
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Fig. 6.9 Inductor current and output current of DC/DC converter. Yellow trace: Output current 

(After converter output filter [Ibat in Fig 6.3]). Blue trace: Inductor current waveform 

(100mV/A) (before converter output filter). 

Fig. 6.9 shows the nature of the inductor current waveform (blue trace) and output 

current waveform (yellow trace). From the lower blue trace, the hysteresis effect of the 

inductor current waveform switching about the command reference can be seen. The 

upper yellow trace shows how the current ripple is significantly reduced at the converter 

output due to the output capacitance.  

6.4 Synchronous Buck Converter Simulation 

To confirm that the operation of the converter was achieved as expected, various circuit-

based models of the converters described in 6.3.1 and 6.3.2 were initially developed 

(using Matlab/Simulink: SimpowerSystems [85]) to accurately describe the converter 

switching behavior with good accuracy at the expense of slow simulation times. This 

was useful in optimising the converter-design and component values. However, as the 

research effort became focused on analysis of the system over timescales of the order of 
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one year or more, it became necessary to develop an averaged-simulation capable of 

modelling the converter behavior with reduced computational effort. The model also 

incorporates an estimate of its steady-state efficiency map, validated by experiment and 

described as follows.  

6.4.1 Conduction Losses 

The loss-model was based on power loss equations developed in [143]. The high and 

low-side conduction losses in the power MOSFET can be estimated from the duty-cycle 

of the converter, D = Vout/Vin as follows [143], if the effect of the relatively small 

current ripple is ignored: 

  (W) (6.9) 

  (W) (6.10) 

 

where Rds(ON) represents power-MOSFET conduction resistance 

Combining these terms and including resistive losses in the main inductor, the total 

conduction power loss, Pconduction, can be written as shown in Eq. (6.11) which shows 

that selection of MOSFETS with low Rds(ON) and a power inductor with a low DC 

resistance are essential for  high efficiency converters. 

  (W) (6.11) 

where RL represents the power inductor resistance. 

6.4.2 Switching Losses 

During the power-MOSFET switching interval, the drain-voltage and current-

waveforms and gate-voltage under a constant gate current input condition can be 

represented by Fig. 6.10 [143].  
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Fig 6.10 MOSFET turn-on switching waveforms 

The switching loss term is an estimate of power lost due to voltage and current (Vds and 

Id) overlap during the rising current and falling voltage and may be estimated for the 

synchronous buck converter using Eq. 6.12. 

   (W) 

where Vsc = high side voltage (Supercapacitor voltage) (V) 

(6.12 ) 

The time periods t1 + t2 (Fig. 6.10) during rising and falling switching intervals can be 

measured or, if the MOSFET gate resistance is known (external and internal), then these 

times can be calculated as follows [143]: 

 
 (A) 

where Vdd is the gate drive supply voltage 

 (A) 

(6.13) 

 

(6.14) 

As shown in Fig. 6.10, Vsw is the gate voltage at which switching occurs and can be 

obtained from manufacturers’ datasheets, Qg(sw) is defined as the gate charge required 
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during the MOSFET switching interval; allowing the rising (L-H) and falling (H-L) 

switching times to be determined as follows: 

 
 (s) 

 (s) 

(6.15) 

 

(6.16) 

Once the rising and falling switching times are determined, the switching loss may be 

estimated: 

  (W) (6.17 ) 

The power loss associated with charging the MOSFET output capacitance Coss can be 

estimated [143]: 

   (W) (6.18 ) 

where Coss is the MOSFET output capacitance. 

The power loss associated with the MOSFET body-diode reverse recovery charge Qrr 

can be estimated: 

   (W) (6.19 ) 

where Qrr is the MOSFET body diode reverse recovery charge. 

Assuming that with the intrinsic diode is forward-biased, the switching losses in the 

power-MOSFET in parallel with the forward-biased diode are negligible, since 

switching takes place with a diode volt-drop potential (< 1V) across the switch, the total 

switching loss term may then be estimated using Eq. (6.20). 

 
 (W) 

(6.20 ) 
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falling switching intervals whose rise and fall times are denoted by tr and tf. The second 

term represents the power loss associated with charging the MOSFET output 

capacitance Coss. The third term represents the loss associated with the MOSFET body-

diode reverse recovery charge Qrr. Many of these loss parameters are temperature 

dependent and a precise simulation would model these dependencies. Instead, to 

provide an estimation of the converter losses, the worst-case, datasheet [144] maximum 

values for tr , tf, Coss, and  Qrr were used.  

The quiescent power was measured during switching operation and is included in the 

model below as a constant power-loss term Pq, referred to the input side. The following 

section describes implementation of the loss model developed in the Simulink 

environment.  

6.4.3 Simulink Implementation 

Fig. 6.11 shows the Simulink model of the synchronous buck converter including the 

switching and conduction loss calculations. Inputs to the Simulink model are the 

supercapacitor voltage (determined using the modelling procedure in Section 4.4.2) and 

battery voltage (determined using the modelling procedure in Section 4.2.1) and the 

command reference current I* (derived from the control algorithm in use). Modelling 

outputs are the converter high and low side currents. 
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Fig. 6.11 Simulink model for hysteretic current controlled converter 

The model incorporates the inductor current slew-rate limit with rise and fall slew-rates 

determined from Eq. (6.1) as follows: 

 
  A/s 

  A/s 

(6.21) 

 

(6.22) 

The conduction losses are incorporated in the model based on Eq. (6.12) as follows:  

Defining an effective duty ratio D’, as follows: 

 
 

(6.23 ) 

This allows the effective input current to be determined using the relation: 

   (Arms) (6.24 ) 

The power lost due to conduction losses can be found from: 

   (W) (6.25) 

Substituting Eq.(6.23) and (6.24) into Eq. (6.25) gives: 
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  (W) 

where Pout is the output power and Pconduction as described in Eq. (6.12) 

(6.23 ) 

The switching frequency is determined using Eq. (6.5), allowing the switching power 

loss to be calculated using Eq. (6.20) which is referred to the high side input as well as a 

measured constant quiescent current. 

The model in Fig. 6.11 was used to generate the efficiency map for the converter at 

various power levels and frequencies shown in Fig. 6.12. The effect of increasing the 

switching frequency can be seen to reduce overall efficiency due to higher switching 

losses. 

 

Fig. 6.12 DC/DC converter loss efficiency modelling results (see Appendix 3 for converter 

specification) 

6.5 Efficiency Analysis 

The converter efficiency was measured using a Voltech pm 1000 + power-analyser to 

measure the input and output power for different switching frequencies in the range 
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50W to 500W. Implementation of the switching-loss model based on datasheet values 

as described in Section 6.4 above was found empirically to underestimate the switching 

loss term considerably. It was found by experiment that the switching loss term Pswitching 

was inaccurate by a factor of ~3. The switching loss model was then empirically 

adjusted so that that the overall efficiency estimation closely approximated the 

measured efficiency as shown in Fig 6.13. 

Fig. 6.13 (a) Measured efficiency values (b) Adjusted model efficiency values. 

The measured peak efficiency when operating at 5kHZ was ~97% if low on-state 

resistance power MOSFETs are chosen (not including quiescent losses). The efficiency 

can be seen to decrease with increasing switching frequency due to higher switching 

losses. For this reason, the converter was designed to operate at a relatively low average 

switching frequency (<10 kHz) over the operating range. 

6.6 Discussion and Summary 

This chapter has described a versatile means by which current can be controlled to or 

from a supercapacitor or another energy storage device. Practical considerations focused 

on the implementation of the synchronous buck converter have been discussed.  
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The bidirectional current tracking performance of the converter was demonstrated 

experimentally by transferring power between two energy storage devices in Section 

6.3. The converter was then simulated using a novel model created specifically for the 

purpose of long term simulation of the converter developed (>>weeks). To validate the 

switching loss model within the overall converter model, an experimental test was 

carried out using a load and a unidirectional flow of current.  

A simulation strategy developed for the synchronous buck converter has provided a 

means by which its performance can be modeled with a frequency dependent efficiency 

map and reduced computational effort when compared to discrete switching models. 

This is desirable for long-term simulations. 

The converter simulation and efficiency model have been based on a MOSFET 

implementation of the power electronic switches. However, since gate drive 

requirements for 15V MOSFET gate drives and typical IGBT gate drives are similar, 

both were used for functional testing. The MOSFET implementation was found to be 

considerably less expensive for a given current rating.  

The hardware implementation of the synchronous buck converter operating under 

hysteretic current control has been presented and experimental results have confirmed 

that the strategy has good dynamic current tracking performance. The converter 

operating in this way represents a versatile and robust, fast-acting current-control loop 

and has been used as a power electronics building block for the implementation of 

control systems described later in Chapters 8 and 9.  
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Chapter 7: Energy Storage Sizing Algorithm and 
Introduction to Simulations 

 

7.1 Introduction 

 

This chapter presents the methods used to determine a configuration of wind turbine 

power rating and battery energy storage capacity based on given constraints. This was 

considered necessary to ensure that later simulations were based on a realistically 

configured and feasible system. First, a technique for finding the energy-storage and 

wind-turbine capacities for a given load, subject to reliability constraints, is presented. 

Secondly, a methodology for finding the energy storage and wind turbine capacity 

subject to economic constraints is described. This is followed by an introduction to the 

simulation strategies used later (in Chapters 8 and 9) and a description of the application 

scenarios on which they are based.  

7.2 Optimisation Strategy 

The problem of optimising the wind turbine and energy storage capacity for a given 

load can be formulated as a linear programming task with two objectives: ensuring the 

load is met and minimizing system costs. The constraints can take the form of 

reliability/performance indicators and economic/cost indicators. The “loss of power 

supply probability” [145] concept was chosen as a reliability-measure describing the 

probability that insufficient energy available to supply the load can occur. The loss-of-

power-supply-probability (LPSP) is defined as the ratio of total energy deficit over the 

total load energy requirement [145]. 
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energyLoad

energyloadUnmet
LPSP  

(7.1) 

A LPSP of 0 means the load will be always satisfied, and a LPSP of 1 means that the 

load will never be met by the renewable energy source. In this study, the LPSP can be 

considered as the probability that the load will be not be met by the wind turbine 

generator and battery and will be provided by an alternative energy source such as a 

diesel generator. Grid-connected configurations have not been considered. 

The optimisation procedures were implemented in Matlab to iteratively simulate system 

performance over a range of combinations of battery and wind turbine ratings. Since the 

system optimisation algorithms are iterative in nature, it was necessary to implement 

simplified models of the various system components to allow faster execution times in 

repetitive simulations. A sampling interval of 0.5 hours, as is frequently employed in 

power systems analysis [146] was used to reduce computational effort compared to a 

shorter sampling interval. A rigorous optimisation code would simulate the system at 

higher resolution to capture short-term dynamic effects. However, the detailed 

optimistion of the sizing simulation was outside of the project scope, so a 0.5 hour 

simulation interval was used to indicate a plausible ratio of energy storage to wind-

turbine capacity. The implementation of a higher resolution version of the procedure 

outlined below should be the subject of future consideration.  

A simplified battery model derived from the state-of-charge equation based on the time-

current interval [see Eq. (4.3)] discussed previously in Chapter 4 was implemented to 

determine the energy-stored by integrating incident power to the battery. In this 

simplified model the incident battery power is integrated to find the energy-stored (as 

opposed to the current) based on the assumption that the battery voltage remains 
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relatively constant during the sampling interval. A conceptual, top-level model of the 

process is shown in Fig. 7.1. 

 

Fig. 7.1 Top-level energy storage simulation conceptual diagram. 

To model battery efficiency, the simplifying assumption was made that this can be 

approximated by a static efficiency. The efficiencies of the DC/DC converter, load 

inverter and battery were also approximated by conservative static efficiency factors as 

shown in Table 7.1 

TABLE 7.1 

Parameter Description Value 

ηinv Load inverter efficiency 0.95 

ηbat Battery efficiency 0.85 

ηpe DC/DC converter efficiency 0.95 

ηgen Generator efficiency 0.8 

 

To determine the power available in the wind at sampling interval, k, the following 

equation was used [79]: 
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(7.2) 
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where ηgen represents the electro-mechanical efficiency of the wind turbine generator. 

The effective wind speed was limited to include the effects of maximum and minimum 

generating wind speeds as in Eq. 3.6 as follows: 
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(7.3) 

where vrated, vcut_out and vcut_in are the rated, cut-out and cut-in wind speeds often found 

on manufacturer’s datasheets. 

Next, the power to/from the battery, Pnet, was calculated as follows: 
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(7.4) 

where ηinv = 0.95 represents the load inverter efficiency. 

Since the simulation interval considered was typically of the order of one year or more, 

it was necessary to include the battery self-discharge rate. For a lead acid battery, a 

typical datasheet quotes the self-discharge rate as 25% over 6 months. This can be 

converted to a decay rate multiplication factor αbat for a simulation time step of 0.5hrs as 

follows: 
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(7.5) 

where αbat is a battery self-discharge multiplication factor 

At each time step, k, if the available wind energy is greater than the load demand, then 

the energy delivered to the battery can be calculated as follows [145], [147]: 
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where Ts is the sample interval (hrs). 

(7.6) 

The energy unit in this case is Wh/2 as a half hour sample time (Ts) has been used. If the 

available wind energy at time, k, is less than the load demand then the net power, 

Pnet(k), is negative and the energy extracted from the battery is given by [145], [147]:  

s
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netbatbatbat T
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 )()()(   (Wh/2) 
(7.7) 

If the sum of available wind energy and energy available from the battery is less than 

the load the energy requirement, the energy deficit is calculated at time k by [145], 

[147]:  

)1()()(  kETkPkE batsnetdeficit   (Wh/2) (7.8) 

The loss of power supply probability can then be calculated: 
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(7.9) 

7.2.1 Reliability Based Optimisation 

An algorithm based on previous work [145] was employed to find the required energy 

storage capacity for a given LPSP. The usable capacity in the optimisation was assumed 

to be 80% of the nominal capacity of the battery as is often the case in hybrid power 

systems [71]. For each wind turbine radius in the search space, a time-series simulation 

of the power flows and energy within the system is performed based on 1800s sampling 

resolution data. If the loss of power supply probability is less than the required loss of 
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power supply probability, LPSP*, the energy storage rating is stored and the time series 

analyses is repeated for the next wind turbine radius in the search space. If the LPSP is 

greater than the required value, the battery capacity rating is incremented and the time 

series simulation is repeated. Fig. 7.2 illustrates the process.  

 

Fig. 7.2 Sizing algorithm subject to reliability constraints. 

Fig. 7.3 plots the output results from the above algorithm for an autonomous system i.e. 

LPSP=0 with the load profile of Fig. 3.10 (re-sampled with a sample time of Ts = 0.5 

hours).   
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Fig.7.3 Sizing results: single-user remote off-grid load, LPSP = 0. 

Setting the loss of power supply probability requirement LPSP* > 0 allows a system in 

which the fraction of penetration of a dispatchable backup source such as a diesel 

generator determined by 1 - LPSP*. 

7.2.2 Techno-Economic Optimisation 

From the example of Fig. 7.3 it can be seen that energy storage requirement to support 

the off-grid load over the course of a year with a wind turbine of 1m radius is ~300kWh. 

This is roughly equivalent to the energy storage capacity of two hundred and fifty 

12V/100Ah batteries which, due to cost and size considerations may not be an optimal 

configuration. Similarly, a system with an energy storage capacity of ~20kWh requires 

a wind-turbine with 5m blade radius to support the load which also may not be optimal 

due to wind turbine cost constraints. So, to determine a realistic system configuration in 

terms of system cost, the algorithm described in section 7.2.2 was extended to perform 

an analysis of project costs (as shown in Fig. 7.4) for different combinations of wind-

turbine and battery capacity capable of meeting the system reliability requirements. 
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Fig. 7.4 Techno-economic optimisation algorithm 

The algorithm of Fig. 7.4 finds the battery capacity required to support the load for a 

given wind-turbine radius and stores the energy storage state-of-charge variations in a 

vector. The usable capacity in the optimisation was assumed to be 80% of the nominal 

capacity of the battery as is often the case in hybrid power systems [71]. Battery life, 

Lbat, is then estimated based on the energy-storage state-of-charge variations using the 

rainflow counting lifetime model described in Chapter 5, Section 5.2.3. The number of 

times the batteries would require replacement over the course of a project life (in this 

case 25 years) allows the life-cycle costs of the battery to be determined. The main 

system life-cycle costs are then determined as follows.  
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7.2.2.1 Initial Costs 

To determine the initial cost of the current wind turbine configuration in the search-

space, a simplified model was developed incorporating the cost of various commercially 

available small (<50kW) scale wind turbine systems, using data from a recent market 

survey [148].   

Fig. 7.4 plots the equipment cost vs. blade-radius for various commercially available 

wind turbine generator systems of the class under consideration. 

 

Fig. 7.5 Small wind turbines system cost vs. radius with data from a recent market survey [148]. 

The data points were interpolated with the resulting equation: 

crarCwt )(   ($) (7.10) 

where Cwt(r) = estimated installed wind turbine cost ($)  and R = wind turbine radius 

(m) and linear interpolation coefficients are a = 1.454e+004 and c = -1.756e+004. 

Eq. (7.11) was used to estimate wind turbine initial costs as a function of radius. To 

determine battery initial costs, the battery energy capacity was multiplied by the battery 

energy storage cost/kWh (see Table 7.2).  
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Systems including a diesel generator have also been considered to represent many typical 

real-life remote area power systems [11]. In addition, it was found that the wind to battery 

capacity ratio was higher for systems including diesel generation since the battery capacity 

requirement was lower for a given load. It has been shown [149] that systems with high 

wind to battery capacity ration are particularly prone to battery lifetime issues. For systems 

utilising a diesel backup generator, the generator was conservatively sized with power 

rating 25% higher than peak load power.  

The initial payment was calculated as the sum of the initial costs of the wind turbine (Cwt), 

battery (Cbat) and diesel-generator (Cgen) as follows: 

genbatwt CCCIP    ($) (7.11) 

The generator initial cost was then determined from the cost/kW reflecting current 

generator prices (see Table 7.2).  

The procedure used to determine the costs of the system combinations under consideration 

was based on procedures recommended by the US Department of Energy renewable 

energy laboratory [150] and for use in micro-power system modelling software Homer 

[20] and by Hunter and Elliot [151] (p. 232 – 234) and is outlined as follows.  

7.2.2.2 Net Present Cost 

The total net present cost (NPC) was used to represent the life-cycle cost of the system 

components [151] (p. 232). The total NPC combines all costs and revenues associated 

with a system component into one lump-sum using the concept of present day value. In 

this example, NPC includes the costs of installation, fuel, replacement parts and 

maintenance. Revenues in this case could include income from salvage value. The net 
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present value for the system under consideration can be found using the following 

equation: 

SVOMGRBRFCIPNPC    ($) (7.12) 

where: 

 IP = initial payment  ($) 

 FC = net present fuel cost   ($) 

 BR = net present value of battery replacement costs ($) 

 GR = net present value of diesel-generator replacement costs ($) 

 OM = net present operation and maintenance costs ($) 

 SV = salvage value ($) 

7.2.2.3 Replacement Cost 

The number of times that the battery is expected to be replaced over the course of the 

project-life, Rbat, can be determined by the integer value of the project-life divided by 

battery-life: Rbat = Lproj / Lbat . This allows the net present cost of battery replacement to be 

calculated using the market discount rate, d1 [152]:  
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A nominal diesel-generator lifetime of Lgen = 12.5 years was assumed. The number of 

generator replacements over the project-life Rgen, can be determined from the integer 

value Rgen = Lproj / Lgen and the net present value of the generator replacement cost is then: 
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7.2.2.4 Fuel Costs 

The annual generator net present fuel cost, FLn, can be derived from the unmet annual load 

energy, Edeficit [see Eq. (7.8)]. Defining Fcost as a fixed cost per kWh of generator electric 

energy output in terms of the fuel cost, the annual cost of generator fuel (FLn) can then be 

determined as follows:  

tcosdeficitn FEFL    ($) (7.15) 

The net present value of fuel costs can be determined using the market discount rate, d, and 

fuel inflation rate, e: 
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(7.16) 

where e = fuel inflation rate (%). 

7.2.2. 5 Operation and maintenance costs 

Annual operation and maintenance costs, OMn, were nominally set at 5% of capital cost for 

the wind turbine system with net present operation and maintenance costs given by: 
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where n is the number of years over which the CRF is calculated.  

(7.17) 

7.2.2.6 Salvage revenue 

A fixed salvage cost, SV, was nominally set at 20% of capital cost of the wind turbine and 

generator costs and 0% for the battery.  

The key parameter values used in the above calculations are given in Table 7.2.   
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TABLE 7.2 

Parameter Description Value 

Cbat Battery installed-cost [153] $200/kWh 

Cgen Generator capital cost [154] $1000/kW 

d1 Market discount rate  4% 

e Fuel inflation rate 5% 

Fcost  Fuel cost / kWh [155] 0.26 $/kWh 

 

7.2.2.2.5 Levelised cost of energy 

The “Levelised cost of energy” is often chosen as an economic feasibility indicator in 

renewable energy system feasibility analyses [151] (p. 234) [156]. The combinations of 

wind turbine and battery capacity in the search space with the lowest levelised cost of 

energy were chosen as system configurations for the simulations described in Chapters 

8 and 9. The levelised cost of energy (LCE) can be determined as follows:  

loadE

CRFNPV
LCE


   ($/kWh) 

(7.18) 

where Eload is the annual load consumption and the capital recovery factor (CRF) is 

defined [156] as follows: 
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Based on the above parameters, the system sizing algorithm outputs are shown below in 

Fig. 7.6 for a single domestic load profile configured for a 70/30%, wind/diesel 

generation ratio (by setting the LPSP in Section 7.2.2  to 0.3 under the assumption that 

the load not met by wind energy is met by the diesel generator). 
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Fig. 7.6 System sizing results: (a) Levelised cost of energy (b) Required battery energy storage 

capacity (c) Battery changes (over the 25 year project life) (d) Estimated battery life. 

Fig. 7.6 shows sample results from the techno-economic system sizing algorithm 

described in Fig. 7.4. The following modelling assumptions have been made: 

1. A diesel generator is used to provide the energy that the wind turbine cannot 

provide (in this case 30% of total load). 

2. The battery life modelling technique described in section 5.2 was used to 

estimate battery life based on the number of cycles counted.  

3. The useable battery capacity was set to 80%. 

4. The project life was set to 25 years. 

Fig. 7.6 (a) plots the LCE vs. wind turbine radius determined using the techno-economic 

based optimisation algorithm (See section 7.2.2). Fig.s 7.6 (a) – (c) show sample results 
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from the optimisation procedure. Fig. 7.6 (b) shows the energy storage required to 

support the load plotted against the wind turbine radii in the search space. Fig. 7.6 (c) 

shows the number of battery changes required for each of the wind turbine radii in the 

search space and Fig. 7.6 (d) shows the results of battery life modelling using the cycle 

counting method described in Section 5.2. It can be seen that the energy storage 

requirement decreases as the wind turbine radius is increased but that the expected 

battery life also decreases as the wind turbine radius is increased. This is attributed to 

the energy storage system undergoing a higher number of cycles at higher depths of 

discharge as the energy storage capacity is decreased.  

Fig. 7.6 (a) shows the system LCE variation with wind turbine radius for a single off-

grid load configured for 70% wind energy and 30% diesel back-up generator. The 

optimal configuration can be found by determining the required radius from the 

minimum point on the LCE vs. radius graph Fig. 7.6 (a) and using the energy storage 

vs. radius plot Fig. 7.6 (b) to find the required battery energy storage rating. In this case, 

the optimal wind turbine radius (based on the combination of wind turbine capacity and 

battery capacity which has the lowest LCE) can be seen from Fig. 7.6 (a) to be ~1.2m. 

The corresponding optimal battery capacity can be found from Fig. 7.6 (d) to be 

approximately 7kWh. 

7.3 Introduction to Simulations 

Having determined an optimal combination of wind turbine and battery capacity rating 

using the above algorithms, to assess the long-term benefits of the energy storage 

systems developed, the models described in Chapters 2–6 were employed in a 

Matlab/Simulink simulation capable of a temporal resolution of the order of one second 

and simulation intervals of up to one year. The simulation run time using a 64 bit 
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Matlab distribution was approximately 5 minutes for a week long simulation at 1s 

sample resolution. This is significantly less than a corresponding switching model 

implemented in SimpowerSystems. These requirements came about from the need to 

capture short–term charge discharge cycles over which the supercapacitor energy 

storage was shown to be effective. It was necessary to do this over relatively long 

simulation periods to be able to realistically incorporate the effects of seasonal wind 

variations. A top level diagram of the main simulation tasks is shown in Fig. 7.7. 

 

Fig. 7.7 Top level simulation system diagram 

The simulation strategy consists of a pre-processing task used to determine available 

power in the wind over the course of the simulation period, based on the modelling 

procedures described in Chapters 2 and 3. The major input to this stage was a time 

series consisting of real meteorological wind speed data at nominal sampling intervals 
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of 1800s. The wind turbulence model described in Chapters 2, section 2.3.1 and the 

wind turbine model described in Chapter 3, section 3.2.5 were used to develop a time 

series of wind turbine output power. The next modelling stage shown in Fig. 7.7 

consists of the main simulation stage, which was used to test and optimize the energy 

storage control algorithms. In this stage, the energy storage state-of-charge variations 

were determined by implementing the battery and supercapacitor models described in 

Chapter 4 sections 4.2.2 and 4.4.1 and the DC/DC model converter described in Chapter 

6 section 6.4.3. The combination of these models was used to simulate battery state-of-

charge variations with and without the supercapacitor energy storage system under the 

control strategies described in Chapters 8 and 9. Finally, the battery state-of-charge data 

are then passed to the third simulation stage to evaluate the performance of the 

algorithms developed, using the battery lifetime estimation model described in Chapter 

5 section 5.2.3. 

A review of previous work has indicated the potential benefits of a power-filtering 

control approach to the real-time management of power in the hybrid energy storage 

system, without providing numerical results. In addition, the implementation aspects of 

a system operating in this way are not well reported. For this reason, Chapter 8 

demonstrates the operation of a low pass filter-based hybrid energy storage system 

control approach used to effectively filter the fluctuating power supply to the battery by 

experiment. New simulation results are then presented based on a representative week-

long simulation period (of load and wind data), confirming the benefits of this strategy 

due to a reduction in battery charge/discharge cycles. A second, simplified simulation is 

then considered which demonstrates the general trend of the detrimental effects of 

turbulence intensity on battery life. An investigation into the degree of hybridisation 

with an additional supercapacitor storage device then demonstrates a relationship 
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between the low-pass filter controller time constant, turbulence intensity and battery life 

in the simplified system under consideration.   

One of the objectives of the project has been to explore novel control strategies for the 

distribution of power between the energy storage systems within the hybridised energy 

storage device. In chapter 9, a review of the technical difficulties in charging lead-acid 

batteries in renewable power systems is presented, revealing how battery charge 

regulation strategies are rarely compatible with intermittent power charging. It has been 

shown that many real wind-energy systems of the class considered here can suffer from 

reduced energy capture due to turbulent wind-speed variations due to battery voltage 

stability effects. With this in mind, a novel control strategy was developed and is 

described in Chapter 9 (Section 9.3.1), employing a supercapacitor energy storage 

device to maintain battery voltage grid stability. Hardware results are presented 

confirming the operational feasibility of the approach and its performance. Simulation 

results are presented demonstrating benefits in terms of increased energy capture and 

reduced battery depth of discharge. This strategy was then extended using a real-time, 

dynamically re-configurable controller which combined both the voltage control and 

low-pass power-filter approach described in Chapter 8 which was found to increase the 

estimated battery life further.  
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7.4 Discussion and Summary 

This chapter has considered optimisation of battery and wind turbine capacities, based 

on technical and economic constraints and has provided a systematic method for sizing 

the system according to these constraints. The development of an in-depth techno-

economic optimisation procedure was beyond the scope of this study. However the 

technique presented can be used as a starting point to determine a reasonable 

combination of system component ratings.  

The framework for the simulation and modelling strategies used to develop the control 

algorithms as part of this research has been introduced. This consists of a three-stage 

process with decoupled modelling stages for the wind-energy conversion system, 

energy storage systems and battery lifetime estimation.  
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Chapter 8: Supercapacitors for Power Filtering 

 

8.1 Introduction 

This chapter reviews the potential benefits of using a supercapacitor energy storage 

device to minimise the power fluctuations experienced by the storage battery in an off-

grid wind-energy system. A novel hardware implementation of an actively controlled 

supercapacitor, optimised to mitigate high frequency current-fluctuations is described 

and the operational feasibility of the design confirmed by experimental results. 

Simulation results are then presented which demonstrate a predicted increase in battery 

cycle-life by use of the hybridised system under the proposed form of control. 

One of the similarities between previous studies in the hybridisation of battery and 

supercapacitor energy storage systems for renewable energy applications [48-51], [54], 

[157] has been the underlying objective of an improvement in battery life without a 

quantifiable means by which this benefit can be proven. The results presented in this 

chapter extend previous studies by emphasising the benefits of the control approach in 

terms of a quantifiable increase battery cycle-life, by describing a method by which the 

cycle-life in the battery-supercapacitor hybridised system can be evaluated by 

simulation and a novel means by which the system can be implemented and tested in 

hardware.  
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8.1.1 Approach Outline: Active Current Control 

The basis of the control strategy presented in this section is that the battery is 

charged/discharged with the low frequency component of the net power (wind power – 

load power) while the supercapacitor is used to supply the remaining high frequency 

component. The means by which this is achieved is based on a novel current filtering 

approach to distribute the respective high and low frequency components of the 

available system power balance to the battery and supercapacitor in real-time.  

The proposed configuration is as shown in Fig. 8.1 in which the supercapacitor is 

connected to the battery by the hysteretic current controlled converter in an active shunt 

configuration. The battery voltage is used as the effective DC bus voltage as is 

frequently the case in small-scale off-grid applications [158-161]. The controller 

continuously monitors the current Inet and sets the converter current reference signal, I* 

to cancel the high-frequency component of Inet. The modified battery current thus 

comprises the remaining low-frequency component of Inet. The operation of the control 

system and converter is similar to a shunt-connected active current filter used as is 

frequently employed in active power filtering for power quality applications [162-164]. 

In previous studies in power filtering for power quality applications, the hysteretic 

current control strategy has been shown to perform well in comparison with other 

techniques [127] and to provide active power filtering in both steady state and transient 

conditions [165].  
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Fig 8.1 Proposed Active Current Filter Implementation 

An alternative system configuration could involve the load and wind generator output 

converter connected to the supercapacitor terminals with the battery connected via the 

DC/DC converter. However, advantages of the Fig. 8.1 configuration are that the 

voltage at the interface to the wind charge controller and the load inverter is the battery 

voltage and therefore this configuration can be easily integrated into existing systems 

designed to operate with standard battery voltages. With the supercapacitor connected at 

the load, the considerably larger voltage swing of the supercapacitor may cause 

implementation issues limiting its application in certain situations. 

Self-discharge causes the supercapacitor stored energy to decay and any further offset 

occurring in the power delivered can cause the supercapacitor state-of-charge and 

voltage to drift. Consequently, the supercapacitor voltage can drift towards zero, or 

toward the maximum supercapacitor rated voltage. To prevent this arising, an outer 

supercapacitor voltage control loop with an empirically determined, low static gain k 

was used to maintain the supercapacitor voltage about a nominal level, Vsc*. The control 

strategy block diagram used in this application is shown in Fig. 8.2. 
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Fig 8.2 Low pass filter control algorithm 

8.2 Hardware Validation 

This section describes the experimental procedure used to confirm the operation of the 

active current-filter control strategy previously described in Section 8.1.1 under the 

complex duty cycles representative of an off-grid wind power system.  

8.2.1 Hardware Test System Description 

Since a suitable wind turbine system was not available for functional testing of the 

systems developed, a wind turbine and load emulator was constructed capable of 

delivering a pre-programmed current to the hybrid energy storage system as shown in 

Fig. 8.3. 

 
Fig. 8.3 Wind turbine emulator and hybrid energy storage laboratory test system configuration 

(HCC: Hysteretic current control). 
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The wind turbine emulator block consists of a D.C. power supply supply [166] acting as 

a source of power and a shunt-connected load bank acting as a power sink. Since the 

results presented in Section 6.4 have shown the hysteretic controlled bidirectional 

converter can achieve good current tracking capability, a second converter based on this 

design was used to control the flow of power to/from the energy hybrid energy storage 

system under test. A PC running National Instruments Labview/Signal Express software 

was used to generate the current reference signal for the second DC/DC converter based 

on simulated wind/load power results and to log the measurements. In this way, for 

testing purposes, an arbitrary bidirectional current profile could be delivered to the 

energy storage system. 

8.2.2 Current Filter Control Implementation 

To investigate the operation and performance of the converter and control algorithm, a 

prototype test system was constructed consisting of four CSB [104] 12V, 75Ah sealed 

lead-acid batteries with a 24Vdc nominal bank voltage. The supercapacitor module was 

made up of twenty-two Maxwell [167] 2.7V/1800F supercapacitors giving a 60Vdc 

maximum rated voltage.   

The control algorithm was implemented using a PIC18F4520 series micro-controller 

[168] to monitor the net current profile using a LA 100-P/SP13 current transducer (from 

manufacturer LEM [169]) rated at 100A, and then to calculate the required converter 

reference current in real-time. The controller program implementation uses an interrupt-

driven sub-routine to sample the net charge current and calculate the low frequency 

content of the signal using a digital realisation of a first order low pass filter. Various 

low pass filter time constants were used in the range 10s – 500s. The difference between 

the current low-pass filtered value of the net current signal and the actual net current 
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value is calculated at each sample interval and represents the converter reference current 

signal. In this way, the converter current reference is set to cancel the high frequency 

component of the battery current in real-time. The analogue output of the D/A is then 

converted from a single ended, unipolar signal to a bipolar signal using operational 

amplifiers and is then used as the bidirectional converter reference current, I* (see Fig. 

8.1). 

This implementation provided an easily re-configurable hardware platform for testing 

the current-filter control-scheme functionality and is shown below in Section 8.2.3 to be 

functional. However, areas of ongoing and future work include improving sampling 

resolution by use of a dedicated digital signal processing (DSP) controller and also a 

purely analogue implementation of the controller. The reason that a purely analogue 

implementation of the controller is considered as a potential area for future work is that 

it may prove to perform as well as a digital controller and cost significantly less. 

8.2.3 Measured Results 

Figs. 8.4 and 8.5 show the recorded experimental results of functional system testing of 

the hybrid energy storage system. In Fig. 8.4, the blue trace shows the net current, 

which represents the current-time profile that the battery would experience in a system 

employing only battery energy storage. The white trace shows the modified battery 

current in the hybrid system, which can be seen to follow the low-frequency component 

of the current profile and to contain significantly fewer current polarity reversals 

(charge/discharge cycles). In addition, the magnitude of the battery current peaks are 

considerably reduced by use of the proposed current filtering control. 
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Fig. 8.4 Measured results vs time: Red trace: Supercapacitor voltage. Green trace: Battery 

voltage. Blue trace: Net current. White trace: Battery current (1V/Amp). Low pass filter time 

constant = 100s. Initial conditions: Supercapacitor SOC: 0.65. Battery SOC: 0.8. Positive 

current is charge polarity. 

 
Fig. 8.5 Test inputs plotted vs. Time: (a) Wind power (b) Load power (c) Net power vs. Time 
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The relevant battery input data sets for the test in Figs. 8.4 are plotted in Fig 8.5. The 

simulated load profile Fig 8.5 (b) contains a series of current peaks intended to test the 

ability of the system to reject real-life dynamic current variations taken from recorded 

domestic load data.  The turbulence intensity of the corresponding wind profile in Fig 

8.5 (a) was set to 0.1.    

8.2.4 Limitations of the Active Current Filter Approach 

 

Fig. 8.6 Down-convert supercapacitor/battery interface 

The main limitation of the use of a buck-derived topology in this case is that the 

supercapacitor voltage (on the high side) must be higher than the battery voltage (on the 

low side) for the converter to function. This limits direct application of the system to 

configurations in which the supercapacitor voltage can be maintained higher than the 

battery voltage. This also results in some unusable supercapacitor capacity as the 

supercapacitor can be discharged only until its voltage equals that of the battery. The 

following example demonstrates how the effects of this may be limited. Considering a 

system with a 120Vdc maximum supercapacitor bank voltage and nominal capacitance, 

Csc, hybridised with a 24Vdc battery. The potential operating range of the 

supercapacitor is 24Vdc–120Vdc. In this example, the percentage un-usable 

supercapacitor energy, Eu, can be determined as follows: 
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(8.1) 

Here, the unusable supercapacitor capacity is 4% whereas in the case of a 48Vdc battery 

it would be 16%. A review of some recently published studies employing 

supercapacitor energy storage revealed the following supercapacitor operating voltage 

ranges have been used: 

TABLE  8.1  SUPERCAPACITOR OPERATING VOLTAGES USED IN RECENT STUDIES.  

Reference: Supercapacitor operating voltage  range 

[170] C.M. Krishna. 0.75 - 2.75 V/cell 

[171] Murray et al. 125 – 250 V 

[172] Brouji et al. 0.5 - 2.5 V/cell 

[173] Lu, Zhu and Tian. 160 - 320 V 

[174] Tan et al.  190 – 320 V 

[175] Bae et al. 105V – 125 V 

 

A restricted operating range, limited at the lower end is common to all of the above 

examples and, in most cases, the limitation is more restrictive than in the example 

system [Eq (8.1)]. 

Realistically, the choice of a buck-derived converter limits direct application of this 

system to low voltage battery grids, to prevent the unusable supercapacitor capacity 

from becoming too high. Direct application areas include in small-scale distributed 

generation systems applications [158-161] and remote telecoms applications [68-70] 

which typically employ 48Vdc networks [68], [69].  

To address this limitation the proposed system was reconfigured to allow battery grid 

voltages higher than that of the supercapacitor bank, thus allowing higher power 

applications to be considered for a given current rating. The proposed control system 
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was re-designed such that the battery could be connected on the high side and the 

supercapacitor on the low-side as described below in section 8.2.5. 

8.2.5 Current Filter Control for Higher Power Applications 

Section 6.2 has shown how the inductor current can be tightly regulated using hysteretic 

current control. To control the output current on the high side of the half bridge 

converter as shown in Fig. 8.7 by means of the inductor current, the inductor current to 

output current relationship must be considered. 

 

Fig. 8.7 Up-convert supercapacitor/battery interface 

Erickson has shown that under steady state conditions the inductor current to output 

current relationship can be expressed as follows [176]: 

 
 (A) 

where η is the efficiency of the converter and D’ is the reciprocal of the 

voltage conversion ratio. 

(8.2) 

Initially, attempts were made to control the output based on an estimation of the ratio D’ 

and the efficiency η product then setting the required inductor current according to Eq. 
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(8.2). However, Sections 6.5 has shown how the converter efficiency varies with 

frequency. In addition, this efficiency term is highly non-linear and dependent on 

temperature making its determination difficult in real-time for control purposes. So a 

suggested control approach is to use a feed-forward estimate of the required inductor 

current based on Eq. (8.2) and to use a feedback compensator such as a PI controller to 

remove any residual error as shown in Fig. 8.7 (a).  

 
Fig. 8.8 (a) Suggested output current control (b) Implemented output current control 

To validate the principle of operation of the system in Fig. 8.7, the simplified control of 

Fig. 8.8 (b) was used for functional testing as the feed-forward design in Fig. 8.8 (a) 

could not be implemented due to time constraints. The results of high-power testing 

using a 96Vdc nominal battery bank on the high side and the same (<60Vdc) 

supercapacitor module used in Sections 8.2.2-8.2.3 connected on the low side are shown 

below in Fig. 8.9. 
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Fig. 8.9 Results of current filter control with battery bank on the converter high-side. Low pass 

filter time constant = 100s. Green trace: battery voltage. Red trace: Supercapacitor voltage. Blue 

trace: Net current measurement (1V/Amp) White trace: Battery current measurement 

(1V/Amp). Supercapacitor SOC: 0.69. Battery SOC: 0.85. Positive current is charge polarity. 

 

The battery voltage was configured to be 96Vdc nominal and the system current rating 

was limited to approximately 20A as before. By doing this the test system power rating 

was increased by a factor of 4. To design the PI controller in this case the assumption 

was made that for frequencies well below the switching frequency (~20kHz) the 

inductor current tracks the reference current perfectly as has previously been made by 

the authors in [177]. Olivier [178] has shown that for this approximation to be effective, 

the switching regulator switching frequency must be considerably higher than the 

system dynamics. With this in mind, the control bandwidth was designed to be very 

much lower than the minimum expected switching frequency [calculated using Eq. 

(6.5)]. In addition, the inductor current slew-rate limits the achievable bandwidth as 

shown in Appendix 1, so the control bandwidth was designed to be less than this limit 
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also. A more rigorous analysis of the characteristics of the control systems in Fig. 8.8 

and an investigation of the relative merits of the feed-forward approach in Fig. 8.8 (a) 

over the system in Fig. 8.8 (b) will be the subject of future work as time constraints 

prevented further analysis in this area.  

8.3 Single Domestic Off-Grid Load Simulation 

The first simulation carried out was based on the case study of a single off-grid load 

operating solely from wind-energy. This section describes the system and results 

obtained.   

8.3.1 System Description 

 

Fig. 8.10 Case study 1: Single domestic off-grid load 

To determine the performance of the proposed system by simulation, a low power 

(<5kW) wind energy conversion simulation system as shown in Fig. 8.10 has been 

implemented using the models described in Chapters 2-4. The AC voltage generated by 

the wind turbine is rectified and fed to the battery and load via a DC/DC converter 

under maximum-power-point tracking control such as described by de Broe et al [87] 
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(see Section 3.2.5). A DC/AC power converter is used to the convert the battery DC 

voltage to single-phase AC in the case of an AC load. The battery voltage has been 

assumed to be 24Vdc nominal and connected on the low-side of the converter. Relevant 

application areas include small-scale distributed generation systems [158-161] and 

remote telecoms applications [68-70]. 

Conventional simulations employing mean data (measured at 10min–1hr intervals) for 

renewable resource patterns have been shown to cause short-term fluctuations and 

associated charge/discharge cycles to be ignored, resulting in underestimation of battery 

throughput and associated wear as pointed out by Ruddell et al. [125]. For this reason, 

the simulation was carried with higher sampling rates of >1Hz using a week of 

representative wind and load data. The load profile was based on the single-user 

domestic load profile described in Section 3.3.1. The wind turbine model was based on 

a commercially available unit as described by Sambatra et al [179] and the 

corresponding wind turbine generator parameters are shown in Table 8.2. 
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Fig 8.11 Case study 1: (a) Wind-power profile (b) Wind Energy (c) Load-power profile (d) 

Load Energy 

Table 8.2: Wind turbine model parameters [179]. 

Parameter Description Value 

R Blade radius 1.3m 

Jwt Turbine rotor moment of inertia 1.5kg/m
2
 

Jelec Generator moment of inertia 0.5kg/ms
2
 

D’ Damping coefficient 0.00035 Nm/rad/s 

 

The required battery capacity was determined from the optimisation method described 

in Section 7.2.2. The battery parameters are given in Table 8.3 and are equivalent to a 
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series string of twelve 2v cells whose parameters have been determined and reported by 

Ceraolo [1]. The cell nominal capacity has been slightly modified to meet the battery 

sizing requirement. However it is not expected that this small change in cell nominal 

capacity would drastically change the remaining cell modelling parameters.  

Table  8.3  Case study 1: Battery system modelling parameters [1]. 

Parameter Description Value 

Kc Empirical constant 1.177 

ε Temperature coefficient 1.29 

θf Electrolyte freezing temp. -40 °C 

δ Empirical constant 1.4 

Em0 Full-charge rest voltage 25.62 

R10 R1 value at 100% SOC 8.4mΩ 

R00 R0 value at 100% SOC 24mΩ 

Ke Empirical constant 70.58 mV/°C 

I* Reference current 49A 

A0 Empirical constant -0.3 

τb RC branch time constant 5000s 

C0 Nominal capacity 280Ah 

 

8.3.2 Simulation Results 

A Simulink schematic of the simulation including the previously described models for 

the supercapacitor (Section 4.3.3), battery (Section 4.2.1), hysteretic-current controlled 

converter (Section 6.5.3) and proposed current-filtering controller (Section 8.1.2) is 

shown below.  

To demonstrate the improvement in battery life achievable by use of the current filtering 

supercapacitor control strategy, the low pass filter time constant was set to 3600s 

initially. This is significantly higher than was used in the experimental results shown in 

Section 8.2 as the supercapacitor rating required to support a low pass filter time 

constant of 3600s was greater than the supercapacitor bank available for experimental 

tests. 
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Fig. 8.12 Battery only system results: (a) Battery voltage (b) Battery current (c) Battery state-of-

charge (d) Histogram of rain-flow cycles  

Fig. 8.12 shows the results from the battery-only test case simulation. The simulation 

was then repeated with the actively-controlled battery/supercapacitor hybrid energy 

storage system, as shown in Fig. 8.13. 
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Fig. 8.13. Hybrid system results with low pass filter time constant = 3600s (a) Battery voltage 

(b) Battery current (c) Battery state-of-charge (d) Histogram of rainflow cycles.  
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Fig. 8.14. Hybrid system results with low pass filter time constant = 3600s (a) Supercapacitor 

voltage (b) Supercapacitor current 

 

The required supercapacitor capacity was found by integrating the simulated 

supercapacitor power signal over time and taking the peak to peak variation of the 

integrated energy signal to determine the required energy storage capacity. The 

commercially available supercapacitor cell [113] parameters shown in Table 8.4 were 

considered and configured to make up the required supercapacitor module capacity. For 

the above example in Fig.s 8.13 and 8.14, the required energy rating of the 

supercapacitor module was found to be 803 Wh or 160 cells of the type described in in 

Table 8.4.  

TABLE  8.4  SUPERCAPACITOR CELL PARAMETERS [113] 

Parameter Description Value 

Ccell Cell nominal capacitance 5000F 

Rs Series resistance (total) 0.33mΩ  

Rleak Leakage resistance 351.85Ω 

Vnom Rated cell voltage 2.7Vd.c. 
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8.3.3 Battery Cycle-Life Improvement 

The battery current results in the hybrid system of Fig. 8.1 can be seen to undergo 

significantly fewer polarity reversals than in the conventional system results shown in 

Fig. 8.12. This is displayed in Fig. 8.15 below which overlays the battery currents in the 

battery-only [Fig. 8.12 (b)] and battery-supercapacitor [Fig. 8.13 (b)] for direct 

comparison. 

 

Fig. 8.15. Comparison of battery currents from the conventional battery-only system: Fig. 

8.12 (b) and battery-supercapacitor system: Fig. 8.13 (b). 

The results of rain-flow cycle counting show [see Fig. 8.12 (d) and Fig. 8.13 (d)] that 

the hybrid system undergoes extensively fewer short-range cycles in the proposed 

system: 23 as opposed to 4560 in the conventional system. The battery life estimation 

method described in Section 5.2.3 was used to determine the expected battery lifetime 

based on the results of rain-flow cycle counting. In the case of the battery-only system, 

the expected battery lifetime estimate is 7.4 years whereas in the case of the 

supercapacitor/battery hybrid system is 8.7 years with low-pass filter controller time 

constant set to 3600s. This corresponds to an increase in battery lifetime of ~18%. To 

achieve this, the required energy rating of the supercapacitor module in the simulation 

was found to be 803 Wh or 160 cells of the type described in Table 8.4 [113]. The 
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resulting battery cycle-life estimate is plotted for various other low-pass filter time-

constant values as shown in Fig 8.16.  

 

Fig. 8.16 Estimated Battery Cycle-life vs. Low Pass Filter Time Constant 

8.3.4 Battery Current Peak Reduction 

Comparison of the peak battery current in the hybrid system in Fig. 8.13 (b) with the 

peak battery current in the conventional battery-only system Fig. 8.12 (b) shows that 

another significant benefit of the proposed system is a reduction in peak battery 

discharge current. This decrease in current maxima has an un-modeled benefit in terms 

of further reducing battery-stress as high-current cycling has been shown to increase 

battery failure rates [54], [180].  

 
Fig. 8.17 Percentage reduction in Peak Currents  
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8.3.5 Power Loss Analysis 

The increase in simulated battery-life is at the expense of a decrease in overall energy 

storage efficiency. Although the supercapacitor itself is a higher efficiency device than 

most current battery technologies as stated in [181], in this application, the energy 

stored in the supercapacitor must pass through a power electronic interface each way 

during a cycle with consequent losses. In addition, the self-discharge rate of the 

supercapacitor (from Table 8.4) is significantly higher than that of the battery [from 

Eq.7.5)] causing a further decrease in the supercapacitor energy-storage efficiency.  

In contrast, with a battery-only energy storage system, losses are primarily due to series 

resistance (I
2
R losses) and parasitic reactions within the cell such as gassing. The total 

energy loss in the battery-only energy storage system was found to be 610.5Wh or 2.4% 

of the energy generated. The losses associated with the battery, converter and 

supercapacitor in the hybrid system employing a 3600s time constant low-pass filter 

controller were found to be 1036.7Wh or 4.1% of the energy generated. Fig. 8.19 shows 

how the losses are distributed within the hybrid energy storage system. 

 

Fig. 8.18 Battery/Supercapacitor hybrid system losses 
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Fig. 8.19 Battery/Supercapacitor hybrid system losses. Time Constant = 3600s. 

Quiescent power loss makes up a significant fraction of the total power losses. This 

quiescent loss estimation was based on the measurements from the prototype converter 

and it is expected that this could be improved by re-design of the converter gate drive. 

Optimisation of the gate drive circuit and control circuit of the DC/DC converter to 

reduce quiescent current losses remains the subject of ongoing work.   

8.3.6 Required Supercapacitor Rating 

In a recent article, Ball [43] has reported the cost per Farad and Joule of supercapacitors 

in recent years and these data have been converted to kWh and plotted as shown in Fig. 

8.20.  

 

Fig. 8.20 Supercapacitor cost/kWh [182]. 

Increasing the low-pass filter time-constant of the current filter controller results in 
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greater supercapacitor energy variation and consequently the supercapacitor energy 

storage capacity must also be increased. The required rating and resulting cost of the 

supercapacitor energy storage, determined from Fig. 8.20 are plotted below in Fig. 8.21.  

 

Fig. 8.21 Required Supercapacitor Rating and Cost. 

From Fig. 8.21, the estimated savings due to the installation of the supercapacitor 

system can be calculated by determining the number of battery changes over the course 

of the project life of 25 years, nominally. The cycle-life of the supercapacitor was 

considered in each case from the supercapacitor energy throughput for the simulation 

period. The cycles-to-failure rating for cells of the type considered in this example is 

500,000 cycles of 75% of the usable energy, equivalent to 50% of the usable voltage 

range. This can be used to determine the total-life energy throughput that the 

supercapacitor can provide by multiplying this figure by the rated usable energy of the 

supercapacitor. An estimation of supercapacitor life-fraction used in the simulation 

period was calculated by dividing the supercapacitor energy throughput over the 

simulation period total-life energy throughput. This allows an estimation of the cycle-

life to be obtained as the reciprocal of the life-fraction multiplied by the simulation 

period length. In each case, the predicted cycle-life was significantly higher than the 
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design project life of 25 years. Assuming the supercapacitor and power electronic 

interface do not need replacement over the project life, and a simplified model for the 

cost of battery-ownership in which the battery-cost is simply the present-day initial cost 

and no salvage value is possible, then the potential savings can be considered as shown 

below. 

Table 8.5 Case Study 1 Cost-Benefits Analysis  

Time Constant (s) 
Battery 

Changes 

Battery 

Savings ($) 

Supercapacitor 

Cost ($) 

DC/DC 

Converter ($)  

Battery-only system 3 0 0 0 

300 3 0 2266 500 

600  3 0 2800 500 

900 3 0 3648 500 

1800 3 0 4697 500 

3600 2 1434 5928 500 

7200 2 1434 8404 500 

14400 2 1434 8892 500 

 

In Table 8.5, it can be seen that configurations with 3600s, 7200s and 14400s low pas 

filter time constants result in one less battery change than the configurations with time 

constants: 300s, 600s, 900s, 1800s and the battery only system. The battery cost was 

calculated from the battery capacity (from Table 8.3) and the price/kWh of battery 

storage of 200$/kWh (see Table 7.2). The cost of the supercapacitor was taken as 

4608$/kWh based on 2010 supercapacitor prices (see Fig. 8.18). 

This simplified cost-analysis has not considered true life-cycle costs of the system 

components in detail due to time constraints and considers only initial component costs. 

Based on this, the system would be un-economical with 2010 supercapacitor prices as 

the expected battery savings are not greater than the expenditure on the supercapacitor 

and DC/DC converter. This may change if supercapacitor prices continue to drop as the 

trend in Fig. 8.20 indicates. The battery cycle-life benefit demonstrated in Section 8.3.3 

can still become an economic advantage based on the cost-benefit figures in Table 8.5 
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in remote applications such as remote telecoms sites or remote rural communities where 

the cost of battery replacement is significantly higher than the battery cost/kWh, if 

access to the site is costly. 

The above example has presented an analysis of a system operating at a relatively low 

turbulence intensity level of 0.1 in a scale of 0 to 0.5. If the site under consideration was 

at a location where the topographical and climatic conditions caused a higher general 

turbulence intensity level, then the number of charge/discharge cycles experienced by 

the battery is expected be higher. Recalling that Eq. (2.4) shows that turbulence 

intensity is a measure of the standard deviation of the wind speed, the implication of this 

is, that with a higher turbulence intensity, the resulting wind power will also exhibit 

more fluctuations and therefore cause more charge/discharge cycles when used to 

support a given load pattern. The system-level analysis in Section 8.4 has considered the 

effects of turbulence intensity on battery cycle-life in further detail. 

8.4 Effect of Turbulence on Battery Cycle-Life 

To consider the effect of turbulent wind variations on battery life, the following case 

study system-simulation was carried out based on the general case of a system in which 

the incident power to the battery is filtered by means of an additional actively controlled 

supercapacitor device, optimised to remove the high frequency content from the battery 

power profile. This approach has been proposed in a number of recent studies [28], [48-

51], [54], [157] but the effects of the turbulence intensity on the battery/supercapacitor 

hybrid energy storage system have not been considered. For this reason the following 

section presents an analysis of the effects of turbulence intensity on battery cycle-life 

and presents results quantifying how an actively-controlled supercapacitor can mitigate 

the detrimental effects of turbulence on battery cycle-life.  
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8.4.1 System Description 

The previous section illustrated the potential benefits of the hybrid energy storage 

system over the course of a representative week long simulation period. To evaluate 

possible benefits of the proposed super capacitor/battery hybrid energy storage system 

in the presence of seasonal wind variations, the simulation interval considered was one 

year. A case-study scenario was considered of a small microgrid as shown in Fig. 8.22 

in which the load is supported by an alternative dispatchable power source such as a 

diesel generator during times of low wind power.  

The load was assumed to consist of 8 relatively similar low-usage domestic loads. A 

simple aggregated load-model was developed by assuming that each daily load-cycle 

started at times staggered by 15 minutes within 2 hours of each other. The 

corresponding load-profile is shown in Fig. 8.23 (b) over the course of a week. 

The techno-economic system sizing procedure described in Section 7.2.2 was used to 

configure the system for a 70% penetration of wind energy with the remaining energy 

requirement supported by a dispatchable diesel generator. The permissible battery state-

of-charge operating-range was set from 1 (full) to 0.2 (80% depth of discharge) and the 

simplifying assumption was made that the generator does not charge the battery. The 

configuration with the lowest cost over the 25 year project life was determined to be a 

3.13m radius wind turbine with a 33.2 kWh capacity storage battery. The wind-turbine 

model-parameters were based on the commercially- available Bergey Excel wind-

turbine of similar radius as discussed in [183], [184] and which are given in Table 8.6 

below. 
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Fig. 8.22 Microgrid Case Study System. 

 

Fig. 8.23 (a) Single domestic low-usage profile (b) Aggregated load model. 

Table 8.6: Wind turbine model parameters [184]. 

Parameter Description Value 

R Blade radius 3.13m 

Jwt Turbine rotor moment of inertia 2.5kg/m
2
 

Jelec Generator moment of inertia 1.5kg/ms
2
 

Dwt Damping coefficient 0.025 Nm/rad/s 

ωr Rated wind speed  15m/s 
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8.4.2 Simplified System-Level Simulation 

At this stage in the research, simulations were carried out using a 32-bit version of 

Matlab/Simulink. The detailed simulation of the system as used in Section 8.3 were 

found to cause “out of memory errors” when carried out over year-long simulation 

intervals on a 32-bit platform using a 1s sampling period. So, to analyse the 

performance of the battery-power filtering supercapacitor control-strategy over periods 

long enough to include seasonal variations using the 32-bit system, the following 

underlying simplifying assumptions were made: 

1. Battery voltage variations can be neglected.  

2. The battery and supercapacitor states-of-charge can be determined by integration 

of the net power delivered. 

3. Battery and supercapacitor efficiency can be modeled using static one-way 

values as is commonly employed in top-level power system simulations [145], 

[185-187]. 

4. The efficiency of the power electronic converter can be modeled using a static 

value. 

The Simulink block diagram used to implement this simplified model is shown below in 

Fig. 8.24.  
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Fig. 8.24 Simplified Long-Term Low-Pass-Filter Based Control Simulation 

The decay of energy stored in the supercapacitor and battery have been included in this 

long-term simulation as follows. For the supercapacitor, the leakage current and rated 

voltage [113] are used to obtain an equivalent leakage resistance term: 

 
 

(8.2) 

where Vr is the supercapacitor rated voltage and Ileak is datasheet-quoted leakage current 

[113]. 

The rate of decay of the supercapacitor voltage can be found from the RC time- constant 

as:  
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where C0 and V0 are the rated capacitance and voltage of the supercapacitor bank, 

respectively.  

The rate of decay of energy stored can then be found: 

 
 

(8.4) 

Eq. 8.4 has the exponential time constant: 

 
 

(8.5) 

From Eq. (8.5), the energy loss per second can be found and converted to a 

multiplication factor as shown in Fig. 8.22. Similarly a typical battery manufacturer-

quoted self-discharge rate is 25% over 6 months [104] which has also been converted to 

a discrete self-discharge factor and used in the above simulation in Fig. 8.22. 

8.4.3 Effect of Turbulence on Battery Life 

The effects of different turbulence intensities on predicted battery cycle-life were 

considered by running the simulation in Fig. 8.24 with the supercapacitor system 

omitted.  The rain-flow counting algorithm was then used to estimate the battery life for 

turbulence intensity levels in the range 0 (no turbulence) to 0.5 (maximum turbulence 

intensity) with the results plotted in Fig. 8.25.   
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Fig. 8.25 Case study 2 battery-only simulation results: Battery life vs. turbulence intensity  

The results presented in Fig. 8.25 show how expected battery cycle-life is inversely 

proportional to the turbulence intensity for a given load.  

8.4.4 Effect of Supercapacitor Energy Storage System on Battery Cycle-

Life 

Fig 8.26 demonstrates the effect of adding the supercapacitor energy-storage and under 

the proposed power-filtering control scheme with the low-pass filter time constant set to 

3600s. The results show that the proposed supercapacitor system can significantly 

decrease the number of charge/discharge cycles experienced by the battery. 

 

Fig. 8.26 Case study 1. Battery rain-flow cycle counting results. Turbulence intensity = 0.3. 

Low pass filter time constant = 3600s. 
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To assess the effect of varying the low-pass filter time-constant, the simulation was 

repeated with the low-pass filter time-constant incremented over the range 15s to 7200s. 

Battery state-of-charge variations were logged and used to determine resulting battery 

life prediction using the rain-flow counting algorithm described in Section 5.2.2. The 

required supercapacitor energy rating was calculated from the maximum peak-to- peak 

supercapacitor energy variation.  

Fig. 8.25 has shown the relationship between battery cycle-life and turbulence intensity 

level. Fig. 8.27 indicates the general trend of how adding a supercapacitor energy 

storage system under the current-filtering control scheme can mitigate the decrease in 

battery life due to increased turbulence levels.  

 

Fig. 8.27 (a) Expected battery life vs. low-pass filter time-constant and turbulence intensity: 

Low value time constants (0-500s). (b) Expected battery life vs. low-pass filter time-constant 

and turbulence intensity: Full range time constants (0-2000s). 

From Fig. 8.27, it can be seen that predicted battery life curve rises rapidly as the low 

pass filter time constant is increased until ~1000s after which the battery life estimation 

increases approximately linearly.  
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Fig. 8.28 shows the required supercapacitor capacity rating for each low-pass filter 

time-constant and turbulence intensity level combination. It should be noted that some 

of the supercapacitor energy capacity ratings considered in Fig 8.26 are unrealistic from 

a current cost perspective when compared to the current cost of the remaining system 

components. 

 

Fig. 8.28 Required supercapacitor rating vs. low-pass filter time-constant and turbulence 

intensity 

8.5 Summary and Discussion 

This chapter has considered the potential benefits of using an actively controlled 

supercapacitor energy storage system to reduce short-term battery power cycles in the 

context of an off-grid wind energy conversion application. New results obtained have 

shown how, with increased turbulence intensity in systems employing battery storage 

alone, battery cycle-life is reduced. The simulation results obtained also show how the 

degree of hybridisation of the battery energy storage system with an additional 

supercapacitor storage element (under a power filtering approach) can mitigate the 
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effects of decreased cycle-life at high turbulence intensity levels. In terms of battery 

life, the greatest benefit of the proposed system, can be achieved at high turbulence 

intensity-levels as the increased battery cycle-life is proportionally higher at lower 

turbulence intensity levels for a given supercapacitor capacity rating. These results also 

indicate that the optimum combination of supercapacitor, battery and time constant can 

be found for a given turbulence intensity site. A cost minimisation procedure can be 

used to calculate the relative costs of the combinations of battery and supercapacitor 

based on estimated battery life over the project. This has potential to be the subject of 

future work. 

The key contributions from this chapter can be summarised as follows: 

 A novel hardware implementation of an actively-controlled supercapacitor 

device, optimised to mitigate high frequency current fluctuations, has been 

presented and its functionality confirmed. 

 Experimental and simulation results have shown how the proposed system is 

capable of reducing battery current cycles and current maxima.  

 Simulation results have indicated the benefits of the proposed system in terms of 

increased battery cycle-life.  

 New simulation results have been presented showing the relationship between 

turbulence intensity and battery cycle life. The benefits of an actively controlled 

supercapacitor under a power-filtering control-strategy have been shown to 

improve battery cycle-life under highly turbulent wind conditions. 

The results in Fig. 8.17 have shown a significant reduction in battery discharge current-

maxima due to hybridisation. Since discharge current magnitude has been directly 

connected to premature battery failure, it is expected that the power filtering mode of 
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control has a significant un-modeled benefit in terms of battery life. The inclusion of 

this effect in the modelling procedure is a subject of potential future work. Binder 

reports that investigations were made into a modified rain-flow counting algorithm 

which can “allow charge or discharge rates to be accounted for” [9] but goes on to state 

that the work hasn’t been completed. Such a battery life model would enable novel 

strategies for the optimisation of the system specifically to reduce discharge current to 

be evaluated in future work, highlighting the need for further research in the area.   

One of the assumptions made has been that a battery voltage control system can be 

omitted from the simulations in this chapter. While this may be the case for continuous 

operation at states-of-charge significantly less than one, it may also be desirable to 

operate the battery at a high state-of-charge for extended periods of time, depending on 

the optimum wind to battery capacity-ratio. For these reasons, in reality some form of 

battery voltage control is typically included in a practical wind-energy system to prevent 

overcharge [188]. Based on this operational requirement, Chapter 9 considers the use of 

an actively controlled supercapacitor system to help prevent battery overcharge. 
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Chapter 9: Supercapacitors for Battery Voltage Support 

 

9.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes a novel approach to supercapacitor/battery hybrid energy storage 

system control developed as part of this research. The control system is designed to 

prevent overcharge by regulation of the battery voltage in the presence of a varying 

wind power profile. One of the difficulties faced in charging battery energy storage 

systems from a wind energy supply is the potential for overcharge during wind power 

peaks. Typically the solution is to defer excess power to a dump-load resistor to prevent 

over-charge and generator over-speed. Many studies in automotive and railway vehicle 

dynamic braking systems have demonstrated how short-term, high power energy 

storage systems can be used to capture dynamic braking energy which would otherwise 

be wasted as heat in a resistive grid or in friction braking ([189], for example). The 

technique presented in this chapter has drawn from such results and used the 

supercapacitor system to reduce the use of a resistive dump-load in a wind energy 

system.  

9.2 Battery Voltage Stability in Wind Energy Systems 

Section 7.1-7.2 has shown that an optimal energy storage configuration in terms of cost 

and reliability metrics may not be one which is able to store all the available wind 

power throughout the year. The consequence of this in an autonomous off-grid 

application is that when the energy storage is at maximum state of charge, excess power 

must be diverted away from the energy storage system. In the case of PV off-grid 

generation, the solar generator can be simply disconnected from the battery without any 

undesirable effects [190]. With wind energy conversion systems it is desirable to 
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operate the generator under some form of load at all times to prevent an over-speed 

condition [191]. The excess wind power that the battery cannot accept is typically 

diverted to a dump-load to prevent generator over-speed and battery overcharge [66], 

[149], [192-198]. This method of over-speed control is designed to operate when the 

wind to load power ratio and battery state-of-charge is high, in conjunction with the 

‘furling’ over-speed control mechanism described in Section 3.2.2, which is designed to 

operate at extreme wind speeds [191]. Field test reports have shown a significant 

reduction in usable wind-energy output from remote-off grid wind energy systems due 

to excessive power dissipated in the dump-load  [66], [149], [192], [194], [197] with 

losses ranging from 75% [149], [192] to 59% [66] and 18% [194] having been reported. 

The mechanism by which this occurs has been highlighted as being due to battery 

voltage variations under wind-charging conditions causing battery overcharge 

protection circuits to divert a significant proportion of the available wind energy to the 

dump load [149], [192]. Simply increasing the number of parallel connected batteries 

could potentially improve battery voltage stability by reducing the effective impedance 

of the battery bank. However, the battery would then operate at a reduced state-of-

charge which has been highlighted as a direct battery ageing factor [11]. For this reason, 

the focus of the research presented in this chapter was directed at investigating the 

development of a battery/supercapacitor hybrid energy storage system control optimised 

for operation under peak power charging conditions at high states of charge. The 

resulting novel hybrid energy storage device can be charged at full-rated current until 

end-of-charge (in contrast to a battery which would generally require some form of 

charge rate reduction at high states of charge). 
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9.2.1 Charge Control Strategy 

A proper charge control strategy is important to obtain optimum performance from a 

secondary battery [97]. Various strategies exist for recharging stationary lead acid 

batteries [199], depending on the application. In stand-by applications (for example 

telecom and UPS systems) batteries are discharged infrequently under generally only 

emergency conditions [199] and charging is from a reliable utility power source [200], 

[201], and relatively straight-forward [200]. In contrast, for batteries in cycling 

applications such as remote power and distributed energy systems (and electric vehicles 

applications) the implementation of a charge control strategy is less straightforward due 

to the intermittent nature of the available charging supply. 

Some of the most common charging strategies include constant voltage, constant current 

(CVCI), intermittent charging and interrupted charge control. Of these, the most 

common to be employed in cycling applications are regimes based on the CVCI 

approach and the intermittent charge control approach.  Intermittent charge controllers 

(ICC) charge the battery with current proportional to the available charge power 

initially, then when an upper voltage threshold is reached, charge power is disconnected 

until the battery voltage has fallen to a lower threshold. This process repeats 

intermittently with battery voltage oscillating between upper and lower thresholds. The 

ICC is one of the most commonly employed techniques used by commercial 

photovoltaic charge regulators [202] and has a tendency to undercharge the battery 

[199]. Interrupted charge control is an extension of the intermittent charging strategy 

and consists of four modes of operation [203]: During stage one, the battery is charged 

using a constant current until an upper voltage threshold is reached. In stage 2, a rest 

period is activated during which the battery is left open-circuit. When the battery 

voltage has fallen to a lower voltage threshold, a third stage of (low) constant current 
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charge pulses is activated. Finally stage four terminates the charge by disconnecting the 

battery when the terminal voltage reaches an upper limit during pulsed charging. This 

technique has been shown to be most suitable in stand-by applications [203]. A more 

common and generally accepted technique (particularly in cycling applications) is based 

on the constant-current/constant-voltage technique also known as ‘CICV charging’. 

Relevant studies to use this form of charge control can be found in the field of wind-

battery systems [188], [195], [196], [204], stand-alone photo-voltaic systems [202], 

[205-207], distributed generation [208] and micro-grid applications [209].  

An example of two typical CVCI-based charging regimes for the lead-acid battery is 

shown in Fig. 9.1 below [199]. 

 

Fig. 9.1 Typical lead-acid battery charge profiles (a) Two stage approach (b) Three 

stage approach. 

 

In both of the charge strategies in Fig. 9.1, the battery is first charged using constant 

current until a voltage set-point is reached. The voltage is then regulated at this point 
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until the battery reaches a full state-of-charge [199] in the two-stage implementation of  

Fig. 9.1 (a). Whereas, in the three stage implementation of the CVCI charge regime 

shown in Fig. 9.1 (b), an additional lower voltage stage is added to maintain the battery 

state-of-charge indefinitely, sometimes known as the float charge stage [210], [211]. 

Although various charge control approaches have been suggested including intermittent 

charging [202], [212], [213] and interrupted charge control [202], [203], CVCI 

techniques remain widely regarded as appropriate for charging lead-acid cells in 

renewable energy and cycling applications by the IEEE [71], [210], battery 

manufacturers [214] and in recent studies [211]. CVCI-based techniques are also 

employed in charging lithium-ion cells [215], [216] although voltage regulation, cell 

balancing and thermal management tolerances must be much tighter. As a result, a 

derivative of the proposed hybridisation approach may also be applicable to lithium 

based cell chemistries and considered in future studies.   

One of the challenges faced in charging any battery from renewable power sources is 

that the power profile dictated by the balance of power available is unlikely to match a 

defined battery charge profile. For this reason, the constant-current/constant-voltage 

charge profile is not often directly implemented in the exact form of Fig. 9.1 in 

renewable energy applications. Instead, the method frequently adopted is a current-

limited, constant-voltage approach as recommended in "IEEE Guide for Optimizing the 

Performance and Life of Lead-Acid Batteries in Remote Hybrid Power Systems" [71], 

the “IEEE Guide for Application and Management of Stationary Batteries Used in 

Cycling Service” [210] and implemented in recent studies [188], [204]. In this variant of 

the CVCI strategy, the battery is charged during stage one with power according to the 

power available from the renewable source (often dictated by a maximum power point 
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tracking algorithm in wind and solar applications) and limited by the maximum system 

charge current. Then, as the battery voltage approaches the constant-voltage charging 

set point value, the charge controller changes to some form of voltage-based control, 

allowing the battery charge current to diminish exponentially. Typical charging voltage 

set point values lie in the range 2.3-2.4V/cell for lead-acid cells depending on the cell 

model [97] (page 24.17) and are generally specified in manufacturers’ datasheets. Many 

systems employ the two stage approach shown in Fig. 9.1 (a) as batteries often do not 

reach the float charge state (stage 3) for extended periods of time in highly cyclic 

applications [210], [211].  

It can be seen from Fig. 9.1 that the battery charge current falls to a low level during 

voltage regulated charging. This has the effect of reducing the ability of the battery 

energy storage system to absorb excess power effectively when a charge regulator is in 

place. In wind-charging applications, excess wind power that cannot be absorbed by the 

battery is typically diverted to a dump-load [66], [149], [192-198] to prevent over-

charge and generator over-speed. Unless the energy diverted to the dump load can be 

used in a productive capacity such as to heat water or for water pumping, then it is 

typically wasted as heat in a dump load resistor. Field test reports have shown that this 

can lead to a considerable reduction in energy yield [66], [149], [192], [194], [197]. To 

help mitigate this issue, a novel supercapacitor/battery hybrid energy storage device 

operating under a battery-voltage control strategy was designed and implemented as 

described in this chapter in Sections 9.3 - 9.4 and reported in [217] which enables the 

hybrid energy storage system to be charged at full rated current over the entire state-of-

charge range. This is unlike the un-hybridised battery which is charged with an 

ultimately diminishing current (see Fig. 9.1).  
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9.3 Battery Voltage Control Scheme 

This section describes the control system designed to divert excess wind-power to the 

supercapacitor module to maintain the battery voltage at an appropriate constant-voltage 

charge level. This has the benefit of allowing the energy stored in the supercapacitor to 

be re-used which would otherwise be dissipated in a resistive dump load.  

Voltage control is achieved by an outer voltage control loop optimised for, but not 

limited to the synchronous buck DC/DC converter described in Section 6.2. An 

alternative novel control approach implementation was also developed and described in 

[218] as part of this research, which allows voltage control of the battery using a non-

linear control optimised for the inverting buck/boost converter.  

9.3.1 Battery Voltage Control System Design 

This battery voltage control strategy is effectively based on a proportional and integral 

(PI) control of the output current of the synchronous buck converter and, as is shown 

below, can be analysed using variable structure control techniques. 

 

Fig. 9.2 Bidirectional synchronous buck converter. 
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Variable structure control originated in the Soviet Union in the 1960’s and is now a 

well-established technique for robust control of non-linear systems. A variable structure 

control system is typically characterised by a series of control laws and a switching 

function [219]. Sliding mode control is a type of variable structure control in which the 

system trajectory is driven to the vicinity of a desired operating point by choice of an 

appropriate switching function. One of the major advantages of this approach is low 

sensitivity to parameter variation and disturbances [219].  

The proposed voltage control scheme in Fig. 9.2 is shown below to be well 

approximated by proportional plus integral control action on the converter output 

current. The switching action of the power electronic converter allows the system to be 

modelled as a variable structure system [219] (p 265) and the proposed control can be 

analysed using variable structure control theory. The following section presents the 

procedure used to analyse the nature of the control system in Fig. 9.2 using these 

techniques. 

The controlled variable is the battery voltage vb, and Vb* represents the command 

reference voltage, which in this case is also an appropriate charge regulation voltage. 

vsc, represents the supercapacitor voltage. Defining u and ū as the gate drive signals for 

the electronic switches, the equations describing this switched system are:  

  
   

  
             (V) (9.1) 

  
  ̂ 

  
         (A) (9.2) 

The output voltage can be written in terms of a steady state voltage (indicated by *) and 

an error term (indicated by  ^): 

   (V) (9.3) bbb vVv ˆ*
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To control the output voltage and ensure zero steady-state error, a switching function, σ, 

can be defined in terms of the output voltage error term, its integral and the inductor 

current as follows: 

  

where kL is an inductor current measurement gain. 

(9.4) 

 

To ensure that the system reaches the sliding surface σ = 0 in a finite time, the following 

condition must be true and dσ/dt must be bounded away from zero [219]: 

 
 

 

(9.5) 

By substitution in Eq. (9.4) with Eqs. (9.1) and (9.2) an expression for the derivative 

dσ/dt can be found as follows: 

 
 

 

(9.6) 

The following control law can satisfy the necessary conditions for reaching the surface 

defined by Eq. (9.5) [138]: 

 
 

(9.7) 

 

For Eq. (9.5) to be true with the control law of Eq. (9.7) the most stringent requirement 

is that vsc be greater than vb which is also a requirement for the operation of the buck 

converter. The L and C parameter values and gain values ki, kv and kL must be chosen 

such that the condition Eq. (9.5) remains valid over the operating range. 
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The actual implementation of the sliding mode controller incorporated a modification to 

limit output current. The modified sliding line is made up of three straight lines, and can 

be expressed as follows:  

 

 

(9.8) 

 

This is done as, at start-up, voltage error and error-integral terms are high causing a high 

initial current. Also, with this modification to the sliding line, the bidirectional converter 

has the beneficial feature of input and output overcurrent protection. In the current 

limited region, the controller regulates the current in the same manner as described in 

Section 6.2.3. The effect of adding start-up current limitation is demonstrated in Fig. 

9.3. 

 

Fig. 9.3. Inductor current (yellow trace, 50mV/A) and output voltage (cyan trace) at start up 
with current limiting. 

Re-arranging Eq. (9.4) and transforming to the Laplace domain gives the following 

relationship: 
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By inspection, Eq. (9.9) can be seen to be equivalent to proportional-plus-integral action 

on the voltage error term. 

While the system remains in sliding mode control and for frequencies well below the 

switching frequency, the control system model can now be approximated by the 

equivalent linear PI controller Gc(s) in Eq. (9.10) and Fig. 9.3. This has the advantage of 

enabling the use of linear frequency-domain analysis techniques while this is the case.  

 
 

(9.10) 

 

Fig. 9.4 Proportional plus integral action on voltage error term. 

To complete the control-loop, the impedance of the battery and converter are considered 

next. It was shown in Section 4.2 the battery impedance can be modelled by a complex 

impedance term of the form: 

 
 

(9.11) 

The total parallel combination impedance of the battery and output capacitor of the 

converter, Cout (see Fig. 9.2) is:  

 
 

(9.12) 

The model of the control system operating in sliding mode control can be represented as 

shown in Fig. 9.5.  
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Fig. 9.5 Voltage control system under sliding mode control 

The effect of including a typically sized output capacitor of the order of 10
-3

 Farads is to 

add a high frequency pole to Eq. (9.11) several orders of magnitude greater than the 

dominant dynamics of the battery impedance. So to design the overall time response of 

the system, the impedance term Z(s) was approximated by the dominant pole/zero of the 

battery impedance Eq. (9.9). The simplified closed-loop and disturbance transfer 

functions of the system in Fig. 9.4 are then:  

 
 

(9.13) 

 
 

(9.14) 

 

9.3.2 Battery Impedance Variation 

A typical fully-charged open-circuit voltage for a (VRLA) lead-acid battery is 

~2.10V/cell [97] (page 24.16) whereas a suitable charge voltage regulation set point is 

~2.3 - 2.4 V/cell [97] (page 24.17). Depending on the state of the charge of the battery 

and disturbance current magnitude it can be possible for the battery terminal voltage to 

reach the regulation voltage at both a partial and full state of charge. For this reason, the 

control system performance must be considered at both full and high-partial states of 

charge. The results in Section 4.2 have shown that the battery impedance exhibits a 

significant change when a fully-charged or float condition is approached, a result which 

has also been reported in previous studies [106], [107]. The system closed-loop 
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response was designed for operation at partial state-of-charge and its response was 

verified to be acceptable at a full state of charge. 

Based on the impedance model parameters in table 4.1 and table 4.2 (Section 4.2) the PI 

voltage controller was designed to have a non-oscillatory response and nominal 

response time of <0.05 seconds at both partial and full state-of-charge operation. The 

controller was designed using the Matlab Control System Toolbox SISO design tool  

[83] as follows: 

 
 

 

(9.15) 

 

Fig. 9.6 Battery voltage response to a unit step current disturbance at plant input under partial 

state-of-charge and full-charge conditions. 

The local stability of this system and performance was ensured by designing the closed 

loop transfer-function to have negative real poles. To examine the global stability of the 

system, the switching action of the converter within the control loop was modelled as 

described in Section 9.3.3. 
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9.3.3  Stability Analysis  

The above analysis in Section 9.3.1 was based on the assumption that the dynamic 

response of the system can be well approximated by an equivalent linear-system 

response. This description of the system is valid for trajectories along the sliding surface 

and for frequencies well below the switching frequency [178]. This Section describes 

the method used to assess the global stability of the system, by modelling the switching 

action of the power electronic converter as a relay with hysteresis in the control loop 

[130], [178].  

The describing function was used to predict if a limit-cycle oscillation would occur 

under the developed control regime and to examine its stability. The describing function 

technique is a widely used method to study the frequency response of nonlinear systems 

[220-223]. The underlying approach of this technique is to replace the nonlinear 

element(s) with a descriptor known as the describing function whose gain can be a 

function of input amplitude and/or frequency [224]. This is advantageous in this case, as 

other modelling techniques such as state space averaging [225], cannot be easily applied 

to relay-feedback systems employing hysteresis modulation switching control laws 

[178].  

The system of Fig. 9.5 can be re-drawn as shown in Fig. 9.7 (a) to include the switching 

relay with hysteresis, the DC resistance of the inductor, RL and the total parallel 

combination impedance of the battery and output capacitor Zout(s), Eq. 9.11.  
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Fig. 9.7 Control system block diagram including relay with hysteresis representation of the 

switching converter 

Fig. 9.7 can be re-drawn with the relay element replaced by the descriptor, N(x), as 

shown in Fig. 9.8. 

 

Fig. 9.8 System block diagram with non-linear elements shown in describing function form.  

Since Fig. 9.8 contains a nested loop, to analyse the system stability using the technique 

described in [224] (p. 115) the system was reduced to an equivalent single loop form 

shown in Fig. 9.9 (see Appendix 2).  

 

Fig 9.9 Non-linear term cascaded with linear system 

Here Glinear(jω) represents an equivalent transfer-function representing the linear terms 

of the system in Fig. 9.8 as determined in Appendix 2.  

The describing function for a relay with hysteresis is [224] (p.121): 
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where ε is the relay hysteresis, da is the relay amplitude, xa is the 

 amplitude of the oscillation of the process variable. 

 

(9.27) 

By plotting the Nyquist locus of Geq(jω) and observing the intersection with the locus of 

the term -1/N(x), the presence of a limit cycle can be detected and an assessment of its 

stability can be obtained [224] (p. 119).  

The loci of Geq(jω) and -1/N(x) are plotted below under typical operating conditions: 

 

Fig 9.10 (a) Nyquist plot of Geq(s) (b) Nyquist plot of Geq(s) zoomed in to show intersection 

with locus of N(x). Operating conditions: Input voltage of Vsc = 48Vdc, Output voltage Vbat = 

24Vdc, hysteresis width ε = 200mV (Direction of increasing amplitude/frequency marked). 

The point of intersection of the two loci is analogous to the critical point of stability on 

the Nyquist chart used in linear control system theory [226]. If a small increase in the 

amplitude of the oscillation causes the locus of the linear subsystem to encircle this 

point, then an unstable limit cycle is predicted [224] (p. 118). If the opposite is true as 

can be seen to be the case in this system in Fig. 9.11 (b), then a stable limit cycle is 
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predicted. The frequency of the limit cycle can also be predicted by the frequency at the 

point of intersection of the two loci.  

9.3.4 Control Bandwidth 

In the ideal case, the sliding mode system would switch at infinite frequency about the 

sliding surface [138]. For the sliding mode model of the system to be valid, the practical 

implementation of the system should approximate this behaviour by design such that the 

switching frequency is significantly higher than the fastest dynamics of the system 

trajectory along the sliding surface [178]. For this reason, it was necessary to ensure that 

the control bandwidth corner frequency was significantly lower than the lowest 

switching frequency of the converter, dependent on operating conditions and component 

selection [determined from Eq. 6.5 (Section 6.2.3)]. In addition the control bandwidth is 

limited by the inductor current slew-rate-limit as described in Appendix 1. 

9.4 Hardware Implementation of the Voltage Based Controller 

The voltage control loop was originally implemented in the digital domain initially 

using a PIC18 series microcontroller [168] to be able to easily alter control parameters 

in firmware. However, it was found that the fidelity could be significantly improved 

using an analogue op-amp implementation of the control loop (see Fig. 9.2). This was 

due to the limited resolution of the PIC A/D converter. For this reason the voltage 

control loop was implemented using OP-AMPs as shown in Appendix 4. 

The voltage error was typically in the range of mV which makes observation of the 

shape of the disturbance response difficult due to noise. So to observe the characteristics 

of the response more clearly, the inductor current response to a step disturbance current 

was measured and also plotted in Matlab as shown in Fig. 9.7.  
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Fig. 9.11 Measured inductor current step response at float conditions (a) Yellow trace: 

disturbance current. Cyan trace: Inductor current (50  mV/A) (b) Simulated inductor current 

response. 

 

A good agreement between the measured and theoretical low-frequency approximation 

of the response plotted in Matlab using Eq. (9.14) can be seen. The small overshoot is 

due to the effect of zeros in the disturbance-to-output closed-loop transfer-function Eq. 

(9.14). 

To show the overall performance of the voltage control strategy, a single 12V battery 

was subjected to +10A/-10A step current disturbance as shown in Fig. 9.12. The 

experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 9.12 (c). This is comprised of a first hysteretic 

current controlled DC/DC converter used to deliver the test profile to the hybrid energy 

storage system while. The test profile current reference signal was generated by a PC 

running National Instruments Labview software which was also used for data logging. 

In 9.12 (a), at time = 12s the converter gate drive is enabled and the converter briefly 

enters a current limited mode of operation with current limited to 12.5A in this example. 

After a short period of constant-current operation, the voltage error is reduced and the 

system enters the voltage-controlled mode of operation regulating the battery voltage at 

~14V. The converter then provides the battery charge current which diminishes 
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exponentially until time = 58s, when the step disturbance current shown in Fig. 9.12 (b) 

is applied at the battery terminals. The operation of the converter under the proposed 

control strategy can be seen to counteract the disturbance current by generating an 

opposing current while also maintaining the battery voltage at the regulation set point. 

Fig. 9.12 below shows the results of an initial experiment to demonstrate the 

performance of the voltage control system to a step disturbance current at the battery 

terminals. The supercapacitor can be seen to discharge as the energy stored is being 

used to maintain the battery voltage at the command set-point level. 

This constitutes an energy storage device which can be charged at a significantly higher 

rate across the entire range of battery states of charge than the lead-acid battery alone. 

The measured results in Fig. 9.13 demonstrate this. In this experiment, a relatively low-

capacity lead-acid battery (7Ah) [227] was used for demonstration within the same 

experimental configuration as shown in Fig. 9.12 (c). The hybrid energy storage system 

was subjected to constant current charge/discharge test using a second current-

controlled converter.  
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Fig. 9.12 (a) Voltage controller test results. Voltage set point: 14Vdc. White trace: battery 

voltage. Cyan trace: converter current (1V/A). Purple trace: Supercapacitor voltage. (b) 

Disturbance current input. (c) Test set-up. 
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Fig. 9.13 Measured results: Voltage controlled hybrid storage system charge/discharge test (a) 

Battery current and voltage (b) Supercapacitor voltage and current (c) Test input current. 

Fig. 9.13 (a) shows the battery voltage rise during charging until the reaching the charge 

regulation set point at T=600s approx. At this point, the supercapacitor voltage can be 

seen to rise in Fig. 9.13 (b) as the battery voltage has been effectively clamped at the 

regulation set-point by diverting the excess power to the supercapacitor. At T=2400s the 

input current is changed to a constant-current discharge and the supercapacitor voltage 

can be seen to fall, while the battery charge regulation voltage is maintained. When the 
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supercapacitor has been discharged at T=2900s (approx.), the battery then provides the 

discharge current until the end of the test.  

9.5 Existing Battery Voltage Control Techniques 

The following section first illustrates the operation of typical existing methods of 

battery charge control in wind energy applications, and then two novel strategies are 

described based on the control system described above in Section 9.3.  

The system sizing algorithm defined in Section 7.2.2 was used to configure a system 

based on the commercially available wind turbine/generator system with the following 

main modelling parameters taken from [179]. A 70% penetration of renewable 

generation was assumed with the remaining power supplied by a diesel generator set.  

TABLE 9.1: VOLTAGE CONTROL SIMULATION MODELLING PARAMETERS [179] 

Parameter Description Value 

R Blade radius 1.1m 

Jwt Combined moment of inertia 1.05kg/m
2
 

Dwt Damping coefficient 0.001 Nm/rad/s 

Egen Generator efficiency 0.8 

 

An 8.23kWh battery was determined to be optimal based on the results of the 

optimisation procedure shown in Section 7.2.2 (Fig. 7.5), allowing an 80% depth of 

discharge. In this simulation, the Ceraolo battery model was used with parameters as 

determined by Ceraolo [1] and used previously Section 8.3.1 with the cell capacity 

adjusted to reflect the energy storage requirement. The suggested improvements to the 

model described in section 4.2.2 was not used in this case due to not having been 

validated over the entire state of charge range.  
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TABLE 9.2: CASE STUDY 3 ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM RATINGS 

ICC 

Conventional 

System 

CVCI 

Conventional 

System 

Voltage-Based 

Control 

Voltage-Current 

Hybrid Control 

Battery:8.23kWh 

(310Ah/24Vdc) 

 

Battery: 8.23kWh 

(310Ah/24Vdc) 

Battery: 5.65kWh 

(215Ah/24Vdc) 

 

Supercapacitor: 

2.583kW 

Battery:5.65kWh 

(215Ah/24Vdc) 

Supercapacitor: 

2.583kW 

 

The wind speed, generated wind power and load profile are shown in Fig. 9.14. 

 

Fig. 9.14 Simulation Inputs: (a) wind speed, (b) generated wind power and (c) load profile 

To enable a direct comparison between the hybrid energy storage system and the 

battery-only based alternatives, the total energy storage rating of the supercapacitor and 

battery in the hybrid system was set to equal the energy storage rating of the battery 

only systems. Studies have indicated [228] that lead acid batteries reach the voltage 

controlled stage in a CVCI charge regime at 70% state-of-charge. So the supercapacitor 
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to battery energy capacity ratio was set in this example to 30%. The energy storage 

system ratings used in this simulation have been summarised above in Table 9.2. 

9.5.1 Existing System 1: Intermittent Charge Control 

In this example, the battery is charged according the output of the renewable generator 

until an upper voltage threshold is reached. At this point the battery is disconnected 

from the power source until a lower voltage set point is reached. This method of charge 

control has been typically used in photo-voltaic systems [202] but examples can be 

found in in wind/solar-hybrid systems [67], [229] and wind energy systems [230].  

 

Fig. 9.15 Intermittent charge control with relay controlled dump-load. 

To prevent frequent switching of the power to the battery, upper and lower hysteresis 

limits are used to disconnect the charge power to the battery when a regulation set point 

(Vbatmax = 27.5Vdc) is reached and to re-connect the charge power at a lower voltage set-

point (Vbmax - Vbmaxhyst = 25.5Vdc) [230]. Similarly, the control system also protects the 

battery from over-discharge by disconnecting the load when a lower battery voltage is 

reached (Vbmin = 23.5) and reconnecting it after the battery voltage has risen (Vbmin + 

Vbminhyst = 24.5), as has been commonly employed in relevant studies [190], [231], 

[232]. This is typically referred to as a low-voltage-disconnect (LVD). 
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A state diagram describing the intermittent charge control system process is shown in 

Fig. 9.16 below.  

 

Fig. 9.16 Simulation state diagram representing the hysteresis control of battery voltage 

Fig. 9.19 demonstrates the performance of the intermittent charge control system over a 

representative period during which the battery approaches a full state-of-charge. 

9.5.2 Existing System 2: CVCI Charge Control  

A commonly employed approach to battery charge regulation in wind-based systems is 

to utilise a power electronic converter under PWM control to regulate the battery 

voltage by diverting excess power to a controlled dump load [195], [196] according to a 

CVCI charge profile [188], [195], [196], [204]. 
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Fig. 9.17 CVCI charge control with PWM controlled dump load 

To model the operation of such a system, it was assumed that a unidirectional current 

controlled converter of the type described in Section 6.5.3 could be employed to control 

the battery voltage at the charge regulation set point voltage by means of a voltage 

control loop which diverts power to the dump load. The voltage control loop in this case 

was nominally implemented based on the assumption that a unidirectional control of 

converter output current is possible. The system process including over-discharge 

protection is illustrated in Fig. 9.18. The performance of a nominal system with 

modelling parameters given in Table 9.1 and the simulation inputs shown in Fig. 9.14 is 

shown in Fig. 9.20. 

 

Fig. 9.18 Simulation state diagram representing the hysteresis control of battery voltage 
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9.5.3 Simulation Results 

The operation of the conventional battery voltage control schemes is shown in Figs. 

9.19 and 9.20. 

 
Fig. 9.19 Intermittent charge controller performance (a) Battery voltage (b) Battery state-of-

charge  (c) Battery current. 
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Fig. 9.20 CVCI dump-load controller performance (a) Battery voltage (b) Battery state-of-

charge (c) Battery current.  

9.6 Supercapacitor/Battery Hybrid Energy Storage Systems 

The system shown in Fig. 9.21 employs a battery/supercapacitor hybrid energy storage 

control system based on the controller design described above in Section 9.3. The 
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operation is analogous to an energy storage device used to capture energy regenerative 

braking in vehicular applications which would otherwise be wasted as heat in friction 

braking. A dump-load has also been included to maintain the operation of the wind-

turbine at times during which the battery and the supercapacitor are both unable to 

accept charge.  

 

Fig. 9.21 Hybrid energy storage system configuration 

Two strategies were developed to control the hybrid energy storage system in Fig. 9.21. 

The first, described below in Section 9.6.1 is based on a purely voltage based control 

approach, employing the controller design described in Section 9.3. The controller was 

designed using the procedure outlined in Section 9.3 and using the battery partial state-

of-charge impedance model described in Section 4.2.2. The second, described in 

Section 9.6.2, is based on a hybrid control loop which uses a priority-based scheduling 

algorithm to switch between the voltage based control and the active current-filtering 

strategy outlined in Section 8.1.2 in real-time, depending on the battery and 

supercapacitor voltage levels. 

The system parameters used in the following simulations in Sections 9.6.1 and 9.6.2 are 

as given in Table 9.2 with the supercapacitor made up from series/parallel combinations 
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of commercially-available supercapacitor cells described in [113] to achieve the 

required energy and voltage ratings. 

9.6.1 Proposed System 1: Battery Voltage-Based Control System 

A state diagram describing the operation of the voltage-based control algorithm is 

shown below.  

 

Fig. 9.22 Voltage-based hybrid energy storage control state diagram 

During the “normal operation” state, the battery voltage level is within the upper and 

lower boundaries (Vbmin and V*) and receives the available net charge-power according 

to wind and load variations. If the battery voltage rises to the upper regulation set point, 

V*, the system enters the “voltage controlled” state and the battery voltage is maintained 

at that level. This continues until either: the supercapacitor voltage has fallen to a 

predefined minimum level, Vsmin (indicating that the supercapacitor energy has 

discharged into the battery) or if the supercapacitor voltage rises to an upper threshold 

Vsmax (indicating that the supercapacitor is unable to accept further charge). In this case, 

the system regulates the battery voltage by use the of the dump load to absorb excess 
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power and the supercapacitor to provide any shortfall. This continues until the 

supercapacitor voltage has fallen by a predefined amount Vsmaxhyst.  

9.6.2 Proposed System 2: Battery Voltage/Current Filter Hybrid Control  

 

Fig. 9.23 Voltage control/current filter hybrid energy storage control state diagram 

Chapter 8 has showed how, by implementation of a low pass filter current-based 

algorithm to direct the high frequency current content away from the battery, the 

estimated battery cycle-life can be extended. Comparison of Figs. 9.20 (a) and 9.24(a) 

(below) shows that by controlling the battery voltage using a bidirectional converter and 

a supercapacitor, the battery can be charged at a suitable level for longer periods [Fig. 

9.24(a)] than would be possible with a typical dump-load-based control scheme [Fig. 

9.20(a)]. Based on these two sets of results, a novel control strategy which combines the 

benefits of both the current-filtering approach and the voltage-control approach was 

developed. The state diagram, Fig. 9.23, illustrates the process.  

Fig. 9.23 represents a novel, dynamically re-configurable control system in which the 

mode of control is dependent on external stimuli such as battery and supercapacitor 
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voltage levels. This control strategy operates in a similar manner as the system 

described in Section 9.6.1 except that the “Normal operation” state is replaced with the 

“Current-filter control” state in which the system employs the current-filtering mode of 

control described in Section 8.1.2.  

9.6.3 Simulation Results 

Simulation results showing the operation of the battery-supercapacitor hybrid energy 

storage systems under a voltage based control scheme are shown in Figs. 9.24 and 9.25 

(below) under the same example wind and load conditions shown in Fig. 9.14 and the 

main modelling parameters given in Table 9.1 and 9.2  

As the battery voltage reaches the charge regulation set point of 27.5V in Fig 9.24(a) 

(below), the system regulates the battery voltage by charging the supercapacitor with 

the power that the battery is not able to store. Then, the battery voltage is maintained at 

the set point level of 27.5V until the stored energy in the supercapacitor has been 

transferred into the battery. In this way, the energy which the battery cannot accept is 

temporarily stored in the supercapacitor then transferred to the battery by charging at a 

suitable charging voltage level as shown in Fig 9.24(a). In this example the dump load 

is not used in contrast to the existing system’s performance shown in Figs. 9.20 (f) and 

9.17 (f). 
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Fig 9.24 Voltage based control algorithm system simulation outputs under a wind-charging 

regime at high state of charge. Low-pass filter time constant = 3600. 
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Fig 9.25 Voltage/low-pass filter hybrid control algorithm system simulation outputs under a 

wind-charging regime at high state of charge. Low-pass filter time constant = 3600.  

The sample simulation results of Fig. 9.25 show the system is in the “Current filter 

control” state initially as the battery voltage is within the upper and lower threshold 

limits (V* and  Vbmin). In this state, the high frequency content of the net current 
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waveform is diverted to/from the supercapacitor. When the battery voltage reaches the 

regulation level, V* at approximately time: T=6 hours, the system enters the “Voltage 

control” state. The system remains in this state until T=16 hours (approx.) when the 

supercapacitor energy has been discharged and its voltage has then fallen to a pre-set 

level (Vsmin). At this stage, the control loop switches back to the “Current filter control” 

state. 

This example has been used to illustrate the potential performance benefits of the 

dynamically re-configurable controller in terms of reduced current polarity reversals 

implying reduced state-of-charge fluctuations and therefore increased cycle-life in 

addition to a reduction in dumped energy compared with the existing alternative 

systems shown in Figs. 9.20 and 9.19. 

9.7 Comparison of Battery Voltage Control Schemes 

Sections 9.5 and 9.6 have illustrated the performance of the systems under examination 

over a relatively short period of 26 hrs. To compare their relative performances, the 

effect of the different charge control strategies on the state-of-charge and dumped 

energy over a representative period of 12 days (approx.) has been considered. The wind 

turbine and energy storage simulation parameters have been kept the same as in 

Sections 9.5 and 9.6. Fig. 9.26 plots the simulated battery state-of-charge and dumped 

energy over this period.  
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Fig 9.26 (a) Wind power profile: Turbulence intensity = 0.2 (b) Repeated one-day domestic load 

profile (c) Battery state-of-charge (d) Dumped energy. (Hybrid system1 is the voltage-based 

control scheme. Hybrid system 2 is the voltage/current-filter control scheme) 
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Fig 9.27 Estimated cycle-life at different turbulence intensities. (Hybrid system1 is the voltage-

based control scheme. Hybrid system 2 is the voltage/current-filter control scheme) 

Fig. 9.26 (a) shows the battery state of charge over the course of the simulation interval. 

The benefit of the proposed hybrid systems in terms of energy capture can be seen from 

Fig. 9.26 (b). At times of high battery state of charge [see Fig. 9.26 (a)] the energy 

dissipated in the dump load in the conventional systems can be seen to be greater than 

the in the proposed hybrid systems. The reason for this is that excess energy is stored in 

the supercapacitor module for re-use which would otherwise be dumped in the 

conventional systems. It should be noted that all systems started with the same initial 

energy. 

The state-of-charge variations in the conventional systems can be seen to be greater 

over the course of this simulation period in Fig. 9.26 (a). The effect of this is to reduce 

the expected cycle-life as shown in Fig. 9.27 under different levels of turbulence 

intensity in the range 0.1 -0.3. 

The effect of the reduction in dumped energy by use of the proposed control schemes is 

that the battery can be maintained at a higher state-of-charge over the course of the 
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simulation with a reduction in battery charge/discharge cycle range. This in turn has the 

effect of increasing the estimated battery cycle life, based on this simulation interval, as 

the major discharge cycles have a lower range in the hybridised systems. 

9.8 Hardware Validation of Hybrid Control Strategy 

In this test, the same energy storage components as used in Section 8.2.2 were used 

consisting of four 75Ah sealed lead-acid batteries [12] with a 24Vdc nominal bank 

voltage and twenty-two 2.7V/1800F supercapacitors [13] connected in series. To 

confirm the operation of the hybrid control scheme, the proposed battery/supercapacitor 

was subjected to a representative (wind-load) power profile as shown in Figs. 9.29 and 

9.29 below.  
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Fig. 9.28 Measured results: Red trace: Supercapacitor voltage. Green trace: Battery voltage. 

Blue trace: Net current. White trace: Battery current (1V/Amp). 

 
Fig. 9.29 Test inputs for simulation in Fig. 9.27: (a) Wind power (b) Load power (c) Net power 
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Fig. 9.30 Measured results: Red: Supercapacitor voltage. Green: Battery voltage. Blue trace: Net 

current. White trace: Battery current (1V/Amp). 

 

Fig. 9.31 Test inputs for Fig. 9.29: (a) Wind power (b) Load power (c) Net power. 
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9.9 Summary and Discussion 

This chapter has considered one of the shortcomings of battery energy-storage systems 

in wind-charging applications, that the wind power-profile seldom matches a defined 

charging-strategy. Charging strategies usually require that the rate of charge is reduced 

at high states of charge therefore limiting the power that the battery can absorb. This 

chapter has presented a novel, actively controlled supercapacitor/battery hybrid energy 

system which has been shown to improve the overall performance of the energy storage 

system in terms of charge power acceptance at high states of charge.  

A control system design has been presented which is used to maintain battery voltage 

stability at high states of charge by diverting power to/from a supercapacitor energy 

storage system. The design process has been described and the stability of the switched 

non-linear system has been considered. The operation and feasibility of the control 

system has been demonstrated by simulation and experiment. This voltage control 

strategy has been extended to combine the current-filtering control scheme described 

previously in Section 8.1.2 as part of a novel, dynamically–reconfigurable controller. 

The proposed strategies can be seen to improve battery voltage stability, decrease 

dumped energy and an improvement in battery cycle-life has been estimated. 

A similar control approach can be used to design a voltage control loop for the boost 

converter where the voltage on the high side is controlled. However, with this 

configuration, the performance of the achievable response is limited by the presence of 

the well documented [233-235] right-half-plane zero in the control to output voltage 

transfer function. To help mitigate this issue a sliding-mode alternative control for the 

bidirectional inverting buck/boost converter was proposed and evaluated as described 

[218] (a publication resulting from this research) to be able to control the battery voltage 
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in battery grids whose voltage can be higher or lower than the supercapacitor bank 

voltage. This controller has the advantage of global stability whereas control of the half-

bridge boost converter (or inverting buck/boost converter) output high side voltage by 

conventional (linear) methods cannot, at present, guarantee global stability.  

One of the limitations of the proposed system in this chapter is prohibitive cost. Since 

the supercapacitor energy rating has been set to 20-30% of the battery rating, this would 

amount to a significantly more expensive device than any estimated savings. However, 

the principle of use can still apply in systems employing a significantly lower 

supercapacitor to battery capacity ratio. In addition, if the price of supercapacitors 

continues to fall as the trend in Fig. 8.20 would appear to indicate there may come a 

time when a cost benefit analysis would prove more favourable.  
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Chapter 10: Conclusions 

 

10.1 Introduction 

This thesis has presented the design, simulation, implementation and analysis of an 

active hybrid system consisting of battery and supercapacitor energy storage devices for 

wind-power applications. Chapters 1–5 describe the methodologies used to develop a 

software platform capable of simulating its performance over a representative period. 

Chapter 6 describes the hardware development for a hysteretic current controlled 

DC/DC converter used to control the flow of power to and from the supercapacitor. 

Chapter 7 has described the approach used to determine the optimal 

supercapacitor/battery energy storage system sizing ratio.  

Chapter 8 has shown new results which quantify the increase in battery cycle-life that 

can be achieved using a power-filtering control strategy to the distribution of power 

between the supercapacitor and the battery. In addition, the relationship between the 

controller low-pass filter time-constant setting, battery life and supercapacitor rating 

requirement has been illustrated. A novel concept was introduced of using the 

hysteretic-current controlled DC/DC converter in an active filtering application by 

diverting high frequency current variations to the supercapacitor energy storage system. 

The system performance has been shown to be functional by experiment.  

Power systems simulations often do not consider the effects of a charge regulation 

strategy [236]. Typically, practical systems include a means by which the power to the 

battery can be regulated at high states of charge (a charge regulation strategy) which can 

cause a significant reduction in wind-energy capture. To consider this, Chapter 9 has 

described a novel control approach which uses the supercapacitor energy storage device 
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to support battery-voltage as part of a constant-current/constant-voltage charge 

regulation strategy. In doing so, it is shown that the system provides a means by which 

the battery-charge is regulated at high states of charge according to an appropriate 

charge strategy whilst also increasing the ability of the storage system to accept charge. 

The design of the control strategy is described in detail, its functionality proven by 

experiment and its performance benefits are demonstrated by simulation. After this, the 

hardware system developed in Chapter 9 was then modified so that the mode of 

operation of the real-time embedded controller could switch between active-current 

filtering control and a voltage-based control scheme, combining the benefits of both 

strategies. 

Chapters 1 to 7 represent the development of a simulation environment including a 

high-definition turbulent wind-speed generator, dynamic mechanical modelling of the 

wind turbine drive-train, averaged converter models and methodologies for estimating 

an optimal wind/battery capacity ratio and battery cycle-life. This is in line with 

Objective 1 (Section 1.6).   

10.2 Supercapacitors for Power Filtering 

A review of previous studies revealed a lack of quantifiable data to prove the benefits of 

a power-filtering supercapacitor control strategy for increased battery life-time in wind 

energy applications. The present study has demonstrated the benefits of such a strategy 

by presenting new results which quantify the advantages numerically, by satisfying the 

outcomes of Objectives 2 and 3 (Section 1.6). Battery cycle-life increase of 18% is 

predicted based on a representative week-long simulation profile employing a 3600s 

low-pass filter controller time-constant. The results also indicate a direct correlation 

between the low-pass filter controller time-constant and increase in battery cycle-life, 
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previously not reported.  

A basic system-level simulation has also been carried out to assess the effect of wind 

turbulence intensity level on battery cycle-life over the course of a year-long simulation 

interval. Novel results have shown that the estimated battery cycle-life is inversely 

proportional to turbulence intensity in systems employing only battery storage. The 

study has gone on to show how the degree of hybridisation of the battery energy storage 

system with additional supercapacitor storage (under a power filtering approach) can 

mitigate the effects of increased turbulence intensity in decreasing battery cycle-life.   

The key contributions from Chapter 8 can be summarised as follows: 

 Novel hardware implementation of an actively-controlled supercapacitor device, 

optimised to mitigate high-frequency current fluctuations, has been presented 

and its functionality confirmed (Objective 4, Contribution 4, Chapter 1). 

 Benefits of increased battery cycle-life and decreased battery discharge current 

have been quantified in the proposed system using a week-long simulation 

(Objective 3, Contribution 3, Chapter 1). 

 Operation of the proposed system in terms of battery peak-current reduction and 

charge/discharge cycles has been demonstrated by experiment (Objective 4, 

Contribution 4, Chapter 1). 

 New simulation results have been presented showing quantitative results which 

indicate the benefit of the hybridisation of supercapacitor and battery energy 

storage systems and the methods for doing this have been described. (Objective 

2, Contribution 1, Chapter 1).  

 The effect of different low pass filter time-constants has been evaluated by 

simulation and shown to be proportional to increased battery cycle-life and 
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supercapacitor rating requirement (Objective 2, Contribution 3, Chapter 1). 

 A hardware test-bed has been implemented and described which is capable of 

functional testing of the systems under consideration by experiment (meeting 

Objective 5, Contribution 4, Chapter 1).   

10.3 Supercapacitors for Battery Voltage Support 

Power system simulations rarely include the effects of a charge-control strategy on 

energy capture. Real field-test reports have shown that the energy capture of remote 

wind-power systems operating in the field can be significantly reduced due to the 

operation of charge control systems, primarily due to battery voltage fluctuations under 

turbulent wind conditions [66], [149], [192], [194], [197]. This thesis has considered the 

use of an additional supercapacitor under a battery voltage control scheme to mitigate 

this reduction in energy capture. The key results from Chapter 9 fall in line with 

Objective 6 (see Section 1.5) and can be summarised as follows:  

 Use of the battery/supercapacitor combination under the proposed control 

scheme results in a well-defined battery voltage control capable of holding the 

battery voltage at an appropriate level for constant voltage charging in the 

presence of typical wind/load disturbance variations (Contribution 2, Chapter 1). 

 Use of the proposed control has been shown to reduce the use of a dump-load in 

a remote wind-power system to dissipate excess power that the battery cannot 

store due to charge regulation, under the test conditions presented (Contribution 

2, Chapter 1).  

 A reduction in dumped energy in the proposed system has been shown by 

simulation to contribute to maintaining the battery at a higher state-of-charge 

than in the case of the battery–alone systems. This in turn has been shown to 
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have a beneficial effect in the reduction of the battery charge-cycle amplitude. 

Cycle-life aging estimation results have indicated that an increase in battery life 

can be achieved by use of this control (Contribution 2, Chapter 1). 

The hybrid energy storage system employing the voltage-based control has been 

evaluated in terms of a typical wind-energy application. However, there may be other 

application-areas in which this system could be of benefit by maintaining the battery 

state-of-charge at a higher level than would be possible with a battery alone.   

10.4 Future Work 

One of the limitations of connecting the supercapacitor on the high-side of a 

synchronous buck-converter acting as the interface between the two energy storage 

systems is that the supercapacitor must be maintained at a voltage higher than that of the 

battery. A system employing the converter in this configuration is directly relevant to 

low-voltage battery grid distributed generation systems [158-161] and renewable 

telecoms applications, which typically use 48Vdc systems [68], [69]. Section 8.2.5 has 

demonstrated by experiment how the hysteretic mode of current control can be used in a 

power filtering application with the battery on the high-side of the synchronous buck 

converter and the supercapacitor on the low-side. This enables its application with 

battery grid voltages which are higher than the available supercapacitor bank voltage. 

However, due to time-constraints, the development of this strategy was limited to proof 

of the concept. A novel feed-forward control approach has been suggested for this 

circuit topology and an area of future work will be to develop this configuration and 

control system further and in greater detail.  

The optimisation procedure developed in Section 7.2.2 was based around the use of half 

hourly data for the wind resource. However, the results in Section 8.5.3 have shown 
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how battery-life is related to turbulence intensity. Since the optimisation procedure 

accounts for battery life, it may only be accurate at sites with a low turbulence intensity. 

As such, the existing procedure has provided a good starting point in the optimisation of 

the wind/energy storage capacity ratio to minimize life-cycle costs in a wind or 

wind/diesel system. However an obvious improvement for a future implementation of 

this procedure will be to include the effects of turbulence in the system sizing algorithm 

if not computationally too intensive.   

The hardware implementations of the systems considered have been demonstrated using 

a relatively low-computing power real-time controller. While this has been adequate to 

for demonstration purposes a more optimal approach will be to use a dedicated DSP-

based controller for higher accuracy, resolution, sampling rate and to enable more 

complex controls. In addition, it may be technically advantageous to implement some of 

the control systems proposed in OP-AMP/analogue form or a digital/analogue mixed 

signal implementation to further improve control fidelity by removing quantisation error 

at a reduced cost. This remains an area for future investigation.   

The optimal management of hybrid energy storage systems to mitigate the intermittency 

in renewable energy and, in particular, wind-energy systems is a complex and non-

linear task. Currently the lack of unified test procedures and performance metrics may 

be hindering the objective comparison of hybrid energy storage system controller 

performance. This is, in part, due to lack of accurate battery life modelling data, 

highlighting the need for further research in this field. A starting point would be to 

provide battery life-curve data which reflects the effects of battery stress factors 

experienced by batteries operating in the field.  
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This study has provided a systematic means for assessment of hybrid energy storage 

systems in the context of a wind power application. Previous works [48-50], [56-58] in 

this area have shown that a low-pass filter based control strategy to provide a good 

starting point for the distribution of power between the hybridised energy storage 

systems. The work presented in this thesis has confirmed this by providing novel 

numerical results. In addition, the problem of charge regulation in autonomous 

renewable systems has been considered and a hybrid control approach has been shown 

to combine the benefits of the power filtering approach with increased energy capture. 

An area for future work will be the development of energy management strategies to 

build on the real-time controls and analysis presented in this thesis. 
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Appendices 

 

Appendix 1: Inductor Current Slew-rate-Control Bandwidth Limit 

 

The bandwidth limitation is imposed on a system by a current slew-rate limit such as a 

power inductor in the synchronous buck converter’s output filter circuit can be 

determined as follows.  

The control system can be drawn to include the inductor current slew-rate: 

 

Fig. A1.1 Effective control system block diagram with current slew-rate limit 

Let VL denote the minimum voltage across the inductor during either switching interval. 

The inductor current slew-rate is then: 

 

L

V

dt

dI LL   
(A1.1) 

Let the disturbance signal, Idist, be sinusoidal and defined as follows: 

 )2()( tfSinItI cpeakdist   (A1.2) 

To reject the disturbance effectively, the control system output must accurately 

reproduce an equal and opposite sine wave according to the control action. The control 

slew-rate (di/dt) required to reproduce a sine wave of frequency fc can be found by 

evaluating the maximum rate of change of the sine wave, which occurs at t = 0: 
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From this, the maximum achievable control bandwidth, fc, can be determined for a 

given inductor current slew-rate limit (diL/dt) and peak disturbance current, Ipeak, as 

follows: 

 

peak
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di
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1
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(A1.4) 

Substituting in Eq. (A1.1) in Eq. (A1.4) gives the following relationship: 
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(A1.5) 

Eq. (A1.5) shows how the maximum achievable control bandwidth is proportional to the 

disturbance signal magnitude, inversely proportional to the inductance and the peak 

current amplitude. This was used in the control loop design process to ensure that the 

slew-rate limit imposed by the power inductance would not prevent the control system 

from functioning under worst case conditions for VL and Ipeak. 
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Appendix 2: Equivalent Linear Transfer-function  

To verify the global stability of the system, the switching operation of the DC/DC 

converter was modelled as a relay with hysteresis and the describing function technique 

was used to verify the overall stability of the system. 

 

Fig. A2.1 (a) System block diagram including non-linear hysteresis representation of the 

converter. (b) System block diagram with relay hysteresis shown in describing function form.  

The forward path transfer-function of the system in Fig. A2.1 was determined as 

follows: 
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The unity feedback, closed loop transfer-function describing the system in Fig. 9.9(b) is 

then: 
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Since the system Fig A2.1 contains nested loops, an equivalent non-nested transfer-

function can be defined as Glinear(s), having the same characteristic polynomial as Eq. 

(A2.1) when cascaded with the non-linear term, N(x), in a single, unity feedback loop as 

shown in Fig (A2.2) 
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Fig. A2.2 Non-linear term cascaded with linear system 

As the transfer-function Glinear(s) has the same characteristic polynomial as the system 

of Fig. A2.2, the stability of the system can be inferred from the stability of the 

equivalent system, Glinear(s). 
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Appendix 3: Synchronous Buck Converter Specifications  
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Appendix 4: Analogue-PI Voltage Control System   
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Appendix 5: Active Current Filter real-time control code 

#include <p18cxxx.h> // Allows use of names like TRISC, PORTC … 

#include <adc.h> // Lets us use ADC functions 

#include <stdlib.h> 

#include <delays.h> 

#include <i2c.h> 

#include <usart.h> 

#include <string.h> 

#include <stdio.h>  

#include <math.h> 

#include "esmanagement.h" 

#include <timers.h>  

 

/** C O N S T A N T S 

********************************************************/ 

#define  threshold   = 307;   // threshold defaults 

to 1.5V 

//#define abs(n)   ( ((n) >= 0) ? (n) : -(n) ) ; 

//#define fabs(n)  ( ((n) >= 0.0) ? (n) : -(n) ); 

const char  dac_i2c_address = 0b01000000; // I2C address of DAC 

const char dac_0_select   = 0b00000000; // I2C commend byte 

for max519 to selecet DAC0 

const char  dac_1_select = 0b01000001; // I2C commend byte 

for max519 to selecet DAC1      

const unsigned long int TASK0_COUNTER_MAX   = 2000;         //low 

frequency task coutner 

  

 

/** V A R I A B L E S 

********************************************************/ 

long int counter; // used to generate delay 

unsigned long int adc_result0, adc_result1, adc_0, adc_1 ; 

int state; int toggle; float alpha; 

long int task0_counter=0; 

 

 

/** CONTROLLER VARIABLES 

*****************************************************/ 

long vbatref;  

unsigned long kp; 

unsigned long ki; 

unsigned long imax; 

long imaxneg ; 

long errintmax; 

long errintmaxneg; 

long err; 

long err_int; 

 

long u0, u1, u; 

char new_sample_flag; //** Be carefull chars are set to signed 

***************/ 

int i, j, k; 

long int acc; int a, b; 

int window;  

float lpf_out; 

int lpf, vloop, vcap_high, vcap_low;  
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/** FUNCTION TO ENABLE INTERRUPT ON TIMER O 

**********************************/ 

 

void set_timer(void) 

{ 

     OpenTimer0(TIMER_INT_ON & T0_8BIT & T0_SOURCE_INT & 

T0_PS_1_16); // NOTE: If writing 2 channels to I2C bus post scale 8 

is minimum. 

     INTCONbits.GIEH = 1; //enable interrupts 

} 

 

//*****************************************************************

***********/ 

// High priority interrupt routine 

 

#pragma code 

#pragma interrupt InterruptHandlerHigh 

 

void 

InterruptHandlerHigh () 

{ //Every 0.026 secs 

  

   if (INTCONbits.TMR0IF) 

   { //check for TMR0 overflow 

  INTCONbits.TMR0IF = 0; //clear interrupt flag 

    WriteTimer0(0); 

   

 PORTDbits.RD7 = 1;  //for debugging timings 

 

    //****************Read ADC and start new conversion  

 

 // Toggle between ADCO and ADC1 

 if (toggle == 1)  

 {   

  PORTDbits.RD2 = 1; 

  //Take reading  

  adc_1 = ( ADRESH * 256  ) | ADRESL ; //ADRESH needs 

bitwise shift << 8. NOTE can also use ReadADC() 

  Delay10TCYx(5); 

  ConvertADC(); // Start conversion 

  PORTDbits.RD2 = 0;  

  SetChanADC( ADC_CH0 ); 

 } 

 if (toggle == 0)  

 {   

  PORTDbits.RD3 = 1;  

  //Take reading 

  adc_0 = ( ADRESH * 256  ) | ADRESL ; //ADRESH needs 

bitwise shift << 8. NOTE can also use ReadADC() 

  Delay10TCYx(5); 

  ConvertADC(); // Start conversion 

  PORTDbits.RD3 = 0;  

  SetChanADC( ADC_CH1 ); 

 } 

   

 adc_result0 = adc_0 / 4;  //SCALE ADC RESULT to an 8 bit 

number 
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 adc_result1 = adc_1 / 4;  //SCALE ADC RESULT to an 8 bit 

number 

  

 if ( lpf == 1 ) 

 { 

 

  u0 = adc_result0 - (int)( lpf_out ) + 128; 

//adc_result0; ----------------->>>>>>> 128 ;  // 128 equates to 

zero current reference as the command signal is 8 bit centered on 

128 

  

  

  //if ( u1 < 132 & u1 > 126 ) { u1 = 128 ; } 

//Disable converter if current reference v small 

      

  u1 = (int)( lpf_out );  

   

  PORTBbits.RB0 = 1; //Enable converter 

  StartI2C(); // begin I2C communication 

  IdleI2C(); 

  WriteI2C( dac_i2c_address );  // sends 0000 address 

to the                         

  WriteI2C( dac_0_select );  //Write command byte 

to selct DAC1. This is the negative analogue out via op amp 

inverter 

  WriteI2C( u0 );     //Write command 

byte for output value 

  //WriteI2C( dac_1_select );  //Write command byts 

to selct DAC0. Positive analogue output  

  //WriteI2C( u1 );  

  StopI2C();             // stop all I2C 

communications 

  IdleI2C();   

           

 } 

 

  PORTBbits.RB0 = 1; //Enable converter 

  StartI2C(); // begin I2C communication 

  IdleI2C(); 

  WriteI2C( dac_i2c_address );  // sends 0000 address 

to the                         

  WriteI2C( dac_0_select );  //Write command byte 

to selct DAC1. This is the negative analogue out via op amp 

inverter 

  WriteI2C( u0 );     //Write command 

byte for output value 

  //WriteI2C( dac_1_select );  //Write command byts 

to selct DAC0. Positive analogue output  

  //WriteI2C( u1 );  

  StopI2C();             // stop all I2C 

communications 

  IdleI2C();          

 } 

 

 if ( vcap_low || vcap_high )  

 { 

  PORTBbits.RB0 = 0; //Disable converter 

  StartI2C(); // begin I2C communication 
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  IdleI2C(); 

  WriteI2C( dac_i2c_address );  // sends 0000 address 

to the                         

  WriteI2C( dac_0_select );  //Write 128 midpoint 

is zero to DAC0. 

  WriteI2C( 128 );     //Write command 

byte for output value 

  //WriteI2C( dac_1_select );  //Write 128 midpoint 

is zero to DAC1. 

  //WriteI2C( 128 );  

  StopI2C();             // stop all I2C 

communications 

  IdleI2C();          

 } 

 

 //***increment and poll counter to schedule low frequency 

moving average task 

 

 task0_counter++;   

      if (task0_counter >= TASK0_COUNTER_MAX)     //low frequency 

task  

      { 

            task0_counter=0; 

            new_sample_flag = 1;     

      }  

 toggle = !toggle;  

 PORTDbits.RD7 = 0;  //for debugging timings 

 }  

 

} 

 

#pragma code InterruptVectorHigh = 0x08 

void 

InterruptVectorHigh (void) 

{ 

  _asm 

   goto InterruptHandlerHigh //jump to interrupt routine 

  _endasm 

} 

 

//*****************************************************************

***********/ 

// Main program // 

 

void main() 

 { 

 

/*************** Configure ports 

*********************************************/ 

 //LATD = 0x00;  

 TRISA = 0xFF; 

 TRISD = 0b11110000; //Set PORTs as digital outputs 

 TRISC = 0xFF;  

 TRISB = 0x00; 

  

  PORTDbits.RD0 = 1; //POWER ON LED 

  PORTDbits.RD1 = 1; //Flash other leds  

  PORTDbits.RD2 = 1; 
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  PORTDbits.RD3 = 1;   

    

  Delay10KTCYx( 0 ); 

  Delay10KTCYx( 0 ); 

  Delay10KTCYx( 0 ); 

  Delay10KTCYx( 0 ); 

  Delay10KTCYx( 0 ); 

  Delay10KTCYx( 0 ); 

  PORTDbits.RD0 = 0; //POWER ON LED 

  PORTDbits.RD1 = 0; //Flash other leds  

  PORTDbits.RD2 = 0; 

  PORTDbits.RD3 = 0; 

  PORTBbits.RB0 = 1; //Enable converter 

 

// INITIALISE ADC AND TAKE FIRST READING 

**********************************/ 

   

  Initialize_ADC();  

  initialize_i2c(); 

  ADCON0 = ADCON0 | 0b00000001; //set bit 0 to enable the 

adc 

  Delay10TCYx( 1 );   

   ConvertADC(); // Start conversion 

   

// INITIALISE VARIABLES 

***************************************************/ 

   

  //task0_counter = 10;  // initialise variables  

  acc = 0;  i=0; lpf_out = 0; 

  adc_result0 = 0; 

  new_sample_flag = 0; 

  alpha = 0.01; 

  toggle = 1; 

  set_timer(); // timer interrupt not used here  

  WriteTimer0(0); 

 

  lpf = 0;  //initialise states to 0 

  vloop = 0; 

  vcap_low = 0; 

  vcap_high = 0; 

 

  if ( !PORTDbits.RD7 && !PORTDbits.RD6 ) { lpf = 1; }  

 

 

  PORTBbits.RB0 = 1;  // initialise converter 

 

// INITIALISE CONTROLLER VARIABLES 

***************************************************/ 

 

  vbatref = 425;  

  err = err_int = u1 = 0; 

  kp = 1 ;  

  ki = 0.1; 

  imax = 250 ;   imaxneg = -50; // out of 256 for max 510 

  errintmax = 50;  

  errintmaxneg = -50; 

 

while (1)  
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 {      

   PORTDbits.RD6 = 1;  //for debugging timings 

   //state machine logic 

 

   //RD7 = SC HIGH 

   //RD6 = BATTERY HIGH 

   //RD5 = SC SC QUITE LOW 

   //RD4 = SC VERY LOW 

 

   if   ( ( !PORTDbits.RD7 && !PORTDbits.RD4 ) 

&& !PORTDbits.RD6 )  { lpf = 1; vloop = 0; PORTDbits.RD1 = 1; 

PORTDbits.RD0 = 0; }  

   //  if Vcap < Vcapmax AND battery voltage < V*... 

enable lpf state 

    

   if ( PORTDbits.RD5 && !PORTDbits.RD4 )  { lpf = 1; 

vloop = 0; PORTDbits.RD1 = 1; PORTDbits.RD0 = 0;  } 

   // For testing purposes - if SC is quite low: go 

back to current filter. 

    

   if   ( ( !PORTDbits.RD7 && !PORTDbits.RD5 ) 

&& PORTDbits.RD6 )  { lpf = 0;  vloop = 1;  PORTDbits.RD0 = 1; 

PORTDbits.RD1 = 0; }  

   // if Vcap < Vcapmax AND battery voltage > V*... 

enable vloop state  

 

   //else if  ( vloop == 0 ) { PORTDbits.RD0 = 0; } 

   if   ( PORTDbits.RD7 )  { lpf = 0; vloop 

= 0; vcap_high = 1;  PORTDbits.RD0 = 0; PORTDbits.RD1 = 0; }  

  

   // Vcap > Vcapmax... enable supercap overvoltage 

state 

   else { vcap_high = 0; } 

 

   if   ( PORTDbits.RD4 )  { lpf = 0; vloop 

= 0; vcap_low = 1; PORTDbits.RD0 = 0; PORTDbits.RD1 = 0; }  

  

   // Vcap > Vcapmax... enable supercap overvoltage 

state 

   else { vcap_low = 0;} 

 

   if ( new_sample_flag == 1 )  

   {        

     

    lpf_out = lpf_out + 

alpha*((float)adc_result0 - lpf_out);     

        

    new_sample_flag = 0;  // new sample stored 

in ma algorithm -> clear new sample flag 

   } //  end if  

 

   PORTDbits.RD6 = 0;  //for debugging timings 

   //else { PORTDbits.RD1 = 0; } 

 }//end while 

  

 

}// end main 
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Appendix 6: Resulting Publications. 

  




